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Editorial
The Personality, Activities, and programs of Imam Husayn (p.b.u.h.)
These days are coincided with the

(p.b.u.h.) and Her Excellency, Hadrat

anniversary of the revolution of ‘Ashura

Zeinab,

in Muslim countries, which is respected

speeches; all the audience, including the

in the Western countries under the title

Yazid and his near family, condemned

of Imam Husayn’s Day.

the brutal behavior of the aggressive

‘Ashura and the behavior of Imam
Husayn (p.b.u.h.) was a pattern of rescue
of the oppressed Shia peoples and
thirsty followers of justice throughout
history, against the oppressor caliphs.

gave

their

enlightening

army of the caliph, and the governor and
the militia of Kufa town against the
Innocent Imam and his fellows. The
same has been repeated during the last
14 centuries, by all the free and aware
noble people.

From the very beginning, as soon as the
holy family of the martyred Imam (a.s.)
were taken,as slaves, to the court of the
wicked Yazid bin Mu‘awiyah (may God
damn them); and the young Imam Sajjad

At this crucial and sorrowful time, we,
as the followers of the Shia doctrine and
school of thoughts, and the friends of
Imam Husayn and Ahl- Bayt of the holy
Prophet (p.b.u.h & h.f.) express our
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solidarity with him and our disgust at his
enemies, now and forever.
Some

brilliant

- Patience and forbearance
I cordially take this opportunity to invite

the

our respected readers to think and study

Imam

about the movement of the Imam

Husayn, that may be taken as a good

Husayn, and publish his name, thought,

pattern for the humankind, in the long

and behavior, in all the possible ways.

characteristics

aspects

of

the

of

holy

history, can be summed up, as below:
- Neglecting Injustice
- Valor
- Firm Determination
- Firmness in the path of God and Truth
- Frankness
- Humility, and bereft of Pride and
Arrogance
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THE WILL OF ALLAH AND OUR DESTINY
Part XI: Misguiding the Disbelievers
Vahid Majd
Associate Professor of Tarbiat Modares University

Sept. 2018

Abstract: In this part, the religious meaning of misguidance attributed to Allah
is discussed in details, and that why Allah misguides, and whom He misguides. It
is also discussed if this action of Allah negates His justice, and whether those
who are misguided by Allah have any excuse for their wrong actions. Moreover,
the role of the Satan in this type of misguidance is explained.
Keywords:

1

Misguidance; gradual decline; will of Allah.

Introduction

Allah does not will to provide initial
religious

guidance

for

a

certain

As discussed in the previous part,

individual, he is called Dhaal, which

everyone is lost, astray, and in darkness

means: lost, astray, misguided, or not

until Allah shows him His path. When

guided. He is a person who does not
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. َﺿ ﱠﻞ ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﻜ ْﻢ ِﺟﺒِﻼًّ َﻛﺜﻴﺮﺍً ﺃَ ﻓَﻠَ ْﻢ ﺗَ ُﻜﻮﻧُﻮﺍ ﺗَ ْﻌﻘِﻠُﻮﻥ
َ َﻟَﻘَ ْﺪ ﺃ

know the right path and is not informed
of it. Allah did not provide initial
religious guidance to everyone, but He
does not punish those who are not
exposed to His religious guidance.
However, there is another type of
misguidance that Allah decrees it as
punishment on those who are exposed to

Did I not charge you a (rational)
covenant, O Children of Adam, that you
should not serve Satan, surely he is a
manifest foe to you, and that you should
serve Me, (as) this is a straight path. He
led astray many a throng of you! Did
you not understand? (36:60-62)

His guidance but rejected it. In a number
of tokens of the holy Quran, Allah

.ﺿ ﱠﻞ ﻓِﺮْ ﻋَﻮْ ﻥُ ﻗَﻮْ َﻣﻪُ َﻭ ﻣﺎ ﻫَﺪﻯ
َ ََﻭ ﺃ

attributes this type of misguidance to

Pharaoh led his folk astray and did not

Himself as He is the One who set this

guide them. (20:79)

rule for the consequence of human

َﺏ ﻳَ ْﺸﺘَﺮُﻭﻥ
ِ ﺃَ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﺗَ َﺮ ﺇِﻟَﻰ ﺍﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦَ ﺃ ُﻭﺗُﻮﺍ ﻧَﺼﻴﺒﺎ ً ِﻣﻦَ ْﺍﻟ ِﻜﺘﺎ
.َﻀﻠﱡﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﺴﱠﺒﻴﻞ
ِ ﺍﻟﻀﱠﻼﻟَﺔَ َﻭ ﻳُﺮﻳ ُﺪﻭﻥَ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﺗ

disbelief and disobedience. For instance,
Allah states:
ﺻ ﱞﻢ َﻭ ﺑُ ْﻜ ٌﻢ ﻓِﻲ ﱡ
ُ َﻭ ﺍﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦَ َﻛ ﱠﺬﺑُﻮﺍ ﺑِﺂﻳﺎﺗِﻨﺎ
ِ ﺕ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَ َﺸﺄ
ِ ﺍﻟﻈﻠُﻤﺎ
ﱠ
.َﻘﻴﻢ
ٍ ﺻ
ِ ﷲُ ﻳُﻀْ ﻠِ ْﻠﻪُ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺸَﺄْ ﻳَﺠْ َﻌ ْﻠﻪ ُ ﻋَﻠﻰ
ٍ ﺮﺍﻁ ُﻣ ْﺴﺘ

Have you not regarded those who were

Those who reject Our signs are deaf and

that you lose the way. (4:44)

dumb (wandering) in darkness. Allah
misguides whom He wills, and He puts
whom He wills on a Straight path.
(6:39)

given a share of the Book, who demand
and buy misguidance, and (also) desire

This fact suggests that the action of
misguidance, though Allah decreed it,
planned its details and its extent, and
allowed it to happen, may take place by

On the other hand, in some other tokens,

His creations voluntarily. In this part,

Allah attributes this misguidance to

more insight is provided concerning this

Satan and some people who misguide

issue.

others. For example, we read:
ُﺃَ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﺃَ ْﻋﻬَ ْﺪ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻳﺎ ﺑَﻨﻲ ﺁ َﺩ َﻡ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻻ ﺗَ ْﻌﺒُﺪُﻭﺍ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸﻴْﻄﺎﻥَ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪ
 َﻭ- ﺻﺮﺍﻁٌ ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَﻘﻴ ٌﻢ
ِ  َﻭ ﺃَ ِﻥ ﺍ ْﻋﺒُﺪُﻭﻧﻲ ﻫﺬﺍ- ٌﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ َﻋ ُﺪ ﱞﻭ ُﻣﺒﻴﻦ
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Decreeing Misguidance as

Allah’s Punishment

remains

but

misguidance

(10:32)
ﻀﻞﱡ َ ﱠ
. َﷲ ُ ﺍَ ْﻟﻜﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳﻦ
َ َِﻛﺬﻟ
ِ ُﻚ ﻳ

If one rejects Allah’s guidance and light
after He offered him, he is deserving of
divine punishment. Of the punishments

(Dhalal)?

This way, Allah misguides those who
disbelieve/conceal (the truth). (40:74)

that Allah may decide for a person who
insists on denying the truth, is to

. َﻔﺎﺳ ِﻘﻴﻦ
ِ ُﻀﻞﱡ ِﺑ ِﻪ ﺇِﻻﱠ ﺍَ ْﻟ
ِ َﻭ ﻣﺎ ﻳ

withdraw His guidance from him and to

And He does not misguide anyone by it

leave him in darkness. Such a divine

(i.e., the examples in the Quran) except

rule would result in misguidance for that

the wicked. (2:26)

person due to lack of light, and

ﱢﺖ َ ﱠ
ُ ﻳُﺜَﺒ
ﺖ ﻓِﻲ ﺍَ ْﻟ َﺤﻴﺎ ِﺓ ﺍَﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﻴﺎ َﻭ
ِ ﷲُ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ ِﺑ ْﺎﻟﻘَﻮْ ِﻝ ﺍَﻟﺜﱠﺎ ِﺑ
ْ َ ﻓِﻲ ﺍ
ﷲُ ﺍَﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟِ ِﻤﻴﻦَ َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻔ َﻌ ُﻞ َ ﱠ
ُﻀ ﱡﻞ َ ﱠ
.ﷲ ُ ﻣﺎ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء
ِ ﻵ ِﺧ َﺮ ِﺓ َﻭ ﻳ

temptation of Satan and his followers
among men and the unseen creatures
called Jinn. According to the traditions,

Allah confirms those who believe by a

in all instances in the holy Quran where

firm word in this world and in the

the action of misguiding (Idhlal) has

Hereafter. But Allah misguides the

been attributed to Allah, it only means

unjust, and Allah does what He wills.

Allah’s punishment for those who

(14:27)

remain ungrateful to His favors and

ُ َﻭ ﻻ ﻳَ ْﻨﻔَ ُﻌ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻧُﺼْ ِﺤﻲ ﺇِ ْﻥ ﺃَ َﺭ ْﺩ
َﺼ َﺢ ﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺇِ ْﻥ ﻛﺎﻥ
َ ﺕ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﺃَ ْﻧ
َﱠ
. َﷲُ ﻳ ُِﺮﻳ ُﺪ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳُ ْﻐ ِﻮﻳَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻫ ُ َﻮ َﺭﺑﱡ ُﻜ ْﻢ َﻭ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ﺗُﺮْ َﺟﻌُﻮﻥ

neglectful to His guiding signs. Thus, if
Allah “misguides” such a person, He
only acted according to His justice.
Allah willed that avoiding the path
guidance would result in misguidance
and created the grounds for it to happen.
Allah stresses this fact in Quran by
saying:
ﻓَﻤﺎ ﺫﺍ ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ ْﺍﻟ َﺤ ﱢ
.ُﻖ ﺇِﻻﱠ ﺍﻟﻀﱠﻼﻝ

(Noah (PBUH) said to his disbelieving
folk:) My advice shall not benefit you
even though I intended to advise you if
it be that Allah intended to mislead you.
He is your Lord, and to Him will you
return. (11:34)
َﻭ ﻣﺎ ﻛﺎﻥَ َ ﱠ
ُﻀ ﱠﻞ ﻗَﻮْ ﻣﺎ ً ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ ﺇِ ْﺫ ﻫَﺪﺍﻫ ُ ْﻢ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳُﺒَﻴﱢﻦَ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ
ِ ﷲُ ﻟِﻴ
ﻣﺎ ﻳَﺘﱠﻘُﻮﻥَ ﺇِﻥﱠ َ ﱠ
. ﷲَ ِﺑ ُﻜ ﱢﻞ ﺷ َْﻲ ٍء َﻋ ِﻠﻴ ٌﻢ

Then after apart from truth, what

9
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people after He has guided them until

ﺗ َْﺨﺘَﻠِﻔُﻮﻥَ َﻭ ﻟَﻮْ ﺷﺎ َء َ ﱠ
ُﻀ ﱡﻞ
ِ ﻭﺍﺣ َﺪﺓً َﻭ ﻟ ِﻜ ْﻦ ﻳ
ِ ًﷲ ُ ﻟَ َﺠ َﻌﻠَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺃ ُ ﱠﻣﺔ
ََﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻱ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء َﻭ ﻟَﺘُ ْﺴﺌَﻠُﻦﱠ َﻋ ﱠﻤﺎ ُﻛ ْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُﻮﻥ

He makes clear to them as to what they

.

And Allah will not mislead a group of

should avoid, for Allah has knowledge
of all things. (9:115)
ﺑَ ِﻞ ﺍِﺗﱠﺒَ َﻊ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻅَﻠَ ُﻤﻮﺍ ﺃَ ْﻫﻮﺍ َءﻫُ ْﻢ ِﺑ َﻐﻴ ِْﺮ ِﻋ ْﻠ ٍﻢ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻱ َﻣ ْﻦ
ﺿ ﱠﻞ َ ﱠ
. َﻧﺎﺻ ِﺮﻳﻦ
َ َﺃ
ِ ﷲُ َﻭ ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ
Nay! Those who do wrong follow their
own desires without knowledge. Then,
who will guide those whom Allah has
misguided? For them there will be no
helpers. (30:29)
َ ﷲُ ﺃَﺭْ َﻛ َﺴﻬ ُ ْﻢ ِﺑﻤﺎ َﻛ َﺴﺒُﻮﺍ ﺃ
ﻓَﻤﺎ ﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ ﺍَ ْﻟ ُﻤﻨﺎﻓِﻘِﻴﻦَ ﻓِﺌَﺘَﻴ ِْﻦ َﻭ َ ﱠ
ﷲُ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳُﻀْ ِﻠ ِﻞ َ ﱠ
ﺿ ﱠﻞ َ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﻓَﻠَ ْﻦ
َ َﺗُ ِﺮﻳ ُﺪﻭﻥَ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﺗَ ْﻬﺪُﻭﺍ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺃ
.ًﺗ َِﺠ َﺪ ﻟَﻪُ َﺳﺒِﻴﻼ

... Surely, Allah wishes to test you by
him, and on the Day of Judgment He
will certainly make clear to you (the
truth of) that wherein you disagree. If
Allah so willed, He would certainly
have made you all one people. But He
misguides whom He wills, and He
guides whom He wills; And you will
certainly be called to account for all
your actions. (16:92-93)
Since Allah never calls to account the
action of a person who was not shown
the path, the misguidance mentioned in

Why should you be divided into two

the above token is for a person to whom

parties about the hypocrites while Allah

Allah showed guidance but rejected it.

has cost them of their (evil) deeds? Do

On the commentary of above tokens, Ali

you want to guide those whom Allah has

bin Ibrahim al-Qummi (d. 307 A.H., one

misguided? For those whom Allah

of the students of Imam Hasan al-Askari

misguides, never shall you find a way.

(PBUH) (the eleventh Imam) and teacher

(4:88)

of al-Kulaini, has mentioned in his

From the context of the above tokens, it

Tafsir that:

is clear that the misguidance is Allah’s

ﺇِﻧﱠﻤﺎ »ﻳَ ْﺒﻠُﻮ ُﻛ ُﻢ ﱠ
ﺐ ﻉ
ٍ ِﷲ ُ ِﺑ ِﻪ« ﻳَ ْﻌﻨِﻲ ِﺑ َﻌﻠِ ِﻲ ﺑ ِْﻦ ﺃَ ِﺑﻲ ﻁَﺎﻟ
ﻳَ ْﺨﺘَ ِﺒ ُﺮ ُﻛ ْﻢ » َﻭ ﻟَﻴُﺒَﻴﱢﻨَﻦﱠ ﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻳَﻮْ َﻡ ْﺍﻟ ِﻘﻴﺎ َﻣ ِﺔ ﻣﺎ ُﻛ ْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ِﻓﻴ ِﻪ
 َﻭ ﻟَﻮْ ﺷﺎ َء ﱠ- َﺗ َْﺨﺘَﻠِﻔُﻮﻥ
ﻭﺍﺣ َﺪﺓً« ﻗَﺎ َﻝ َﻋﻠَﻰ
ِ ًﷲُ ﻟَ َﺠ َﻌﻠَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺃ ُ ﱠﻣﺔ

decision in response to hypocrisy.
Allah further states:
ﺇِﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳَ ْﺒﻠُﻮ ُﻛ ُﻢ َ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﺑِ ِﻪ َﻭ ﻟَﻴُﺒَﻴﱢﻨَﻦﱠ ﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻳَﻮْ َﻡ ﺍَ ْﻟ ِﻘﻴﺎ َﻣ ِﺔ ﻣﺎ ُﻛ ْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻴ ِﻪ
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«ُﻀﻞﱡ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء
ٍ ََﻣ ْﺬﻫ
ِ ﺐ َﻭﺍ ِﺣ ٍﺪ َﻭ ﺃَ ْﻣ ٍﺮ َﻭﺍ ِﺣ ٍﺪ » َﻭ ﻟ ِﻜ ْﻦ ﻳ
ﺾ ْﺍﻟ َﻌ ْﻬ ِﺪ » َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻱ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء« ﻗَﺎ َﻝ
ِ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﻳُ َﻌ ﱢﺬﺏُ ِﺑﻨَ ْﻘ

The Will of Allah and Our Destiny

. ُﻳُﺜِﻴﺐ

“‘Surely Allah wishes to test you by
him’ means He tests you by Ali bin Abi
Talib (PBUH), ‘and on the Day of
Judgment He will certainly make clear
to you (the truth of) that wherein you
disagree. And If Allah (so) willed, He
could make you all one people’ means a
single religion (Madh’hab) and single
matter (i.e., Walaya of Ali (PBUH)).
‘But He misguides whom He wills’
means He punishes for breaking the
(divine) covenant, ‘and He guides whom
He wills’ means He rewards...” 1
0F

Himself except through the guides that
He appointed. Mufadhdhal bin Umar
narrated that Imam al-Sadiq (PBUH)
said:
ﻕ ﺃَ ْﻟ َﺰ َﻣﻪُ ﱠ
َﻣ ْﻦ ﺩَﺍﻥَ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﺍﻟﺘﱢﻴﻪَ ﺇِﻟَﻰ
َ ﺎﻉ ﻋ َْﻦ
ٍ ﺻﺎ ِﺩ
ٍ ﷲَ ﺑِ َﻐﻴ ِْﺮ َﺳ َﻤ
ﺏ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻱ ﻓَﺘَ َﺤﻪُ ﱠ
ُﷲ
ِ ْﺍﻟﻔَﻨَﺎ ِء َﻭ َﻣ ِﻦ ﺍ ﱠﺩﻋَﻰ َﺳ َﻤﺎﻋﺎ ً ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻏﻴ ِْﺮ ْﺍﻟﺒَﺎ
ﻚ ْﺍﻟﺒَﺎﺏُ ْﺍﻟ َﻤﺄْ ُﻣﻮﻥُ َﻋﻠَﻰ ِﺳ ﱢﺮ ﱠ
ٌ ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ
َ ِﻙ َﻭ َﺫﻟ
ِﷲ
. ﻮﻥ
ِ ُْﺍﻟ َﻤ ْﻜﻨ
“He

who

hearing

worships

from

a

Allah
2

truthful ,

without
Allah

necessitates for him to go astray towards
destruction. He who claims there are
(correct religious-related) sayings that
he has heard from other than the door

A person who rejects the guidance of the

that Allah has opened, is a polytheist.

divinely assigned Imams and yet tries to

And this is the secure door that has been

live religious life without following their

treasured with the secrets of Allah.”3

instructions, is on the path of destruction
and falls prey to the temptations of
Satan. So long as he continues this
attitude, Allah continues to decree
misguidance for him. In fact, by

A similar narration was reported by alHasan bin Is’haq from Imam al-Ridha
(PBUH) from his ancestors with the
following wording:

His satisfaction except that which Allah

ﺎﻉ ﺃَ ْﻟ َﺰ َﻣﻪُ ﱠ
ﷲُ ْﺍﻟﺒَﺘﱠﺔَ ﺇِﻟَﻰ ْﺍﻟﻔَﻨَﺎ ِء َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ
ٍ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺩَﺍﻥَ ﺑِ َﻐﻴ ِْﺮ َﺳ َﻤ
ﺏ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻱ ﻓَﺘَ َﺤﻪُ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﻟِﺨ َْﻠﻘِ ِﻪ ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ
ِ ﺎﻉ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻏﻴ ِْﺮ ْﺍﻟﺒَﺎ
ٍ ﺩَﺍﻥَ ِﺑ َﺴ َﻤ
ْ
ﻙ َﻭ ْﺍﻟﺒَﺎﺏُ ْﺍﻟ َﻤﺄ ُﻣﻮﻥُ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻭﺣْ ِﻲ ﱠ
ٌ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ
. ﷲِ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٌﺪ ﺹ

opened,

suggested.

The Messenger of Allah (PBUH&HF)

Moreover, it is clear form divine

said, “He who humbly adopts a religion

narrations (i.e., Quran and Hadith) that

and devotes himself to it without

Allah has not opened any door towards

hearing (from Allah’s Messenger), Allah

independent reason, one can prove that
there exists no way towards Allah and
approved,

and
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makes a binding decision about him (to

3

go) towards (spiritual) destruction. He

the Hereafter

who adopts religion by hearing from
other than the door that Allah has
opened for His creation, is a polytheist.”
Then, the Imam (PBUH) continued,
“And the trustworthy door on Allah’s
revelation is Muhammad (PBUH&HF).”4

Misguiding From Paradise in

In several Hadith, the Imams (PBUT)
interpreted

the

Quranic

“guidance”

as

“direction

term
to

of

reach

Paradise on the Day of Judgment”, and
“misguidance” as “losing the address of
Paradise and getting lost on the Day of

Abd al-A’la narrated:

Judgment”. A number of tokens in the

َﺳﺄ َ ْﻟﺘُﻪُ ﻋ َْﻦ ﻗَﻮْ ﻟِ ِﻪ َﻭ ﻣﺎ ﻛﺎﻥَ ﱠ
ُﻀ ﱠﻞ ﻗَﻮْ ﻣﺎ ً ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ ﺇِ ْﺫ ﻫَﺪﺍﻫ ُ ْﻢ
ِ ﷲُ ﻟِﻴ
ﺿﻴ ِﻪ َﻭ
ِ َْﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳُﺒَﻴﱢﻦَ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ ﻣﺎ ﻳَﺘﱠﻘُﻮﻥَ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳُ َﻌ ﱢﺮﻓَﻬُ ْﻢ َﻣﺎ ﻳُﺮ

holy Quran support this interpretation.

.َُﻣﺎ ﻳُ ْﺴ ِﺨﻄُﻪ

I asked Imam al-Sadiq (PBUH) about
Allah’s saying, “And Allah will not
mislead a people after He has guided
them until He makes clear to them
whatever they should avoid.” (9:115) He
(PBUH) replied, “(it means) until He lets
them know what pleases Him and what
displeases Him.”5
The

punishment

of

misguidance

manifests itself in different ways, some
of which will be discussed in the rest of
this article.

Al-Hashimi narrated:
ُ َﺳﺄ َ ْﻟ
ﷲ َﻋ ﱠﺰ
ِ ﷲ َﺟ ْﻌﻔَ َﺮ ﺑْﻦَ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٍﺪ ﻉ ﻋ َْﻦ ﻗَﻮْ ِﻝ ﱠ
ِ ﺖ ﺃَﺑَﺎ َﻋ ْﺒ ِﺪ ﱠ
َﻭ َﺟ َﻞ » َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪ ﱠ
ُ ﷲُ ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ ْﻬﺘَ ِﺪ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳ ُﻀْ ﻠِﻞْ ﻓَﻠَ ْﻦ ﺗَ ِﺠ َﺪ ﻟَﻪ
َﻭﻟِﻴًّﺎ ُﻣﺮْ ِﺷﺪﺍً« ﻓَﻘَﺎ َﻝ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﱠ
ُﻀ ُﻞ
َ ﷲَ ﺗَﺒَﺎ َﺭ
ِ ﻙ َﻭ ﺗَ َﻌﺎﻟَﻰ ﻳ

َﺍﺭ َﻛ َﺮﺍ َﻣﺘِ ِﻪ َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻱ ﺃَ ْﻫ َﻞ
ِ ﺍﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟِ ِﻤﻴﻦَ ﻳَﻮْ َﻡ ْﺍﻟﻘِﻴَﺎ َﻣ ِﺔ ﻋ َْﻦ ﺩ
ﺢ ﺇِﻟَﻰ َﺟﻨﱠ ِﺘ ِﻪ َﻛ َﻤﺎ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ َﻞ
ِ ﺍﻹﻳ َﻤ
ِْ
ِ ﺎﻥ َﻭ ْﺍﻟ َﻌ َﻤ ِﻞ ﺍﻟﺼﱠﺎ ِﻟ

ﷲ ُ ﻣﺎ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء« َﻭ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﺍﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟِ ِﻤﻴﻦَ َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻔ َﻌ ُﻞ ﱠ
ُﻀﻞﱡ ﱠ
ُﷲ
ِ » َﻭ ﻳ
ﱠ
ُ
ﺕ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳ ِﻬ ْﻢ
ِ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ َﻞ »ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍﻟ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ َﻭ َﻋ ِﻤﻠﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﺼﱠﺎﻟِﺤﺎ
ﺕ
ِ َﺭﺑﱡﻬُ ْﻢ ِﺑﺈِﻳﻤﺎﻧِ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﺗَﺠْ ِﺮﻱ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺗَﺤْ ﺘِ ِﻬ ُﻢ ْﺍﻷَ ْﻧﻬﺎ ُﺭ ﻓِﻲ َﺟﻨﱠﺎ
.«ﺍﻟﻨﱠ ِﻌ ِﻴﻢ

I asked Imam al-Sadiq (PBUH) about the
saying of Allah, the mighty and the
majestic, ‘He whom Allah guides, is
rightly guided; but he whom Allah
leaves astray, you will not find for him
any advising guardian. (18:17)’ The
Imam said, “Certainly, Allah—Whose
name is holy, Whose remembrance is
high—misguides the wrongdoers on the
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Day of Judgment from the house of His

He whom Allah intends to guide, He

blessings (i.e., Paradise), and guides

opens his bosom for submission (Islam),

those who had faith and good deeds to

and he whom Allah intends to misguide,

His Paradise just as He said, ‘Allah

He makes his bosom constricted (or

misguides the unjust, and Allah does

even) closed, as if he should evaporate

what He wills.’ (14:27) Moreover, He,

into the sky. This way Allah puts doubt

Allah, the glorious, said, ‘Those who

(al-Rijs) on (the heart of) those who do

believe, and do good deeds, their Lord

not believe. (6:125)

shall guide them because of their faith
(to the place where) beneath them will
flow rivers in Gardens of Bliss.’ (10:9)”6
In addition, Allah says in the holy
Quran:
ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ َﻛﻔَﺮُﻭﺍ َﻭ ﻅَﻠَ ُﻤﻮﺍ )ﺁﻝ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺣﻘﻬﻢ( ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳَ ُﻜ ِﻦ ﱠ
ُﷲ
َﻖ َﺟﻬَﻨﱠ َﻢ ﺧﺎﻟِ ِﺪﻳﻦ
َ ﻟِﻴَ ْﻐﻔِ َﺮ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ َﻭ ﻻ ﻟِﻴَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳَﻬُ ْﻢ ﻁَ ِﺮﻳﻘﺎ ً ﺇِﻻﱠ ﻁَ ِﺮﻳ
.ًﷲ ﻳَ ِﺴﻴﺮﺍ
َ ِﻓﻴﻬﺎ ﺃَﺑَﺪﺍً َﻭ ﻛﺎﻥَ ﺫ ِﻟ
ِ ﻚ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﱠ

Those who reject faith and oppress (the
rights of the family of Muhammad
(PBUH&HF) as per traditions7), Allah

On the commentary of this token,
Hamdan bin Sulaiman narrated:
ُ َﺳﺄ َ ْﻟ
ﺿﺎ ﻉ ﻋ َْﻦ ﻗَﻮْ ِﻝ
َ ﻲ ﺑْﻦَ ُﻣﻮ َﺳﻰ ﺍﻟ ﱢﺮ
ﺖ ﺃَﺑَﺎ ْﺍﻟ َﺤ َﺴ ِﻦ َﻋﻠِ ﱠ
ﷲ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ َﻞ »ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﻳ ُِﺮ ِﺩ ﱠ
َ ْﷲُ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳَﻪُ ﻳَ ْﺸ َﺮﺡ
ِﱠ
ُ ﺻ ْﺪ َﺭﻩ
ْﻼﻡ« ﻗَﺎ َﻝ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳ ُِﺮ ِﺩ ﱠ
ﷲ ُ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳَﻪُ ِﺑﺈِﻳ َﻤﺎﻧِ ِﻪ ﻓِﻲ ﺍﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﻴَﺎ
ِ ﻺﺳ
ِ ْ ِﻟ

َ َْﺍﺭ َﻛ َﺮﺍ َﻣﺘِ ِﻪ ﻓِﻲ ْﺍﻵ ِﺧ َﺮ ِﺓ ﻳَ ْﺸ َﺮﺡ
ُ ﺻ ْﺪ َﺭﻩ
ِ ﺇِﻟَﻰ َﺟﻨﱠﺘِ ِﻪ َﻭ ﺩ
ﻠﺘﱠﺴْﻠِﻴﻢِ ہﻠﻟ َﻭ ﺍﻟﺜﱢﻘَ ِﺔ ِﺑ ِﻪ َﻭ ﺍﻟ ﱡﺴ ُﻜﻮ ِﻥ ﺇِﻟَﻰ َﻣﺎ َﻭ َﻋ َﺪﻩ ُ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺛَ َﻮﺍ ِﺑ ِﻪ
ِِﱠ
ْ ََﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳ
ُﻀﻠﱠﻪُ« ﻋ َْﻦ َﺟﻨﱠ ِﺘ ِﻪ َﻭ
ِ ﻄ َﻤ ِﺌﻦﱠ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ » َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳ ُِﺮ ْﺩ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳ
َﺍﺭ َﻛ َﺮﺍ َﻣﺘِ ِﻪ ﻓِﻲ ْﺍﻵ ِﺧ َﺮ ِﺓ ﻟِ ُﻜ ْﻔ ِﺮ ِﻩ ﺑِ ِﻪ َﻭ ِﻋﺼْ ﻴَﺎﻧِ ِﻪ ﻟَﻪُ ﻓِﻲ
ِ ﺩ
ً
ً
ﺿﻴﱢﻘﺎ َﺣ َﺮﺟﺎ« َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳَ ُﺸ ﱠ
ﻚ ﻓِﻲ
َ ُﺻ ْﺪ َﺭﻩ
َ ْﺍﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﻴَﺎ »ﻳَﺠْ َﻌﻞ
ﺼﻴ َﺮ » َﻛﺄَﻧﱠﻤﺎ
َ ُﻛ ْﻔ ِﺮ ِﻩ َﻭ ﻳَﻀْ ﻄَ ِﺮ
ِ َﺏ ِﻣ ِﻦ ﺍ ْﻋﺘِﻘَﺎ ِﺩ ِﻩ ﻗَ ْﻠﺒُﻪُ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳ

to a way except the way to Hell, to dwell

ﻚ ﻳَﺠْ َﻌ ُﻞ ﱠ
ﻳَ ﱠ
َﺲ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ
َ ِﺼ ﱠﻌ ُﺪ ﻓِﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﱠﻤﺎ ِء َﻛﺬﻟ
َ ْﷲ ُ ﺍﻟﺮﱢﺟ
.« َﻻ ﻳ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥ

therein forever, and this is easy for

I asked Imam al-Ridha (PBUH) about the

Allah. (4:168-169)

saying of Allah: “He whom Allah

shall never forgive them nor guide them

intends to guide, He opens his bosom

Regarding the following token:
ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﻳ ُِﺮ ِﺩ َ ﱠ
ْﻼﻡ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳ ُِﺮ ْﺩ
َ ْﷲُ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳَﻪُ ﻳَ ْﺸ َﺮﺡ
ِ ﻺﺳ
ِ ِﺻ ْﺪ َﺭﻩُ ﻟ
ﺼ ﱠﻌ ُﺪ ِﻓﻲ
ﺿﻴﱢﻘﺎ ً َﺣ َﺮﺟﺎ ً َﻛﺄَﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳَ ﱠ
َ ُﺻ ْﺪ َﺭﻩ
َ ُْﻀﻠﱠﻪُ ﻳَﺠْ َﻌﻞ
ِ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳ
ﻚ ﻳَﺠْ َﻌ ُﻞ َ ﱠ
َﺲ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻻ ﻳ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥ
َ ِﺍَﻟﺴﱠﻤﺎ ِء َﻛﺬﻟ
َ ْﷲُ ﺍَﻟﺮﱢﺟ
.

for submission (Islam).” (6:125) He
(PBUH) answered, “‘He whom Allah
intends to guide’ towards Paradise and
to the house of honor in the Hereafter
because of his faith in this world, He
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opens his bosom for submitting to Allah,

As, noted in the above Hadith, Allah’s

trusting

acquiring

will concerning one’s misguidance is

tranquility in what Allah has promised

only because of one’s denial of the truth.

of the rewards to him until he becomes

The outcome of misguidance is doubt in

fully confident in Him. ‘And he whom

belief, darkness, losing the way to

Allah intends to misguide’ from His

Paradise on the Day of Judgment, and

Paradise and the house of honor in the

arriving at Hell. On the other hand, the

Hereafter, due to his disbelief and his

outcome of guidance for the believers is

disobedience toward Him in this world,

the increase of faith in Allah, peace of

‘He makes his bosom constricted (or

mind and confidence in His promises of

even) closed,’ until he becomes doubtful

rewards, and finally obtaining the rank

(even) in his Kufr, and his heart will

of Paradise.

in

Him,

and

(continue to) be perplexed in (false)

4

Leaving Disbelievers in Doubt

beliefs ‘as if he should evaporate into
the sky. This way Allah puts doubt on

Allah has ruled some natural outcomes

(the heart of) those who do not believe.’

for rejection. One such outcome is that

(6:125)”8

when one rejects a sign of Allah, doubt
will gradually appear in his mind about

Interpreting the term al-Rijs as doubt in
the above-mentioned commentary of
Chapter six, Token 125 by the Imam
Ridha (PBUH) is noteworthy. According
to the lexicons of Arabic9 and the Hadith

the things he previously had no doubt.
In this manner, when one continues to
reject,

one

becomes

increasingly

doubtful about all of the signs of Allah,
His rules, and His sayings.

literature, The meanings of the word
“al-Rijs” include, doubt (Shakk, Raib),

The similitude of a disbeliever who has

perplexity, and temptations of Satan

fallen into doubt to the extent that truth

(Waswasa, Hamaza), as well as, filth

does not settle on his heart is the

and impurity. Doubt and perplexity is

similitude of vapor that does not settle

the most delicate and yet a very

on earth and scatters in the sky. In other

dangerous type of the impurity of heart.

words, living with this much perplexity
becomes intolerable for him as if he
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should go to the sky. This is another

voluntary practice of one’s heart. Allah

worldly punishment of the disbelievers.

states:

When Allah leaves them on themselves,

ﻧﱠﻤَﺎ ﺍَﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨُﻮﻥَ ﺍَﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦَ ﺁﻣَﻨُﻮﺍ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ َﻭ َﺭﺳُﻮﻟِ ِﻪ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳَﺮْ ﺗﺎﺑُﻮﺍ
ِﱠ
ﻚ ﻫُ ُﻢ
َ ِﷲ ﺃُﻭﻟﺌ
ِ ﻴﻞ َ ﱠ
ِ َِﻭ ﺟﺎﻫَﺪُﻭﺍ ﺑِﺄ َ ْﻣﻮﺍﻟِ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻭ ﺃَ ْﻧﻔُ ِﺴ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ َﺳﺒ

the devils induce doubt on them. Thus,
to put doubt on the heart of disbelievers

. َﺍَﻟﺼﱠﺎ ِﺩﻗُﻮﻥ

by Allah means to decree that the devils
would could induce doubt in them, and

Believers are only those who believed in

then to do nothing to remove their

Allah and His Messenger, then never

doubt,

divine

entertained doubt, and strove with their

protection from them, and to treat them

properties and their souls in the cause of

according to divine Justice. Inducing

Allah; such are the truthful. (49:15)

doubt in the hearts of disbelievers is the

ﺕ ﻓَﻤﺎ ِﺯ ْﻟﺘُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ َﺷ ﱟ
ﻚ
ِ َﻭ ﻟَﻘَ ْﺪ ﺟﺎ َء ُﻛ ْﻢ ﻳُﻮﺳُﻒُ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَ ْﺒ ُﻞ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟﺒَﻴﱢﻨﺎ
ﺚ َﱠ
َ ﻚ ﻗُ ْﻠﺘُ ْﻢ ﻟَ ْﻦ ﻳَ ْﺒ َﻌ
ﷲُ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑَ ْﻌ ِﺪ ِﻩ
َ َِﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﺟﺎ َء ُﻛ ْﻢ ﺑِ ِﻪ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﺇِﺫﺍ ﻫَﻠ

to

fully

withhold

action of Satan, entertaining the doubt
and rejecting faith are the actions of
disbelievers, and allowing all these
things to take their natural courses is due
to the will of Allah.

ُﻀﻞﱡ َ ﱠ
. ٌْﺮﻑٌ ُﻣﺮْ ﺗﺎﺏ
َ َِﺭﺳُﻮﻻً َﻛﺬﻟ
ِ ﻚﻳ
ِ ﷲُ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻫُ َﻮ ُﻣﺴ

And certainly in the past, Joseph came
to you with clear evidence, but you kept
doubt regarding some of what came to

Generally, there are two stages of doubt

you through him; at length, when he

that should be distinguished. One is the

died, you said, “Allah shall never send a

doubt that exists before receiving initial

messenger after him.” This way Allah

guidance by Allah, which is not

misguides the wasteful transgressors

disbelief. However, when Allah shows a

who entertain doubt. (40:34)

person His signs, if he then continues to

ْ َﻳُﺆْﻣِﻨُﻮﻥَ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ َﻭ ﺍَ ْﻟﻴَﻮْ ِﻡ ﺍ
ﻵ ِﺧ ِﺮ َﻭ
ﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳَﺴْﺘَﺄْﺫِﻧُﻚَ ﺍَﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻻ
ِﱠ
ْ َﺍِﺭْ ﺗﺎﺑ
. َﺖ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑُﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓَﻬ ُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ َﺭ ْﻳﺒِ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻳَﺘَ َﺮ ﱠﺩ ُﺩﻭﻥ

entertain doubt in his heart about the
truth and admits Satan’s whispers into
his heart, he becomes a disbeliever.

(O Prophet!) Only those ask you for

According

and the

exemption (from battle) who do not

traditions, this latter type of doubt is

believe in Allah and the Last Day, and

equivalent to disbelief, which is a

whose hearts are in doubt, so that they

to the Quran
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toss in their doubts back and forth.

messengers with evidence, but they put

(9:45)

their hands over their mouths (to

Hypocrites think that they can deceive
while they are deceived by wandering in
doubt and perplexity:
ﺇِﻥﱠ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﻨﺎﻓِﻘﻴﻦَ ﻳُﺨﺎ ِﺩ ُﻋﻮﻥَ ﱠ
ﷲَ َﻭ ﻫُ َﻮ ﺧﺎ ِﺩ ُﻋﻬُ ْﻢ َﻭ ﺇِﺫﺍ ﻗﺎ ُﻣﻮﺍ
َﺎﺱ َﻭ ﻻ ﻳَ ْﺬ ُﻛﺮُﻭﻥ
َ ﺇِﻟَﻰ ﺍﻟﺼﱠﻼ ِﺓ ﻗﺎ ُﻣﻮﺍ ُﻛﺴﺎﻟﻰ ﻳُﺮﺍ ُﺅﻥَ ﺍﻟﻨﱠ
ﱠ
ﻚ ﻻ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﻫﺆُﻻ ِء َﻭ ﻻ ﺇِﻟﻰ
َ  ُﻣ َﺬ ْﺑ َﺬﺑﻴﻦَ ﺑَﻴْﻦَ ﺫ ِﻟ- ًﷲَ ﺇِﻻﱠ ﻗَﻠﻴﻼ

protest), and said, “We do deny (the
mission) on which you have been sent,
and we are really in (disquieting) doubt
about what you invite us.” (14:9)
As we pointed out, although the doubt
comes to mind without having control

ﻫﺆُﻻ ِء َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳُﻀْ ﻠِ ِﻞ ﱠ
.ًﷲُ ﻓَﻠَ ْﻦ ﺗ َِﺠ َﺪ ﻟَﻪُ َﺳﺒﻴﻼ

over it, and thus it is not one’s action

The hypocrites seek to trick Allah, but

entertaining doubt and admitting it into

Allah is tricking them: When they stand

the heart after the truth is presented by

up to pray they stand up lazily, showing

Allah is equivalent to disbelief. Abu

off to the people and not remembering

Is’haq al-Khurasani and others narrated

Allah save a little; wavering all the time

that the Leader of the Faithful, Ali

not toward these, not toward those, and

(PBUH), said in some of his sermons:

whom Allah leads astray, you will not
find for him a way. (4:142-143)

and cannot be categorized as disbelief,

ُ َﻻَ ﺗَﺮْ ﺗَﺎﺑُﻮﺍ ﻓَﺘَ ُﺸ ﱡﻜﻮﺍ َﻭ ﻻَ ﺗ
.ﺸ ﱡﻜﻮﺍ ﻓَﺘَ ْﻜﻔُﺮُﻭﺍ
“Do not entertain doubt for you will fall

ْ
ﻮﺡ َﻭ ﻋﺎ ٍﺩ َﻭ ﺛَ ُﻤﻮ َﺩ
ٍ ُﺃَ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳَﺄﺗِ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻧَﺒَﺆُﺍ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَ ْﺒﻠِ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻗَﻮْ ِﻡ ﻧ
َﻭ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑَ ْﻌ ِﺪ ِﻫ ْﻢ ﻻ ﻳَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻬُ ْﻢ ﺇِﻻ ﱠ َ ﱠ
ﷲ ُ ﺟﺎ َء ْﺗﻬُ ْﻢ ُﺭ ُﺳﻠُﻬُ ْﻢ
ﺕ ﻓَ َﺮﺩﱡﻭﺍ ﺃَ ْﻳ ِﺪﻳَﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ ﺃ َ ْﻓﻮﺍ ِﻫ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻭ ﻗﺎﻟُﻮﺍ ﺇِﻧﱠﺎ َﻛﻔَﺮْ ﻧﺎ ِﺑﻤﺎ
ِ ِﺑ ْﺎﻟﺒَﻴﱢﻨﺎ
.ﺐ
ٍ ﺃُﺭْ ِﺳ ْﻠﺘُ ْﻢ ِﺑ ِﻪ َﻭ ﺇِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَ ِﻔﻲ ﺷَﻚﱟ ِﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﺗَ ْﺪﻋُﻮﻧَﻨﺎ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ُﻣ ِﺮﻳ

Has not the story reached you, (O

into doubt. And do not (admit) doubt for
you will disbelieve.”10
Several traditionists narrated from Imam
al-Sadiq (PBUH) and Musa bin Ja’far
(PBUH) that the Messenger of Allah
(PBUH&HF) said:

people), of those who were before you,

.ٌﺍﻟ ﱠﺮﻳْﺐُ ُﻛ ْﻔﺮ

of the people of Noah, Aad, Thamud,
and those who (came) after them? None
knows them but Allah. To them came
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“Suspicion is a disbelief.”11
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Moreover, in his advice to Mufadhdhal

“Of people is he who worships Allah on

bin Umar, Imam al-Sadiq (PBUH) said:

the edge (of faith). If good befalls him,

ﻚ ﺃَﻭْ ﻅَﻦﱠ َﻭ ﺃَﻗَﺎ َﻡ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺃَ َﺣ ِﺪ ِﻫ َﻤﺎ ﺃَﺣْ ﺒَﻂَ ﱠ
ﷲُ َﻋ َﻤﻠَﻪُ ﺇِﻥﱠ
َﻣ ْﻦ َﺷ ﱠ
.ُﺍﺿ َﺤﺔ
ِ ﻲ ْﺍﻟ ُﺤ ﱠﺠﺔُ ْﺍﻟ َﻮ
ِ ُﺣ ﱠﺠﺔَ ﱠ
َ ﷲ ِﻫ

he is, therewith, well content; but if a

“He who doubts (in Allah’s vicegerents

and the Hereafter. (22:11)” The Imam

and His commandments) or distrusts,

(PBUH) said, “They were people who

and keeps up any of these two, Allah

(apparently)

shall nullify his deeds. Certainly, the

disowned worshipping the idols. But

Proof of Allah (Hujjat Allah) is the clear

they had doubt about (the virtues of)

proof.”12

trial befalls him, he makes a turnabout
(on his faith). He loses both this world

Muhammad

worshipped

Allah

(PBUH&HF)

and

and

his

Zurara narrated:

teachings. They became Muslims and

ﺎﺱ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪ ﱠ
ﷲَ ﻋَﻠﻰ
ِ ِﻓﻲ ﻗَﻮْ ِﻝ ﱠ
ِ ﷲ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ ﱠﻞ َﻭ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍﻟﻨﱠ
ْ ﻑ ﻓَﺈِ ْﻥ ﺃَﺻﺎﺑَﻪُ َﺧ ْﻴ ٌﺮ
ٌﺍﻁ َﻤﺄَﻥﱠ ﺑِ ِﻪ َﻭ ﺇِ ْﻥ ﺃَﺻﺎﺑَ ْﺘﻪُ ﻓِ ْﺘﻨَﺔ
ٍ َْﺣﺮ
ْ
ْ
ُ َﺴ َﺮ ﺍﻟ ﱡﺪﻧﻴﺎ َﻭ ﺍﻵ ِﺧ َﺮﺓَ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ ُﺯ َﺭﺍ َﺭﺓ
َ َﺍ ْﻧﻘَﻠ
ِ ﺐ ﻋَﻠﻰ َﻭﺟْ ِﻬ ِﻪ ﺧ

witnessed that there is no deity but Allah

ﺖ َﻋ ْﻨﻬَﺎ ﺃَﺑَﺎ َﺟ ْﻌﻔَ ٍﺮ ﻉ ﻓَﻘَﺎ َﻝ ﻫَ ُﺆﻻَ ِء ﻗَﻮْ ٌﻡ َﻋﺒَﺪُﻭﺍ ﱠ
ُ َﺳﺄ َ ْﻟ
ﷲَ َﻭ
ﷲ َﻭ َﺷ ﱡﻜﻮﺍ ﻓِﻲ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٍﺪ
ِ ُﻭﻥ ﱠ
ِ َﺧﻠَﻌُﻮﺍ ِﻋﺒَﺎ َﺩﺓَ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳُ ْﻌﺒَ ُﺪ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺩ
َﺎﻹ ْﺳﻼَ ِﻡ َﻭ َﺷ ِﻬﺪُﻭﺍ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻻَ ﺇِﻟَﻪ
ِ ِﺹ َﻭ َﻣﺎ َﺟﺎ َء ﺑِ ِﻪ ﻓَﺘَ َﻜﻠﱠ ُﻤﻮﺍ ﺑ
ﺇِﻻﱠ ﱠ
ﺁﻥ َﻭ ﻫُ ْﻢ
ِ ﷲُ َﻭ ﺃَﻥﱠ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤﺪﺍً َﺭﺳُﻮ ُﻝ ﱠ
ِ ْﷲ َﻭ ﺃَﻗَﺮﱡﻭﺍ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟﻘُﺮ
ﻚ ﺷَﺎ ﱡﻛﻮﻥَ ﻓِﻲ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٍﺪ ﺹ َﻭ َﻣﺎ َﺟﺎ َء ِﺑ ِﻪ َﻭ ﻟَ ْﻴﺴُﻮﺍ
َ ِﻓِﻲ َﺫﻟ
ﷲ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﱠ
ﺎﺱ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪ
ِ ُﺷ ﱠﻜﺎﻛﺎ ً ِﻓﻲ ﱠ
ِ ﷲُ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ ﱠﻞ َﻭ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍﻟﻨﱠ
ﱠ
ﻑ ﻳَ ْﻌﻨِﻲ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺷَﻚﱟ ﻓِﻲ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٍﺪ ﺹ َﻭ َﻣﺎ
ٍ ْﷲَ ﻋَﻠﻰ َﺣﺮ

َﺟﺎ َء ﺑِ ِﻪ ﻓَﺈِ ْﻥ ﺃَﺻﺎﺑَﻪُ َﺧ ْﻴ ٌﺮ ﻳَ ْﻌﻨِﻲ ﻋَﺎﻓِﻴَﺔً ﻓِﻲ ﻧَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ِﻪ َﻭ َﻣﺎﻟِ ِﻪ َﻭ
ْ ُﻭ ْﻟ ِﺪ ِﻩ
ﺿ َﻲ ِﺑ ِﻪ َﻭ ﺇِ ْﻥ ﺃَﺻﺎﺑَ ْﺘﻪُ ﻓِ ْﺘﻨَﺔٌ ﻳَ ْﻌﻨِﻲ
ِ ﺍﻁ َﻤﺄَﻥﱠ ِﺑ ِﻪ َﻭ َﺭ
َ َﺑَﻼَ ًء ِﻓﻲ َﺟ َﺴ ِﺪ ِﻩ ﺃَﻭْ َﻣﺎ ِﻟ ِﻪ ﺗ
ﻄﻴﱠ َﺮ َﻭ َﻛ ِﺮﻩَ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﻘَﺎ َﻡ َﻋﻠَﻰ

and that Muhammad is His messenger
and affirmed the Quran while they were
doubtful

about

Muhammad

(the

virtues

(PBUH&HF)

and

of)
his

teachings. They were not doubtful in
(the existence of One) Allah. The Lord
of might and majesty says, ‘Of people is
he who worships Allah on the edge (of
faith),’ means on doubt in Muhammad
(PBUH&HF) and his instructions. ‘If
good befalls him,’ means well-being in
his health, wealth and children ‘he is,

ﻮﻑ َﻭ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱢ
ﺐ
َ ﺼ
َ َﻚ ﻓَﻨ
ِ ُﺍﺭ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱢﻲ ﺹ ﻓَ َﺮ َﺟ َﻊ ﺇِﻟَﻰ ﺍ ْﻟ ُﻮﻗ
ِ
ِ ﺍﻹ ْﻗ َﺮ
ْ
ﱠ
ﱠ
. ہﻠﻟ َﻭ ﻟِ َﺮﺳُﻮﻟِ ِﻪ َﻭ ﺍﻟ ُﺠﺤُﻮ َﺩ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﺒِ ﱢﻲ َﻭ َﻣﺎ َﺟﺎ َء ﺑِ ِﻪ
َ
ِ ِ ﺍﻭَﺓ
َ ْﻌَﺪ

therewith, well content’ and is satisfied

I asked Imam al-Baqir (PBUH) about the

regards it as an evil omen and stops

saying of the Lord of might and majesty,

acknowledging the Prophet (PBUH&HF)

by it, ‘but if a trial befalls him,’ means
an affliction in health or his wealth, he
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and returns to his doubt and suspicion.

anything?” He (PBUH) replied, “O

Thus, he sets up enmity against Allah,

Muhammad! The similitude of us Ahl

and His Messenger, and denies the

al-Bait (PBUT) (and people) is the

Prophet (PBUH&HF) and what came to

similitude of (Jesus and) a family who

him.”

13

were among the Children of Israel. If

There is a very interesting Hadith from
Imam al-Baqir (PBUH) or Imam alSadiq (PBUH) through Muhammad bin

any of them worshiped Allah for forty
nights and then he called upon Allah, his
prayer would have been granted (by
Allah). Once, one of them spent forty

Muslim, who related:
ُ ﻗُ ْﻠ
ﺖ ﻟَﻪُ ﺇِﻧﱠﺎ ﻧَ َﺮﻯ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ َﻞ ِﻣﻦَ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﺨَﺎﻟِﻔِﻴﻦَ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻟَﻪُ ِﻋﺒَﺎ َﺩﺓٌ َﻭ
ﻚ َﺷﻴْﺌﺎ ً ﻓَﻘَﺎ َﻝ ﻳَﺎ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ُﺪ ﺇِﻥﱠ
ٌ ﺍﺟْ ﺘِﻬَﺎ ٌﺩ َﻭ ُﺧ ُﺸﻮ
َ ِﻉ ﻓَﻬَﻞْ ﻳَ ْﻨﻔَ ُﻌﻪُ َﺫﻟ
ﺖ َﻛﺎﻧُﻮﺍ ﻓِﻲ ﺑَ ِﻨﻲ ﺇِ ْﺳ َﺮﺍ ِﺋﻴ َﻞ
ٍ ﺖ َﻣﺜَ ُﻞ ﺃَ ْﻫ ِﻞ ﺑَ ْﻴ
ِ َﻣﺜَﻠَﻨَﺎ ﺃَ ْﻫ َﻞ ْﺍﻟﺒَ ْﻴ

ﻴﺐ
َ َﻭ َﻛﺎﻥَ ﻻَ ﻳَﺠْ ﺘَ ِﻬ ُﺪ ﺃَ َﺣ ٌﺪ ِﻣ ْﻨﻬُ ْﻢ ﺃَﺭْ ﺑَ ِﻌﻴﻦَ ﻟَ ْﻴﻠَﺔً ﺇِﻻﱠ َﺩﻋَﺎ ﻓَﺄ ُ ِﺟ
َْﻭ ﺇِﻥﱠ َﺭ ُﺟﻼً ِﻣ ْﻨﻬُ ُﻢ ﺍﺟْ ﺘَﻬَ َﺪ ﺃَﺭْ ﺑَ ِﻌﻴﻦَ ﻟَ ْﻴﻠَﺔً ﺛُ ﱠﻢ َﺩﻋَﺎ ﻓَﻠَ ْﻢ ﻳُ ْﺴﺘَ َﺠﺐ
ﻟَﻪُ ﻓَﺄَﺗَﻰ ِﻋﻴ َﺴﻰ ﺍﺑْﻦَ َﻣﺮْ ﻳَ َﻢ ﻉ ﻳَ ْﺸ ُﻜﻮ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ َﻣﺎ ﻫ ُ َﻮ ﻓِﻴ ِﻪ َﻭ

ﺻﻠﱠﻰ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ َﺩﻋَﺎ
َ ﻳَﺴْﺄَﻟُﻪُ ﺍﻟ ﱡﺪﻋَﺎ َء ﻟَﻪُ ﻓَﺘَﻄَﻬﱠ َﺮ ِﻋﻴ َﺴﻰ ﻉ َﻭ
ﻓَﺄَﻭْ َﺣﻰ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ﻳَﺎ ِﻋﻴ َﺴﻰ ﺇِﻥﱠ َﻋ ْﺒ ِﺪﻱ ﺃَﺗَﺎﻧِﻲ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻏﻴ ِْﺮ
ﺏ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻱ ﺃُﻭﺗَﻰ ِﻣ ْﻨﻪُ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪُ َﺩﻋَﺎﻧِﻲ َﻭ ﻓِﻲ ﻗَ ْﻠﺒِ ِﻪ َﺷ ﱞ
ﻚ
َ ﻚ ِﻣ ْﻨ
ِ ْﺍﻟﺒَﺎ
ُ ﻓَﻠَﻮْ َﺩﻋَﺎﻧِﻲ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻳَ ْﻨﻘَ ِﻄ َﻊ ُﻋﻨُﻘُﻪُ َﻭ ﺗَ ْﻨﺘَﺜِ َﺮ ﺃَﻧَﺎ ِﻣﻠُﻪُ َﻣﺎ ﺍ ْﺳﺘَ َﺠﺒ
ْﺖ
ﻚ َﺷ ﱞ
ﻚ
َ ﻚ َﻭ ِﻓﻲ ﻗَ ْﻠ ِﺒ
َ ﻟَﻪُ ﻓَ ْﺎﻟﺘَﻔَﺖَ ِﻋﻴ َﺴﻰ ﻉ ﻓَﻘَﺎ َﻝ ﺗَ ْﺪﻋُﻮ َﺭﺑﱠ
َﷲ َﻣﺎ ﻗُ ْﻠﺖ
ِ ﷲ َﻭ َﻛﻠِ َﻤﺘَﻪُ ﻗَ ْﺪ َﻛﺎﻥَ َﻭ ﱠ
ِ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻧَﺒِﻴﱢ ِﻪ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﻳَﺎ ﺭُﻭ َﺡ ﱠ
ﻓَﺎﺳْﺄ َ ِﻝ ﱠ
َﺐ ﺑِ ِﻪ َﻋﻨﱢﻲ ﻓَ َﺪﻋَﺎ ﻟَﻪ ُ ِﻋﻴ َﺴﻰ ﻉ ﻓَﺘَﻘَﺒﱠ َﻞ
َ ﷲَ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳَ ْﺬﻫ
ﱠ
ﺖ
َ ِﺻﺎ َﺭ ﻓِﻲ ﺃ َ َﺣ ِﺪ ﺃ َ ْﻫ ِﻞ ﺑَ ْﻴﺘِ ِﻪ َﻛ َﺬﻟ
َ ﷲُ ِﻣ ْﻨﻪُ َﻭ
ِ ﻚ ﻧَﺤْ ﻦُ ﺃَ ْﻫ َﻞ ْﺍﻟﺒَ ْﻴ

ﻻَ ﻳَ ْﻘﺒَ ُﻞ ﱠ
ُ َﷲُ َﻋ َﻤ َﻞ َﻋ ْﺒ ٍﺪ َﻭ ﻫُ َﻮ ﻳ
.ﺸﻚﱡ ِﻓﻴﻨَﺎ

nights in worship and then called upon
Allah, but he was not answered. He
came to Jesus (PBUH), complained
about what happened to him, and asked
him to pray for him. Jesus (PBUH) made
an ablution, performed Salat, and then
prayed. Thereupon Allah revealed to
him, “O Jesus! Certainly, this servant of
mine came to me from other than the
door that should arrive. He called upon
me while he has doubt about you in his
heart. Even if he calls upon me to the
extent that his neck is broken and his
fingers fall out, I shall not answer him.”
Jesus (PBUH) turned his face to the man
and said, “Do you call upon Allah while

I said to the Imam (PBUH), “We see a

you have doubt about (the rights and

man

who

virtues of) His Prophet in your heart?”

worships (Allah), makes hard efforts (in

He replied, “O the spirit of Allah and

acting upon good deeds), and is very

His word! It was, by Allah, exactly as

humble. Do these acts benefit him

you said. So. Ask Allah that He may
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remove the doubt from my heart.”

leaders

Thereupon, Jesus (PBUH) prayed to

supplications by which we can beseech

Allah for him, and Allah accepted his

Allah so that He may remove doubts

request. Thus, he became like other

from our heart and grant us certainty

members of his family (whose prayers

(Yaqin).

were granted).” Then, the Imam (PBUH)

have

prescribed

many

5

Authorizing the devils

Ahl al-Bait (PBUT). Allah does not

When

one

accept the deed of a servant who doubts

guardianship

in us (i.e., doubts in our rights and

manifested by the guardianship of His

virtues).”14

vicegerents on the earth, he has made

continued: “Like this is the case of us
voluntarily
of

Allah,

rejects
which

the
is

himself ready for the guardianship of the
When one is doubtful, it is his duty to
try his best to eliminate his doubt. This
may involve several primary steps. The
man mentioned in the above tradition
did an intelligent shortcut for removing
his doubt. He chose to ask Allah’s
vicegerent to pray for on his behalf for
eliminating his doubt. Going to Jesus
(PBUH) and making him the means of
his prayed comprised the voluntary steps
that he took for removing his doubt.

devils (Shayatin) and their temptations
because he has willingly left Allah’s
protection. Allah decreed that a person
who leaves His protection becomes
susceptible to satanic incitements. Iblis
was the first creature who was named
Satan (Shaitan). He was from the Jinn (a
type of creature made of fire whom
Allah granted volition just like the
human being) and was the first person
who violated the command of His Lord.

Resorting (Tawassul) to the Prophet

Iblis arrogantly disobeyed Allah’s order

(PBUH&HF) and his Ahl al-Bait (PBUT)

concerning

and asking them to call upon Allah on

vicegerent, Adam (PBUH), and prostrate

our behalf are the best and the quickest

before him. For that matter, Allah cursed

remedy for clearing up the impurities

him and distanced him from His mercy.

doubts from our heart by leave of Allah.

In the holy Quran, we read:

Moreover,

ْ َﻗﺎ َﻝ ﻓ
ﻚ ﻟَ ْﻌﻨَﺘِﻲ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﻳَﻮْ ِﻡ
َ ﻚ َﺭ ِﺟﻴ ٌﻢ َﻭ ﺇِﻥﱠ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ
َ ﺎﺧﺮُﺝْ ِﻣ ْﻨﻬﺎ ﻓَﺈِﻧﱠ

the

divinely

appointed

submission

to

His
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َﻚ ِﻣﻦ
َ ﱢﻳﻦ ﻗﺎ َﻝ َﺭﺏﱢ ﻓَﺄ َ ْﻧ ِﻈﺮْ ﻧِﻲ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﻳَﻮْ ِﻡ ﻳُ ْﺒ َﻌﺜُﻮﻥَ ﻗﺎ َﻝ ﻓَﺈِﻧﱠ
ِ ﺍَﻟﺪ
ﻚ
َ ِﻮﻡ ﻗﺎ َﻝ ﻓَﺒِ ِﻌ ﱠﺰﺗ
ِ ﺍَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﻨﻈَ ِﺮﻳﻦَ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﻳَﻮْ ِﻡ ﺍَ ْﻟ َﻮ ْﻗ
ِ ُﺖ ﺍَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﻌﻠ
ﺼﻴﻦَ ﻗﺎ َﻝ
َ ﻷَ◌ُ ْﻏ ِﻮﻳَﻨﱠﻬُ ْﻢ ﺃَﺟْ َﻤ ِﻌﻴﻦَ ﺇِﻻﱠ ِﻋﺒﺎ َﺩ
ِ َﻙ ِﻣ ْﻨﻬُ ُﻢ ﺍَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺨﻠ
ﻖ َﻭ ْﺍﻟ َﺤ ﱠ
ﻓَ ْﺎﻟ َﺤ ﱡ
ﻚ
َ ﻚ َﻭ ِﻣ ﱠﻤ ْﻦ ﺗَ ِﺒ َﻌ
َ ﻖ ﺃَﻗُﻮ ُﻝ َﻷَ ْﻣ َﻸَﻥﱠ َﺟﻬَﻨﱠ َﻢ ِﻣ ْﻨ
. َِﻣ ْﻨﻬُ ْﻢ ﺃ َﺟْ َﻤ ِﻌﻴﻦ

Certainly you will have no authority
over My servants, except he who
follows you and puts himself in the
wrong.” (15:41-42)
Those among the human being and the

(Allah) said, “Then, get out from there

Jinn who chose Iblis as their guardian

(i.e., the garden) for you are outcast, and

and totally submitted to him, were also

unto you is My curse until the Day of

called devils. They follow what their

Judgment.” (Iblis) said, “O my Lord!

master,

Give me then respite until the day the

commands them. They are the enemies

(dead) are resurrected.” (Allah) said,

of the prophets (PBUT) and their

“Respite is then granted you until the

teachings. Allah states:

Appointed Day.” (Iblis) said, “Then, I

ﺲ َﻭ ﺍَ ْﻟ ِﺠﻦﱢ
َ َِﻭ َﻛﺬﻟ
ِ ﻚ َﺟ َﻌ ْﻠﻨﺎ ﻟِ ُﻜ ﱢﻞ ﻧَﺒِ ﱟﻲ َﻋ ُﺪ ًّﻭﺍ ﺷ
ِ َﻴﺎﻁﻴﻦَ ﺍَ ِﻹ ْﻧ
ُ ُﻮﺣﻲ ﺑَ ْﻌ
ْْﺾ ُﺯ ْﺧﺮُﻑَ ﺍَ ْﻟﻘَﻮْ ِﻝ ُﻏﺮُﻭﺭﺍً َﻭ ﻟَﻮ
ِ ﻳ
ٍ ﻀﻬ ُ ْﻢ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﺑَﻌ
. َﻚ ﻣﺎ ﻓَ َﻌﻠُﻮﻩُ ﻓَ َﺬﺭْ ﻫُ ْﻢ َﻭ ﻣﺎ ﻳَ ْﻔﺘَﺮُﻭﻥ
َ ﺷﺎ َء َﺭﺑﱡ

swear by Your might, I will lead them
all astray except those of your sincere
servants.” (Allah) said, “Thus, the truth

Iblis

(the

greater

devil),

is, and the truth I say, that I shall most

And this way, We made for every

certainly fill the Hell with you and those

prophet a (group of) enemy, devils from

who follow you all together.” (38:77-85)

men and Jinn, inspiring each other with
flowery discourses by way of deception.

Thus, Satan swore that he would
mislead all humankind except those who
put themselves purely under Allah’s

If your Lord had so willed, they would
not have done it. Thus, leave them and
the lies they forge. (6:112)

guardianship, and Allah permitted him
to exercise his choice. In another

Allah has decreed that to the extent that

location in the holy Quran we read:

an

ﻚ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ
َ َْﺲ ﻟ
َ ﻲ ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻘﻴ ٌﻢ ﺇِﻥﱠ ِﻋﺒﺎ ِﺩﻱ ﻟَﻴ
ِ ﻗﺎ َﻝ ﻫﺬﺍ
ﺻﺮﺍﻁٌ َﻋﻠَ ﱠ
. َﻐﺎﻭﻳﻦ
َ ﺳ ُْﻠﻄﺎﻥٌ ﺇِﻻﱠ َﻣ ِﻦ ﺍِﺗﱠﺒَ َﻌ
ِ ﻚ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍَ ْﻟ
(Allah) said, “This is My straight path.
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individual

himself

from

chooses
Allah’s

to

distance

guardianship,

devils gain more authority over him as
his

guardian.

permission

to

However,
devils

over

giving
the
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disbelievers

does

not

make

Allah

responsible for the devils’ actions. Allah
may let them exercise their choice as He
has

let

other

wrongdoers

do

so.

.ﻴﺎﻁﻴﻦَ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍَ ْﻟﻜﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳﻦَ ﺗَﺆ ﱡُﺯﻫُ ْﻢ ﺃَ ًّﺯﺍ
ِ ﺃَ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﺗَ َﺮ ﺃَﻧﱠﺎ ﺃَﺭْ َﺳ ْﻠﻨَﺎ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸ

Don’t you see that We have sent the
devils to the disbelievers and they excite
them to a great degree? (19:83)

Moreover, satanic temptations are not
the cause for the action of such people

. َﻴﺎﻁﻴﻦَ ﺃَﻭْ ﻟِﻴﺎ َء ﻟِﻠﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻻ ﻳ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥ
ِ ﺇِﻧﱠﺎ َﺟ َﻌ ْﻠﻨَﺎ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸ

as they still exercise their own choice. It

We made the devils guardians and

is only about losing Allah’s shield,

masters for those who do not believe.

protection

(7:27)

and

assistance,

losing

discernment and awareness concerning
the delusions and seductions of the
devils, and being exposed more to their
enticements. The devils only suggest
and whisper. Accepting the devils as
one’s advisors and listening to their

Sending devils to entice men or making
them their guardians refers to the will
and plan of Allah to free them to
exercise their choice, and Allah does not
compel them do wrong.

disbeliever. Thus, although enticing a

ﻴﺎﻁﻴﻦَ ﻟَﻴُﻮﺣُﻮﻥَ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﺃَﻭْ ِﻟﻴﺎ ِﺋ ِﻬ ْﻢ ِﻟﻴُﺠﺎ ِﺩﻟُﻮ ُﻛ ْﻢ َﻭ ﺇِ ْﻥ
ِ َﻭ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸ
. َﺃَﻁَ ْﻌﺘُ ُﻤﻮﻫ ُ ْﻢ ﺇِﻧﱠ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻟَ ُﻤ ْﺸ ِﺮ ُﻛﻮﻥ

disbeliever is the choice of the devils,

And the devils indeed inspire their

admitting the devils’ temptations into

friends to argue with you. And if you

one’s heart and rejecting faith is the

were to obey them, you would indeed be

choice

polytheists. (6:121)

whispers is the voluntary action of a

of

a

disbeliever.

About

authorizing the devils, Allah says in the
holy Quran:
ُﻤﻦ ﻧُﻘَﻴﱢﺾْ ﻟَﻪُ َﺷﻴْﻄﺎﻧﺎ ً ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ ﻟَﻪ
ِ َْﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﻌْﺶُ ﻋ َْﻦ ِﺫ ْﻛ ِﺮ ﺍَﻟﺮﱠﺣ

ﺎﺱ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳُﺠﺎ ِﺩ ُﻝ ﻓِﻲ ﱠ
ﷲِ ﺑِ َﻐﻴ ِْﺮ ِﻋ ْﻠ ٍﻢ َﻭ ﻳَﺘﱠﺒِ ُﻊ ُﻛ ﱠﻞ
ِ َﻭ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍﻟﻨﱠ
ُﻀ ﱡﻠﻪُ َﻭ
َ ِْﻄﺎﻥ َﻣ ِﺮﻳ ٍﺪ ُﻛﺘ
ِ ﺐ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ﺃَﻧﱠﻪُ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺗَ َﻮﻻﱠﻩُ ﻓَﺄَﻧﱠﻪُ ﻳ
ٍ َﺷﻴ
.ﻴﺮ
ِ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳ ِﻪ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﻋَﺬﺍ
ِ ﺏ ﺍﻟﺴ ِﱠﻌ

. ٌﻗَ ِﺮﻳﻦ

And among people is he who argues

And for anyone who withdraws from

about Allah (and His sayings and

remembrance of the gracious Lord, We

commandments)

appoint for him a devil that will be an

knowledge and follows every rebellious

intimate companion to him. (43:36)

devil. It is written for him who follows a

without

(divine)
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devil and accepts his guardianship that

only free in a relative sense. Those who

he will lead him astray, and will guide

make themselves free from Allah’s

him to the blazing fire. (22:3-4)

obedience have already become the

ﺍِ ْﺳﺘَﺤْ َﻮ َﺫ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸﻴْﻄﺎﻥُ ﻓَﺄ َ ْﻧﺴﺎﻫُ ْﻢ ِﺫ ْﻛ َﺮ َ ﱠ
ُﻚ ِﺣ ْﺰﺏ
َ ِﷲِ ﺃُﻭﻟﺌ
. َﺨﺎﺳﺮُﻭﻥ
َ ْﻄﺎﻥ ﺃَﻻ ﺇِﻥﱠ ِﺣ ْﺰ
ِ ْﻄﺎﻥ ﻫُ ُﻢ ﺍَ ْﻟ
ِ ﺏ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸﻴ
ِ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸﻴ

slaves of their desires, which, in reality,

Satan has gained the mastery over them,

the believers, by their service to Allah,

so he has made them forget the

become free from the obedience of

remembrance of Allah. They are the

Satan. What an intelligent choice!

means they have yielded themselves to
the slavery of Satan. On the other hand,

Party of Satan. Truly, it is the Party of
Our protection against the Satan only

Satan that will lose! (58:19)

comes from Allah. The believers are
Muhammad bin Muslim narrated via

instructed to seek refuge in Allah so that

Imam al-Sadiq (PBUH) and through his

He

fathers that the Leader of the Faithful,

temptations of the Satan. The more we

Ali (PBUH), said:

choose to request Allah’s protection, the

ﻙ
َ ﷲ ﺗَ َﻌﺎﻟَﻰ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺗَ َﺮ
َ ََﻣ ْﻦ ﺗ
ِ ﺎﻹ ْﺛ ِﻢ ﺃَ ْﻋﺸَﻰ ﻋ َْﻦ ِﺫ ْﻛ ِﺮ ﱠ
ِ ْ ﺼﺪﱠﻯ ِﺑ
ْﺍﻷَ ْﺧ َﺬ َﻋ ﱠﻤ ْﻦ ﺃَ َﻣ َﺮ ﱠ
ُﱠﺾ »ﻟَﻪُ َﺷﻴْﻄﺎﻧﺎ ً ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ ﻟَﻪ
َ ﷲُ ِﺑﻄَﺎ َﻋ ِﺘ ِﻪ ﻗَﻴ

less are we influenced by the devils.

.« ٌﻗَ ِﺮﻳﻦ

keeping us away from the temptations of

“Anyone who turn to sin shall withdraw

may

guard

them

from

the

This is how our volition takes part in
the devils. The glorious Allah says:

(religious issues) from whom Allah has

ٌ ﺇِﻣﱠﺎ ﻳَﻨْﺰَﻏﻨﱠﻚَ ﻣِﻦَ ﺍَﻟﺸﱠﻴْﻄﺎﻥِ ﻧَﺰْﻍ
َ
ﻓَﺎﺳْﺘَﻌِﺬْ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪُ َﺳ ِﻤﻴ ٌﻊ
ِﱠ
ْﻄﺎﻥ
ِ َﻋﻠِﻴ ٌﻢ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺍِﺗﱠﻘَﻮْ ﺍ ﺇِﺫﺍ َﻣ ﱠﺴﻬ ُ ْﻢ ﻁﺎﺋِﻒٌ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸﻴ
. َْﺼﺮُﻭﻥ
ِ ﺗَ َﺬ ﱠﻛﺮُﻭﺍ ﻓَﺈِﺫﺍ ﻫُ ْﻢ ُﻣﺒ

commanded to his obedience, Allah

If a temptation from the Satan attacks

‘shall appoint a devil for him and he

your (mind), seek refuge in Allah, for

shall become an intimate companion to

He hears and knows (all things). Those

from the remembrance of Allah, the
Glorious.

He

who

desists

taking

him.’ (43:36)”15

who observe piety, when an evil thought

The fact is that no one on the earth is

from Satan reaches them, remember

“free” in an absolute sense. People are

(Allah) and become mindful (of His
command), and then, they get insight
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and find (true) vision! (7:200-201)

The claim that Allah cannot or may not

َﺄ
ﺼ ُﻤﻮﺍ ﺑِ ِﻪ ﻓَ َﺴﻴ ُ ْﺪ ِﺧﻠُﻬُ ْﻢ ِﻓﻲ
َ َﻣﱠﺎ ﺍَﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦَ ﺁﻣَﻨُﻮﺍ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ َﻭ ﺍِ ْﻋﺘ
ِﱠ
.ًﺻﺮﺍﻁﺎ ً ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَﻘِﻴﻤﺎ
ِ َﺭﺣْ َﻤ ٍﺔ ِﻣ ْﻨﻪُ َﻭ ﻓَﻀْ ٍﻞ َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻳ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ

protect one who resorts to Him and

As for those who believe in Allah and

justice. As we have seen in the above

seek protection from Him, He shall soon

tokens, Allah has promised help for a

enter them to His mercy and grace, and

person who observes Taqwa (i.e., he is

shall guide them to him (who is) a

mindful of his duties towards Allah) and

straight way. (4:175)

seeks refuge in Him in facing the

.ﺮﺍﻁ ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَﻘِ ٍﻴﻢ
ٍ ﺻ
َ  ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﻌْﺘَﺼِﻢْ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ ﻓَﻘَ ْﺪ ﻫُ ِﺪ
ِ ﻱ ﺇِﻟﻰ
ِﱠ
... And whoever seeks protection from
Allah, he was, indeed, guided to a

submits to His command is the denial of
Allah’s power and or denial of His

temptations of Satan. More protection
from Allah paves the way for more
submission to His command given that
one steadfast in submission to the

straight way. (3:101)
.ﻴﻦ
ٍ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺘﱠﻘِﻴﻦَ ﻓِﻲ َﻣ
ٍ ﻘﺎﻡ ﺃَ ِﻣ

command of his Lord. On the other
hand, more submission to His command

Surely the watchful are in a secure

will be rewarded with more protection

position. (44:51)

from Allah. This positive loop may lead

ﻖ َﱠ
ُ ﷲَ ﻳَﺠْ َﻌﻞْ ﻟَﻪُ َﻣ ْﺨ َﺮﺟﺎ ً َﻭ ﻳَﺮْ ُﺯ ْﻗﻪُ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣﻴ
ْﺚ ﻻ
ِ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺘﱠ
ﷲِ ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ َﺣ ْﺴﺒُﻪُ ﺇِﻥﱠ َ ﱠ
ﻳَﺤْ ﺘ َِﺴﺐُ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺘَ َﻮ ﱠﻛﻞْ َﻋﻠَﻰ َ ﱠ
ﷲَ ﺑﺎﻟِ ُﻎ
ﺃَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ِﻩ ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ َ ﱠ
.ًَﻲ ٍء ﻗَ ْﺪﺭﺍ
ْ ﷲُ ِﻟ ُﻜ ﱢﻞ ﺷ

to a perfect protection if one always

... And whoever is watchful of (his duty

ﷲُ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ ﱠﻞ ﺃَ ْﻗﺒَ َﻞ ﱠ
ﺃَﻳﱡ َﻤﺎ َﻋ ْﺒ ٍﺪ ﺃَ ْﻗﺒَ َﻞ ِﻗﺒَ َﻞ َﻣﺎ ﻳُ ِﺤﺐﱡ ﱠ
ﷲُ َﻋ ﱠﺰ
ﻢ
َ َ ﺟَﻞﱠ ﻗِﺒَﻞَ ﻛُﻞﱢ ﻣَﺎ ﻳُﺤِﺐﱡ ﻭَ ﻣَﻦِ ﺍﻋْﺘَﺼ
ِﱠ
ُ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ َﻭ ﺑِﺘَ ْﻘ َﻮﺍﻩ

to) Allah, He shall make for him an
outlet, and shall give him from whence
he thinks not. And whoever trusts in
Allah, He is sufficient for him; surely
Allah attains His purpose; Allah indeed
has appointed a measure for everything.
(65:2-3)

chooses what Allah chooses for him.
Abdullah bin Sanan narrated that Imam
al-Sadiq (PBUH) said:

ﺼ َﻤﻪُ ﱠ
ْﺎﻝ ﻟَﻮ
َ ﷲُ َﻭ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺃَ ْﻗﺒَ َﻞ ﻗَﺒِﻠَﻪُ َﻭ َﻋ
َ َﻋ
ِ َﺼ َﻤﻪُ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳُﺒ
َ
َ
َ
ْ ﺽ ﺃﻭْ َﻛﺎﻧ
َﺎﺯﻟَﺔً َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺃ ْﻫ ِﻞ
ﺖ ﺍﻟ ﱠ
ِ ََﺳﻘَﻄ
ِ َﺖ ﻧ
ِ ْﺴ َﻤﺎ ُء َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍﻷﺭ

ﷲ ِﺑﺎﻟﺘﱠ ْﻘ َﻮﻯ ِﻣ ْﻦ
ِ ﺽ ﻓَ َﺸ ِﻤﻠَ ْﺘﻬُ ْﻢ ﺑَ ِﻠﻴﱠﺔٌ َﻭ َﻛﺎﻥَ ﻓِﻲ ِﺣﺮْ ِﺯ ﱠ
ِ ْﺍﻷَﺭ
ْﺲ ﱠ
ﻙ َﻭ ﺗَ َﻌﺎﻟَﻰ ﻳَﻘُﻮ ُﻝ ﺇِﻥﱠ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﺘﱠﻘِﻴﻦَ ﻓِﻲ
َ ﷲ ُ ﺗَﺒَﺎ َﺭ
َ ُﻛ ﱢﻞ ﺑَﻠِﻴﱠ ٍﺔ ﺃَ ﻟَﻴ
.ﻘﺎﻡ ﺃَ ِﻣﻴ ٍﻦ
ٍ َﻣ
“Any servant who proceeds towards
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what Allah loves, Allah, the Lord of

In the following Hadith, which has been

might

proceed

attributed to Imam al-Sadiq (PBUH)

towards all what the servant loves. He

without documentation, some of the

who seeks protection from Allah and

schemes of Satan in approaching the

holds fast to His shield, Allah shall

humans and some practical ways to

protect him. And he towards whom

confront him have been explained.

Allah advances and protects, will not

According to this narration, Imam al-

worry if the heaven falls over the earth

Sadiq (PBUH) said:

or an encompassing affliction befalls the

ْ ُﷲُ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ ﱠﻞ َﺩﻋَﺎ ِﻋﺒَﺎ َﺩﻩُ ِﺑﻠ
َﻭ ﱠ
ﻒ َﺩ ْﻋ َﻮﺗِ ِﻪ َﻭ َﻋ ﱠﺮﻓَﻬ ُ ْﻢ
ِ ﻄ
ﻴﺲ ﻓَﻘَﺎ َﻝ ﺗَ َﻌﺎﻟَﻰ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸﻴْﻄﺎﻥَ ﻟَ ُﻜﻤﺎ َﻋ ُﺪ ﱞﻭ ُﻣ ِﺒﻴﻦٌ َﻭ
َ َﻋﺪَﺍ َﻭﺓَ ﺇِ ْﺑ ِﻠ
ُﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸﻴْﻄﺎﻥَ ﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ َﻋ ُﺪ ﱞﻭ ﻓَﺎﺗﱠ ِﺨ ُﺬﻭﻩ ُ َﻋ ُﺪ ًّﻭﺍ ﻓَ ُﻜ ْﻦ َﻣ َﻌﻪ
ُ ﱠﺍﻋﻲ ﻳَ ْﻔ َﺰ
ﺎﺣﺒِ ِﻪ َﻣ ْﻦ
َ ﻉ ﺇِﻟَﻰ
ِ ﺻ
ِ ﺐ ﺍﻟﺮ
ِ ﺐ َﻣ َﻊ َﻛ ْﻠ
ِ َﺮﻳ
ِ َﻛ ْﺎﻟﻐ

and

majesty,

shall

inhabitants of the earth, since he is in
Allah’s sanctuary and is shielded from
every affliction. Is not that Allah, the—
Whose

name

is

holy,

Whose

remembrance is high—said, ‘Surely the
watchful are in a secure position?’
(44:51)”16
Allah further says:
َﺈِﺫﺍ ﻗَﺮ
ُﱠﺟ ِﻴﻢ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪ
ِﱠ
ِ ْﻄﺎﻥ ﺍَﻟﺮ
ِ ﺃْﺕَ ﺍَﻟْﻘُﺮْﺁﻥَ ﻓَﺎﺳْﺘَﻌِﺬْ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸﻴ
ْ
َْﺲ ﻟَﻪُ ﺳُﻠﻄﺎﻥٌ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ َﻭ ﻋَﻠﻰ َﺭﺑﱢ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻳَﺘَ َﻮ ﱠﻛﻠُﻮﻥ
َ ﻟَﻴ
ﺇِﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﺳ ُْﻠﻄﺎﻧُﻪُ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻳَﺘَ َﻮﻟﱠﻮْ ﻧَﻪُ َﻭ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻫُ ْﻢ ِﺑ ِﻪ
. َُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ ُﻛﻮﻥ

When you recite the Quran, seek Allah’s
protection against the outcast and the
accursed Satan. Certainly, he has no
authority over those who believe and put
their trust in their Lord. His authority is
only over those who take him as
guardian and who join partners with
Allah. (16:98-100)
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ﻚ
َ ُﻀﻠﱠ
َ ﻚ ﺇِ َﺫﺍ ﺃَﺗَﺎ
َ ِﺻ َﺮﻓَﻪُ َﻋ ْﻨﻪُ َﻛ َﺬﻟ
َ
ِ ﻙ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻴﻄَﺎﻥُ ُﻣ َﻮﺳ ِْﻮﺳﺎ ً ﻟِﻴ
ﻴﻞ ْﺍﻟ َﺤ ﱢ
ﻚ َﻭ
َ ﷲ ﻓَﺎ ْﺳﺘ َِﻌ ْﺬ ِﻣ ْﻨﻪُ ِﺑ َﺮﺑﱢ
َ َﻖ َﻭ ﻳُ ْﻨ ِﺴﻴ
ِ ﻚ ِﺫ ْﻛ َﺮ ﱠ
ِ ﻋ َْﻦ َﺳ ِﺒ
ْ ﺼ ُﺮ ْﺍﻟ َﻤ
َﺭﺑﱢ ِﻪ ﻓَﺈِﻧﱠﻪُ ﻳُ َﺆﻳﱢ ُﺪ ْﺍﻟ َﺤ ﱠ
ﻈﻠُﻮ َﻡ
ُ ﺎﻁ ِﻞ َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻨ
ِ َﻖ َﻋﻠَﻰ ْﺍﻟﺒ
ْﺲ ﻟَﻪُ ﺳ ُْﻠﻄﺎﻥٌ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ َﻭ
َ ﺑِﻘَﻮْ ﻟِ ِﻪ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ ﱠﻞ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪُ ﻟَﻴ
ْﺮﻓَ ِﺔ
ِ ﻋَﻠﻰ َﺭﺑﱢ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻳَﺘَ َﻮ ﱠﻛﻠُﻮﻥَ َﻭ ﻟَ ْﻦ ﻳُ ْﻘ َﺪ َﺭ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﻫَ َﺬﺍ َﻭ َﻣﻌ
ﺐ َﻭ ْﺳ َﻮ َﺳ ِﺘ ِﻪ ﺇِﻻﱠ ِﺑ َﺪ َﻭ ِﺍﻡ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ َﺮﺍﻗَﺒَ ِﺔ َﻭ
ِ ﺇِ ْﺗﻴَﺎ ِﻧ ِﻪ َﻭ َﻣ َﺬﺍ ِﻫ
ﺎﻁ ْﺍﻟ ِﺨ ْﺪ َﻣ ِﺔ َﻭ ﻫَ ْﻴﺒَ ِﺔ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﻄﱠﻠَ ِﻊ َﻭ َﻛ ْﺜ َﺮ ِﺓ
ِ ﺍﻻ ْﺳﺘِﻘَﺎ َﻣ ِﺔ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺑِ َﺴ
ِ

َﺎﻥ ﻻ
َ ﺍﻟ ﱢﺬ ْﻛ ِﺮ َﻭ ﺃ َ ﱠﻣﺎ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ ْﻬ ِﻤ ُﻞ ِﻷَﻭْ ﻗَﺎﺗِ ِﻪ ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ
ِ َﺻ ْﻴ ُﺪ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻴﻄ
ﺍﺭ
ِ ﺍﻹ ْﻏ َﻮﺍ ِء َﻭ
ِ ََﻣ َﺤﺎﻟَﺔَ َﻭ ﺍ ْﻋﺘَ ِﺒﺮْ ِﺑ َﻤﺎ ﻓَ َﻌ َﻞ ِﺑﻨَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ِﻪ ِﻣﻦ
ِ ﺍﻻ ْﻏﺘِ َﺮ

ُ ﺎﺭ َﺣﻴ
ْﺚ َﻏ ﱠﺮﻩُ َﻭ ﺃَ ْﻋ َﺠﺒَﻪُ َﻋ َﻤﻠُﻪُ َﻭ ِﻋﺒَﺎ َﺩﺗُﻪُ َﻭ
ِ ََﻭ ﺍ ِﻻ ْﺳ ِﺘ ْﻜﺒ
ﺼﻴ َﺮﺗُﻪُ َﻭ َﺭ ْﺃﻳُﻪُ َﻭ ﺟُﺮْ ﺃَﺗُﻪُ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ﻗَ ْﺪ ﺃَﻭْ َﺭﺛَﻪُ ِﻋ ْﻠ ُﻤﻪ ُ َﻭ
ِ َﺑ
َ
ﱠ
ْ
ُ
َ
ﻚ
َ ْﺮﻓَﺘُﻪُ َﻭ ﺍ ْﺳﺘِ ْﺪﻻَﻟﻪُ ﺑِ َﻌﻘﻠِ ِﻪ ﺍﻟﻠ ْﻌﻨَﺔَ ﺇِﻟَﻰ ﺍﻷﺑَ ِﺪ ﻓَ َﻤﺎ ﻅ ﱡﻨ
ِ َﻣﻌ

ﻖ َﻭ
ِ َﺼ ْﻢ ِﺑ َﺤﺒ ِْﻞ ﱠ
ِ ِﺑﻨُﺼْ ِﺤ ِﻪ َﻭ َﺩﻋَﻮْ ﺗِ ِﻪ َﻏ ْﻴ َﺮﻩُ ﻓَﺎ ْﻋﺘ
ِ َﷲ ﺍﻷَﻭْ ﺛ
ﺎﺭ ﺇِﻟَﻰ
ِ ﺍﻻﺿْ ِﻄ َﺮﺍ ُﺭ ِﺑ
ِ ﷲ َﻭ
ِ ﺍﻻ ْﻟ ِﺘ َﺠﺎ ُء ﺇِﻟَﻰ ﱠ
ِ ﻫُ َﻮ
ِ َﺼ ﱠﺤ ِﺔ ﺍ ِﻻ ْﻓ ِﺘﻘ

ُﻚ ﻓَﺈِﻧﱠﻪ
َ ﻚ ﺗ َْﺰﻳِﻴﻨُﻪُ ِﻟﻠﻄﱠﺎ َﻋ ِﺔ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ
َ ﺲ َﻭ ﻻَ ﻳَ ُﻐ ﱠﺮﻧﱠ
ِﱠ
ٍ َﷲ ﻓِﻲ ُﻛ ﱢﻞ ﻧَﻔ
ْ َﻚ ﺗِ ْﺴ َﻌﺔً َﻭ ﺗِﺴ ِْﻌﻴﻦَ ﺑَﺎﺑﺎ ً ِﻣﻦَ ْﺍﻟ َﺨﻴ ِْﺮ ﻟِﻴ
ﻚ
َ ِﻈﻔَ َﺮ ﺑ
َ ﻳَ ْﻔﺘَ ُﺢ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ

ﺼ ﱢﺪ ﻋ َْﻦ َﺳ ِﺒﻴﻠِ ِﻪ َﻭ
ﻑ َﻭ ﺍﻟ ﱠ
ِ َِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪ ﺗَ َﻤ ِﺎﻡ ْﺍﻟ ِﻤﺎﺋَ ِﺔ ﻓَﻘَﺎ ِﺑ ْﻠﻪُ ِﺑ ْﺎﻟ ِﺨﻼ
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.ﻀﺎ ﱠﺩ ِﺓ ﺑِﺎ ْﺳﺘِ ْﻬ َﻮﺍﺋِ ِﻪ
َ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ

“… The Lord of might and majesty
called His servants a call of mercy and
made them aware of the enmity of Iblis.
He—Whose remembrance is high—
said, ‘Verily Satan is an evident enemy
of you,’ (7:22) and said, ‘Certainly,
Satan is an enemy to you, so take him as
an enemy.’ (35:6) Thus, treat him the
way a stranger treats a shepherd dog,
that in order to repel it, he fearfully
resort to the owner of dog. Thus, when
the Satan comes to you with temptation
to mislead you from the path of truth
and to make you forget Allah, seek
refuge from him in your Lord and his
Lord. Certainly, Allah supports truth
against

falsehood

and

helps

the

oppressed, as He, the mighty and the
majestic, said, ‘Certainly, he has no
authority over those who believe and put

remembrance. But, those who are
negligent

about

their

times

are

undoubtedly the prey of the Satan…
Thus, hold fast to the rope of Allah, the
most confident rope, which is seeking
refuge in Allah and truly feeling urgent
need before Allah with every breath. Let
not Satan’s embellishment of (your
previous) worship allures you. Verily he
may open for you ninety-nine gates of
goodness in order to overcome you at
the hundredth. Thus, confront him by
opposition and by blocking his path and
counteracting his temptations.”17
6

Gradual Decline

One of the most terrible punishments for
those who repeatedly reject the signs of
Allah is mentioned in the holy Quran as
the gradual decline (al-Istidraj). Allah
states:

their trust in their Lord.’ (16:99) No one

ُ َﻭ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ َﻛ ﱠﺬﺑُﻮﺍ ِﺑﺂﻳﺎﺗِﻨﺎ َﺳﻨَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺪ ِﺭ ُﺟﻬُ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣﻴ
. َْﺚ ﻻ ﻳَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮﻥ

has the ability to do this (i.e., to avoide

Those who reject Our signs, We shall

the Satan) and to know of his presence

lead them gradually to ruin in such a

and the methods of his temptations

way that they do not realize. (7:182)

except by persistent watchfulness and
commitment in sincere service (to
Allah’s cause), by fear from what was

On the commentary of this token,
Sufyan bin Samt narrated that Imam alSadiq (PBUH) said:

informed (by Allah), and by abundant
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ﺇِﻥﱠ ﱠ
ﺐ َﺫ ْﻧﺒﺎ ً ﺃَ ْﺗﺒَ َﻌﻪُ ﺑِﻨَﻘِ َﻤ ٍﺔ َﻭ
َ َﷲَ ﺇِ َﺫﺍ ﺃَ َﺭﺍ َﺩ ﺑِ َﻌ ْﺒ ٍﺪ َﺧﻴْﺮﺍً ﻓَﺄ َ ْﺫﻧ
َُﺐ َﺫ ْﻧﺒﺎ ً ﺃَ ْﺗﺒَ َﻌﻪ
َ ﺍﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﻐﻔَﺎ َﺭ َﻭ ﺇِ َﺫﺍ ﺃَ َﺭﺍ َﺩ ﺑِ َﻌ ْﺒ ٍﺪ َﺷ ّﺮﺍً ﻓَﺄ َ ْﺫﻧ
ِ ُﻳُ َﺬ ﱢﻛ ُﺮﻩ
ﺍﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﻐﻔَﺎ َﺭ َﻭ ﻳَﺘَ َﻤﺎﺩَﻯ ِﺑﻬَﺎ َﻭ ﻫُ َﻮ ﻗَﻮْ ُﻝ ﱠ
ِﷲ
ِ ُِﺑﻨِ ْﻌ َﻤ ٍﺔ ﻟِﻴُ ْﻨ ِﺴﻴَﻪ
ُ َﻋ ﱠﺰ َﻭ َﺟ ﱠﻞ َﺳﻨَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺪ ِﺭ ُﺟﻬ ُ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣﻴ
ْﺚ ﻻ ﻳَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮﻥَ ِﺑﺎﻟﻨﱢ َﻌ ِﻢ ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪ
. ﺎﺻﻲ
ِ ْﺍﻟ َﻤ َﻌ

“Certainly,

when

Allah

intends

a

goodness (Khair) for a servant, if he
commits a sin, He causes it to be
followed by a (hasty) reprisal so that it
reminds him to ask for forgiveness. But
when Allah intends an evil (Sharr) for a
servant, if he commits a sin, He makes it
followed by a worldly favor and benefit

excessively without further reproach.
Allah states in the holy Quran:
ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﺑَﺪ ْﱠﻟﻨﺎ َﻣﻜﺎﻥَ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺴﻴﱢﺌَ ِﺔ ﺍَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺴﻨَﺔَ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ َﻋﻔَﻮْ ﺍ َﻭ ﻗﺎﻟُﻮﺍ ﻗَ ْﺪ َﻣﺲﱠ
ﻀﺮﱠﺍ ُء َﻭ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺴﺮﱠﺍ ُء ﻓَﺄَﺧ َْﺬﻧﺎﻫُ ْﻢ ﺑَ ْﻐﺘَﺔً َﻭ ﻫُ ْﻢ ﻻ
ﺁﺑﺎ َءﻧَﺎ ﺍَﻟ ﱠ
. َﻳَ ْﺸ ُﻌﺮُﻭﻥ
Then We replaced (their) suffering/sins
with

(worldly)

comfort

until

they

increased, and they began to say, “Our
fathers were (also) touched by suffering
and affluence.” Thereafter We took
them (i.e., their souls) suddenly while
they were unaware. (7:95)

forgiveness and to let him continue (the

َﻭ ﻻ ﻳَﺤْ َﺴﺒَﻦﱠ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ َﻛﻔَﺮُﻭﺍ ﺃَﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻧُ ْﻤﻠِﻲ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ َﺧ ْﻴ ٌﺮ ِﻷَ ْﻧﻔ ُ ِﺴ ِﻬ ْﻢ
. ٌﺇِﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻧُ ْﻤ ِﻠﻲ ﻟَﻬ ُ ْﻢ ِﻟﻴَ ْﺰﺩﺍﺩُﻭﺍ ﺇِ ْﺛﻤﺎ ً َﻭ ﻟَﻬ ُ ْﻢ ﻋَﺬﺍﺏٌ ُﻣ ِﻬﻴﻦ

sin) excessively. And this is the saying

The disbelievers should not think that

of Allah, ‘We shall lead them gradually

our respite to them is good for them. We

to decline in such a way that they do not

give them respite in order to let them

realize.’ (7:182) This is done by

increase their sins, and for them is a

(granting

humiliating punishment. (3:178)

so as to make him forget asking for

worldly)

benefits

when
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committing sins.”

Intending evil (Sharr), as we explained
in Part 8, is intending punishment. What
punishment is greater than depriving a
disbeliever a correct feedback about his
deeds? Since he is inattentive to the
signs

of

Allah

and

continues

to

disbelieve, Allah deprives him His signs
and may let him increase his sins
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َﻣ ْﻦ ﻛﺎﻥَ ﻓِﻲ ﺍَﻟﻀﱠﻼﻟَ ِﺔ ﻓَ ْﻠﻴَ ْﻤ ُﺪ ْﺩ ﻟَﻪُ ﺍَﻟﺮﱠﺣْ ﻤﻦُ َﻣ ًّﺪﺍ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ
َﺬﺍﺏ َﻭ ﺇِ ﱠﻣﺎ ﺍَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋﺔ
َ َﺭﺃَﻭْ ﺍ ﻣﺎ ﻳُﻮ َﻋ ُﺪﻭﻥَ ﺇِ ﱠﻣﺎ ﺍَ ْﻟ َﻌ

ْﻗُﻞ

ﺇِﺫﺍ
.ًﻓَ َﺴﻴَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮﻥَ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻫُ َﻮ َﺷ ﱞﺮ َﻣﻜﺎﻧﺎ ً َﻭ ﺃَﺿْ َﻌﻒُ ُﺟ ْﻨﺪﺍ

Say, “Whoever is in misguidance, the
gracious Lord extends (His respite) to
them, a great extension, until they see
what was promised to them either in
punishment or in (the approach of) the
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Hour (of rising (of al-Qa’im)). Then,

as good, (equal to one who is rightly

they will at length realize who is worst

guided)? Verily, Allah misguides whom

in position, and (who is) weakest in

He wills, and guides whom He wills. So

forces!” (19:75)

let not your soul be wasted in regret for

Moreover, Allah may decree that the
devils would be allowed to make evil

them. Certainly, Allah knows well all
that they perform! (35:8)

deed of a disbeliever seem good to him.

The more we sin, the more we habituate

In the holy Quran, we read:

ourselves to sinfulness and the less we

ُﻚ ﻓَ َﺰﻳ ﱠﻦَ ﻟَﻬُ ُﻢ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺸﻴْﻄﺎﻥ
َ ِﺎہﻠﻟ ﻟَﻘَ ْﺪ ﺃَﺭْ َﺳ ْﻠﻨﺎ ﺇِﻟﻰ ﺃ ُ َﻣ ٍﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَ ْﺒﻠ
ِﱠ
.ﺃَ ْﻋﻤﺎﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓَﻬ ُ َﻮ َﻭﻟِﻴﱡﻬُ ُﻢ ﺍَ ْﻟﻴَﻮْ َﻡ َﻭ ﻟَﻬ ُ ْﻢ ﻋَﺬﺍﺏٌ ﺃَﻟِﻴ ٌﻢ

feel guilty and even the more virtuous

By

(Our

it is to choose light over darkness, and

messengers) to peoples before you; but

the more repulsive the right action

the Satan made their acts seem alluring

seems to us; it is like someone living in

to them. He is also their guardian today,

a cave who is gradually pained by the

and

light of the sun and runs back into the

Allah,

they

We

(also)

shall

have

sent

a

painful

those acts appear to us in some
viewpoints. The more we sin, the harder

chastisement. (16:63)

darkness for comfort. The more we do

ْ ِﺇِﻥﱠ ﺍَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻻ ﻳ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥَ ﺑ
ﺎﻵ ِﺧ َﺮ ِﺓ َﺯﻳﱠﻨﱠﺎ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ ﺃَ ْﻋﻤﺎﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓَﻬ ُ ْﻢ
. َﻳَ ْﻌ َﻤﻬُﻮﻥ

something, the more we tend to do it

As to those who believe not in the
Hereafter, We have made their deeds
pleasing in their eyes; and so they
wander about blindly. (27:4)
ﺃَ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ُﺯﻳﱢﻦَ ﻟَﻪُ ﺳُﻮ ُء َﻋ َﻤﻠِ ِﻪ ﻓَ َﺮﺁﻩُ َﺣ َﺴﻨﺎ ً ﻓَﺈِﻥﱠ َ ﱠ
ُﻀﻞﱡ َﻣ ْﻦ
ِ ﷲَ ﻳ
ﻚ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ
ُ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء َﻭ ﻳَ ْﻬ ِﺪﻱ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَﺸﺎ ُء ﻓَﻼ ﺗ َْﺬﻫَﺐْ ﻧَ ْﻔ
َ ﺴ
ﺕ ﺇِﻥﱠ َ ﱠ
. َﷲَ َﻋﻠِﻴ ٌﻢ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻳَﺼْ ﻨَﻌُﻮﻥ
ٍ َﺣ َﺴﺮﺍ

again. This situation is similar to
classical

behavioral

conditioning.

However, instead of “urgency” we
consider

“tendency”

to

relate

the

actions. Although, we may tend to a
certain action due to our previous
actions, we are not compelled to do it
since we have been granted volition.
Allah has ruled that when one insists on

Is he, then, to whom the evil of his deed

committing a sin, his heart would

is made alluring, so that he looks upon it

gradually repel the truth so much so that
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he would no longer believe that such an

will of Allah. A believer is always

action is a sin, and would effectively

repentant while a disbeliever does not

assume such attribution a lie to Allah

feel

and His religion. In other words,

misconducts. Ibn Abi Umair narrated:

indulging into sin may gradually lead to

ْﺖ ُﻣﻮ َﺳﻰ ﺑْﻦَ َﺟ ْﻌﻔَ ٍﺮ ﻉ ﻳَﻘُﻮ ُﻝ َﻻ ﻳُ َﺨﻠﱢ ُﺪ ﱠ
ُ َﺳ ِﻤﻌ
ﺎﺭ
ِ ﷲُ ﻓِﻲ ﺍﻟﻨﱠ
... ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ﺃَ ْﻫ َﻞ ْﺍﻟ ُﻜ ْﻔ ِﺮ َﻭ ْﺍﻟ ُﺠﺤُﻮ ِﺩ َﻭ ﺃَ ْﻫ َﻞ ﺍﻟﻀ َﱠﻼ ِﻝ َﻭ ﺍﻟ ﱢﺸﺮْ ِﻙ
ﻚ َﻭ ﻧَ ِﺪ َﻡ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻪ َﻭ
َ َِﻣﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣ ٍﻦ ﻳَﺮْ ﺗَ ِﻜﺐُ َﺫ ْﻧﺒﺎ ً ﺇِ ﱠﻻ َﺳﺎ َءﻩ ُ َﺫﻟ

disbelief and lying upon Allah. In holy
Quran, we read:
ﺕ َﱠ
ِﷲ
ِ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﻛﺎﻥَ ﻋﺎﻗِﺒَﺔَ ﺍَﻟ ﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺃَﺳﺎﺅُﺍ ﺍَﻟﺴﱡﻮﺍﻯ ﺃَ ْﻥ َﻛ ﱠﺬﺑُﻮﺍ ﺑِﺂﻳﺎ
. ََﻭ ﻛﺎﻧُﻮﺍ ِﺑﻬﺎ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَﻬ ِْﺰ ُﺅﻥ
“The outcome of those who (indulged
into) committing evil deeds was that
they denied the signs of Allah and held
them up to ridicule. (30:10)”
According to the traditions, a person
who does not regret the sin that he has
committed—even if he has committed it
only once—is considered an insistent
(Musir) and a disbeliever because he
does not believe in the hereafter penalty
that Allah has set for that specific sin.
Believing in the Hereafter penalty of an
action,

makes

one

distressed

and

regretful, which is an introduction to
repentance (Tawba). Regret obligates
one to comply all other requirements of
repentance.

Regret

is

a

voluntary

internal reaction of a believer to sin by
which he guards his heart from decline
and maintains his faith according to the
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sorry

before

Allah

for

his

ُ ﻗَ ْﺪ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱡﻲ ﺹ َﻛﻔَﻰ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱠﺪ َِﻡ ﺗَﻮْ ﺑَﺔً َﻭ ﻗَﺎ َﻝ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺳ ﱠﺮ ْﺗﻪ
ﺐ
ٍ َﺣ َﺴﻨَﺔٌ َﻭ َﺳﺎ َء ْﺗﻪُ َﺳﻴﱢﺌَﺔٌ ﻓَﻬُ َﻮ ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣﻦٌ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳَ ْﻨ َﺪ ْﻡ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﺫ ْﻧ

َْﺲ ِﺑ ُﻤ ْﺆ ِﻣ ٍﻦ َﻭ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﺗَ ِﺠﺐْ ﻟَﻪُ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺸﻔَﺎ َﻋﺔُ َﻭ َﻛﺎﻥ
َ ﻳَﺮْ ﺗَ ِﻜﺒُﻪُ ﻓَﻠَﻴ
ﻅَﺎﻟِﻤﺎ ً َﻭ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﺗَ َﻌﺎﻟَﻰ ﻳَﻘُﻮ ُﻝ »ﻣﺎ ﻟِﻠﻈﱠﺎﻟِ ِﻤﻴﻦَ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣ ِﻤ ٍﻴﻢ َﻭ ﻻ
ﺖ ﻟَﻪ ُ ﻳَﺎ ﺍﺑْﻦَ َﺭﺳُﻮ ِﻝ ﱠ
ُ ﻉ« ﻓَﻘُ ْﻠ
ُ ﻴﻊ ﻳُﻄﺎ
ﷲِ َﻭ َﻛﻴْﻒَ َﻻ
ٍ َِﺷﻔ

ﺐ ﻳَﺮْ ﺗَ ِﻜﺒُﻪُ ﻓَﻘَﺎ َﻝ ﻳَﺎ ﺃَﺑَﺎ
ٍ ﻳَ ُﻜﻮﻥُ ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨﺎ ً َﻣ ْﻦ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳَ ْﻨ َﺪ ْﻡ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﺫ ْﻧ
ﺎﺻﻲ َﻭ ﻫُ َﻮ
ِ ﺃَﺣْ َﻤ َﺪ َﻣﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺃ َ َﺣ ٍﺪ ﻳَﺮْ ﺗَ ِﻜﺐُ َﻛ ِﺒﻴ َﺮﺓً ِﻣﻦَ ْﺍﻟ َﻤ َﻌ
ﺐ َﻭ َﻣﺘَﻰ
َ ﻳَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻢ ﺃَﻧﱠﻪُ َﺳﻴُ َﻌﺎﻗَﺐُ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴﻬَﺎ ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ﻧَ ِﺪ َﻡ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻣﺎ ﺍﺭْ ﺗَ َﻜ

ﻧَ ِﺪ َﻡ َﻛﺎﻥَ ﺗَﺎﺋِﺒﺎ ً ُﻣ ْﺴﺘ َِﺤﻘّﺎ ً ﻟِﻠ ﱠﺸﻔَﺎ َﻋ ِﺔ َﻭ َﻣﺘَﻰ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳَ ْﻨ َﺪ ْﻡ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴﻬَﺎ
ﺼﺮﱡ َﻻ ﻳُ ْﻐﻔَ ُﺮ ﻟَﻪُ ِﻷَﻧﱠﻪُ َﻏ ْﻴ ُﺮ ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣ ٍﻦ
ِ ﺼ ّﺮﺍً َﻭ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ
ِ َﻛﺎﻥَ ُﻣ
ﺐ َﻭ ﻟَﻮْ َﻛﺎﻥَ ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨﺎ ً ِﺑ ْﺎﻟ ُﻌﻘُﻮﺑَ ِﺔ ﻟَﻨَ ِﺪ َﻡ َﻭ ﻗَ ْﺪ
َ ِﺑ ُﻌﻘُﻮﺑَ ِﺔ َﻣﺎ ﺍﺭْ ﺗَ َﻜ
ﺻ ِﻐﻴ َﺮﺓَ َﻣ َﻊ
َ ﺎﺭ َﻭ َﻻ
ِ َﻗَﺎ َﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱡﻲ ﺹ َﻻ َﻛﺒِﻴ َﺮﺓَ َﻣ َﻊ ِﺍﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﻐﻔ
ﺍﺭ َﻭ ﺃ َ ﱠﻣﺎ ﻗَﻮْ ُﻝ ﱠ
ﷲِ » َﻭ ﻻ ﻳَ ْﺸﻔَﻌُﻮﻥَ ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ﻟِ َﻤ ِﻦ
ِْ
ِ ﺍﻹﺻْ َﺮ

ﻀﻰ ﱠ
ﷲ ُ ِﺩﻳﻨَﻪُ َﻭ
َ َﺍﺭْ ﺗَﻀﻰ« ﻓَﺈِﻧﱠﻬُ ْﻢ َﻻ ﻳَ ْﺸﻔَﻌُﻮﻥَ ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ﻟِ َﻤ ْﻦ ﺍﺭْ ﺗ
ﺕ َﻭ َﻣ ِﻦ
ِ ﺕ َﻭ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺴﻴﱢﺌَﺎ
ِ ﺍﻹ ْﻗ َﺮﺍ ُﺭ ِﺑ ْﺎﻟ َﺠﺰَﺍ ِء َﻋﻠَﻰ ْﺍﻟ َﺤ َﺴﻨَﺎ
ِ ْ ُﺍﻟ ﱢﺪﻳﻦ
ﻀﻰ ﱠ
ﺏ
َ َﺍﺭْ ﺗ
ِ ﷲُ ِﺩﻳﻨَﻪُ ﻧَ ِﺪ َﻡ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻣﺎ ﻳَﺮْ ﺗَ ِﻜﺒُﻪُ ِﻣﻦَ ﺍﻟ ﱡﺬﻧُﻮ
.ْﺮﻓَﺘِ ِﻪ ﺑِ َﻌﺎﻗِﺒَﺘِ ِﻪ ﻓِﻲ ْﺍﻟﻘِﻴَﺎ َﻣ ِﺔ
ِ ﻟِ َﻤﻌ

I heard Imam Musa bin Ja’far (PBUH)
saying, “Allah does not keep anyone in
Fire forever except people of disbelief,
denial, misguidance and polytheism…
There is no believer committing a sin
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except that it offends him and he regrets

regretted.

his

Prophet

(PBUH&HF) said, “There is no great sin

(PBUH&HF) said, ‘Enough is regret for

with asking for forgiveness (Istighfar)

repentance,’ and he (PBUH&HF) said,

and there is no small sin with insistence

“Whoever is delighted by good deeds

(Israr) (i.e., by asking for forgiveness no

and is saddened by evil deeds is a

great sin will remain in one’s record and

believer.” On the other hand, he who

by persistence no sin will be counted as

does not regret for a sin that has

small in the record due to disbelief). As

committed is not a believer and is not

for the saying of Allah, ‘They do not

entitled to intercession as he is unjust

intercede save with whom Allah is

and Allah states, ‘For the unjust there is

pleased, (21:28)’ it means they do not

neither a protecting friend nor an

intercede except whom Allah is pleased

intercessor

is

with his religion. The religion is

accepted.’ (40:18)” I asked, “O son of

confession to the recompense for the

the Messenger of Allah! How come is

good and evil deeds. For an individual

he not a believer if he does not feel

whom Allah is pleased with his religion,

regretful for his evil deeds?” He (PBUH)

regrets for what he commits of the sins

replied, “O Aba Ahmad! No one

due

commits a great sin knowing that he will

consequences

action.

Verily,

whose

the

intercession

be soon chastised for that except that he
regrets for what he has committed, and
once he regrets he is a repentant and
becomes entitled to intercession. On the
other hand, if he does not regret for that,
he is considered insistent. A person who
insists on evil deeds will not be forgiven
because his is not a believer in the
divine

penalty

committed.

Had

of

what
he

he

believed

has
in

to

Indeed,

his

the

Prophet

recognition

of

on

Day

the

their
of
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Judgment.”

A person who is offended by the good
deeds of others and is pleased with his
or others’ evil deeds is a disbeliever.
Allah will record every sins of such a
person as great sins and will not forgive
him due to his disbelief. One should
always view any of his sins before Allah
a great sin and constantly keep himself
in the state of regret and repentance

punishment he would have surely
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beseech Allah for forgiveness and

misguidance appears in the Hereafter as

promise to His Lord that he will never

losing the address of Paradise and

return to those wrong deeds, because

getting lost in the Hell. The custom and

once he becomes careless about his sins,

will of Allah should be regarded as a

overlooks them, and considers them

punishment for the individual’s bad

small, he becomes a disbeliever with a

response to Allah’s initial guidance.

record replete with the greater sins. On

Therefore, if Allah does not guide such a

the other hand, so long as he remains

person to the path of salvation, He has

regretful and asks for forgiveness his

only acted according to His justice.

record remains cleared.
7

Conclusion
1

In this article, we provided several
pieces of evidence from the holy Quran
and

the

sayings

of

the

Prophet

(PBUH&HF) and the Imams (PBUT)
concerning the notion of misguidance
attributed to Allah. Based on them, one
can conclude that the misguidance
attributed to Allah is just a natural rule
that Allah set in His will as the outcome
of people’s wrongdoing and disbelief.
The reason it is attributed to Allah is due
to the creation of the will and planning
of this rule by Him, not the action itself.
In reality, the outcomes of unjust beliefs
and unjust actions of the wrongdoers
cause that they misguide their own soul
and make themselves vulnerable to the
temptations
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Abstract: Nahj al-Balaghah is a book of teachings of Imam ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib
which was compiled by Sharif Radi (400 A.H.). Since then, it has been a source
to know true Islam, in the best possible way as he was the closest companion of
the Prophet.
Dr. Mostafa Delshad, along with teaching at university, has more than 20 years
of experience in researching about topics related to Nahj al-Balaghah. He has
written around 30 books in this topic so far. The present article is dealing with
religious pathology and religiosity in Nahj al-Balaghah.
Key words: religion, religiosity, Nahj al-Balaghah
Religion is the most beautiful
manifestation of Mercy of God to guide
human beings and religiosity is the way
to approach this Mercy and to mov in
the way of Guidance. Imam ‘Ali in a
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tactful teaching about Islam said, “Truly
this Islam is the religion of God which
God chose it for Himself and developed
it by His blessing. He appointed his best
creature responsible of transferring it to

Theives of Religion

people and established its principle
based on His friendship.”
The Mercy of God is manifested in
everything sent down which is to guide
people by the hand of the best of His
servants. The goal of religion is that
human beings embellish themselves by
God’s attributes and is to live an ethical
life and to manifest virtues that human
beings deserve to attain.
In this way we continuously face thieves
who are like pests of religion and
religiosity, which we need to know them
and pay attention to them.
If the religion can not be perceived truly
and can not be manifested in people, the
route of religion and religiosity will be
altered and harms will surround
religiosity from all sides.
Appearance of various harms in religion
and religiosity causes religion can not
play its role as it is expected, so injured
religiosity will result in behaviors and
actions which have no relationship with
the truth of religion. Therefore, true
perception of religion (according to
which should be the soul of religion and
its goals and directions) and religiosity
are the most significant aspects which
should be noticed.

The Truth of Religion
Religion is an elevated truth and due to
this is above and immune from any
harm.
In God’s actions no error, mistake, harm
or shortcoming can exist. Errors and
mistakes are for human beings; any
shortcomings introduced in the realm of
pathology of religion does not return to
the religion per.se, but it refers to how
people
approach
religion,
their
perception of it, their religious
understanding and their religiosity type.
These issues are continuously the
subjects of discord and harms.
Various Perception of Religion and
Potentiality of Mistakes in Religious
Perception
People’s understanding of religion is
different and necessarily every type of
religious
understanding
is
not
compatible with the soul of religion, its
goals and orientation. It can be realized
from the teachings of imam ‘Ali there
are various recognition of religion:
ignorant
understanding,
elites
understanding, emotional understanding.
Ignorant perception of religion is the
ground for misunderstandings, and root
of harms. Imam ‘Ali while sending
‘Abdullah ibn ‘Abbas to talk to khavarij,
pointed out to this and said,
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، ﻓﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻘﺮﺁﻥ ﺣﻤﺎﻝ ﺫﻭ ﻭﺟﻮﻩ،ﻻ ﺗﺨﺎﺻﻤﻬﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺮﺍﻥ
 ﻓﺎﻧﻬﻢ ﻟﻦ، ﻭ ﻟﮑﻦ ﺣﺎﺟﺠﻬﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﺴﻨﺔ،ﺗﻘﻮﻝ ﻭ ﻳﻘﻮﻟﻮﻥ
1
".ﻳﺠﺪﻭﺍ ﻋﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﺤﻴﺼﺎ

because of my sins?! Your swords on
your shoulder, you take them down on
innocent ones and sinful ones.

Do not support your words by Quran, as
it can be interpreted in different ways.
You say something from Quran and they
say something else. Talk with them by
Sunnah which they have no alternative
and they accept it.

This unfortunatly is what which
becomes clear after injuries inflicted to
religion; in that time, its importance
becomes clear.

Khavarij by their shallow understanding
of religion and dogmatic perception of
Quran was on the wrong track ending up
in destruction. They assumed their
understanding flawless and regarded
imam ‘Ali as Kafir (disbeliever). They
advised others to hate ‘Ali. Imam ‘Ali in
his advice to ibn ‘Abbas mentioned that
Quran can be interpreted differently so
the perception can be various. Khavarij
took the wrong perception which caused
vulnerability of religion.
‘Ali said in this regard,
ُ ﺿﻠَ ْﻠ
ُ ْﻓَﺈِ ْﻥ ﺃَﺑَ ْﻴﺘُ ْﻢ ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﺗ َْﺰ ُﻋ ُﻤﻮﺍ ﺃَﻧﱢﻲ ﺃَ ْﺧﻄَﺄ
 ﻓَ ِﻠ َﻢ،ﺖ
َ ﺕ َﻭ
(ﻀﻠﱢﻠُﻮﻥَ ﻋَﺎ ﱠﻣﺔَ ﺃ ُ ﱠﻣ ِﺔ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٍﺪ )ﺻﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻭﺁﻟﻪ
َ ُﺗ
ْ
ﻀ َﻼﻟِﻲ َﻭ ﺗَﺄ ُﺧ ُﺬﻭﻧَﻬ ُ ْﻢ ِﺑ َﺨﻄَﺌِﻲ َﻭ ﺗُ َﻜﻔﱢﺮُﻭﻧَﻬُ ْﻢ ِﺑ ُﺬﻧُﻮ ِﺑﻲ؟
َ ِﺑ
ْﺿ َﻊ ْﺍﻟﺒُﺮْ ِء َﻭ ﺍﻟ ﱡﺴﻘ ِﻢ
ُ
َ َُﺳﻴُﻮﻓ ُﻜ ْﻢ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻋ َﻮﺍﺗِﻘِ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺗ
ِ ﻀﻌُﻮﻧَﻬَﺎ َﻣ َﻮﺍ
2
ْ
َ
! َْﺐ ﺑِ َﻤ ْﻦ ﻟ ْﻢ ﻳُﺬﻧِﺐ
َ َﻭ ﺗ َْﺨﻠِﻄُﻮﻥَ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺃ َ ْﺫﻧ
If you do not accept this claim I am in
wrong way but why because of my
aberration you know all Muhammad’s
nation abberant? And includes them in
my mistake and consider them kafir
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Realms of Religion and Religiosity
Religion is a collection of theoretical
and practical points which is planned to
be realized in the society by three
indicators
of
faith,
piety and
benevolence, then ethical life can
blossom in all its aspects, preparing the
ground for human beings growth.
Religiosity also includes both the
practical side and theoretical side, which
can embrace thought, belief and
religious faith, and is confession,
intentions, religious behavior and
manner. ‘Ali in his Hikmah said,
ﺍﻻﻳﻤﺎﻥ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻠﺐ ﻭ ﺍﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﺴﺎﻥ ﻭ ﻋﻤﻞ
3
.ﺑﺎﻻﺭﮐﺎﻥ
These aspects, i.e. thought, knowledge,
religious faith and belief, and
confession, intention, religious manner
and behavior all can be exposed to harm.
It is necessary that all these aspects are
being reviewed continuously and
organized in support of the soul of the
religion.
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The Meaning of Harm to Religion and
Religiosity
Harm and injuries in these issues mean
appearance of a shortcoming or flaw,
transforming from normal shape,
gradual turn to diclination. As imam
‘Ali discussed this in his speeches a lot:
4

ﺍﻟﺸﮏ ﻳﻔﺴﺪ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ

“Doubt corrupts religion.”
5

ﺁﻓﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺳﻮء ﺍﻟﻈﻦ

“The pest of religiosity is to distrust
God.”
6

ﺳﺒﺐ ﻓﺴﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺍﻟﻬﻮی

“The cause of ruining religion is the
lusts.”
7

“Obsessing
religion.”

with

ﻏﻠﺒﺔ ﺍﻟﻬﻮی ﺗﻔﺴﺪ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ

lusts

will

ruin

.ﻓﺴﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺍﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎ
“The destruction of religion is in
obsessing with worldly life.”
8

ﻁﺎﻋﺔ ﺍﻟﺸﻬﻮﺓ ﺗﻔﺴﺪ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ

“Obedience of lusts will ruin religion.”
.ﻻ ﻳﺴﻠﻢ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻣﻊ ﺍﻟﻄﻤﻊ
“Religion will remain safe besides
greed.”
9

.ﻓﺴﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺍﻟﻄﻤﻊ

“Ruination of religion is by greed.”
10

.ﮐﺜﺮﺓ ﺍﻟﮑﺬﺏ ﺗﻔﺴﺪ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ

“Frequent lies ruin religion.”
ﻉ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﺪ ﻭ ﺍﻟﮑﺬﺏ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺤﻘﺪ ﻓﺎﻧﻬﻦ ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﺗﺸﻴﻦ
ِ َﺩ
11
.ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ
“Leave jelousy, grudge, lies; these are
three
characteristics
that
harm
religion.”
Pathology of Religion and Religiosity
Pathology of religion and religiosity is
the study of mentioned concepts
theoretic-wise and religious-wise. For
example, misunderstanding of ascetic in
religion will cause human beings’
exiting from normal life style and falling
into the abyss of extremes. The words of
‘Ali (a) with ‘Ala’, the son of Ziyad
Harithi and his brother ‘Asim is
representative of this issue. His holiness
‘Ali went to ‘Ala’s home, who was of
his friends, to visit him.
When he saw his very big home said,

َ َﻭ ﺃَﻧْﺖ- ﺍﺭ ﻓِﻲ ﺍَﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﻴَﺎ
ِ َﻣﺎ ُﻛ ْﻨﺖَ ﺗَﺼْ ﻨَ ُﻊ ﺑِ ِﺴ َﻌ ِﺔ ﻫَ ِﺬ ِﻩ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺪ
َﺇِﻟَ ْﻴﻬَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﺍَ ْﻵ ِﺧ َﺮ ِﺓ ُﻛ ْﻨﺖَ ﺃَﺣْ َﻮ َﺝ َﻭ ﺑَﻠَﻰ ﺇِ ْﻥ ِﺷ ْﺌﺖَ ﺑَﻠَ ْﻐﺖ
ﺑِﻬَﺎ ﺍَ ْﻵ ِﺧ َﺮﺓَ ﺗَ ْﻘ ِﺮﻱ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﺍَﻟ ﱠ
ﺼ ُﻞ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﺍَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣ َﻢ َﻭ
ِ َﻀ ْﻴﻒَ َﻭ ﺗ
ْ ُﺗ
َ
ً
ﻕ َﻣﻄَﺎﻟِ َﻌﻬَﺎ ﻓَﺈِﺫﺍ ﺃﻧْﺖَ ﻗَ ْﺪ ﺑَﻠَ ْﻐﺖَ ﺑِﻬَﺎ
َ ﻄﻠِ ُﻊ ِﻣ ْﻨﻬَﺎ ﺍَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻘُﻮ
12
. َﺍَ ْﻵ ِﺧ َﺮﺓ
“What is the benefit of such a big
home for you in the world while you
need it in hereafter more? Of course,
35
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if you want, you can gain a home in
hereafter by this very house if you feed
your guests there, hospitalize your
relatives there and pay whatever of
rights you should pay. In this way, you
also make your home in hereafter.”

“Wo unto you! What are our
similarities? God has obliged on Just
rulers to live a life similar to the
poorest people of their society so as
not to make any poor person of their
society sad.”

‘Ala’ said, “Oh, Ali! I complain of my
brother ‘Asim ibn Ziyad to you.” He
said, “What’s wrong with him?” he
answered, “he is wearing a woolen
clothes on and forgets life.” ‘Ali said,
“Take him here.”

Levels and Aspects of Pathology of
Religion and Religiosity

When he went there, Imam told him,
”ﻳﺎ ﻋﺪی ﻧﻔﺴﻪ! ﻟﻘﺪ ﺍﺳﺘﻬﺎﻡ ﺑﮏ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﻴﺚ! ﺃﻣﺎ ﺭﺣﻤﺖ
 ﻭ ﻫﻮ،ﺃﻫﻠﮏ ﻭ ﻭﻟﺪک! ﺃﺗﺮی ﷲ ﺃﺣﻞ ﻟﮏ ﺍﻟﻄﻴﺒﺎﺕ
13
"!ﻳﮑﺮﻩ ﺃﻥ ﺗﺎﺧﺬﻫﺎ! ﺃﻧﺖ ﺃﻫﻮﻥ ﻋﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻣﻦ ﺫﻟﮏ
“Oh! You the valueless enemy of you!
Satan makes you puzzled and
misguided you! Do not you have
mercy on your wife and children? Do
you think that God makes good things
Halal for you but He is not satisfied if
you use them? You are lower that what
you think in front of God!”
‘Asim said, “Oh Amirul Mumenin Ali!
You yourself wear rough clothes and
eat bad food!” imam answered,

 ﺍﻥ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻓﺮﺽ ﻋﻠﯽ.“ﻭﻳﺤﮏ! ﺍﻧﯽ ﻟﺴﺖ ﮐﺎﻧﺖ
 ﮐﻴﻼ،ﺃﺋﻤﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﻝ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻘﺪﺭﻭﺍ ﺃﻧﻔﺴﻬﻢ ﺑﻀﻌﻔﺔ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ
14
"!ﻳﺘﺒﻴﻎ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻘﻴﺮ ﻓﻘﺮﻩ
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Harm to religion as it has been
mentioned has various levels and
aspects, we can outline the following
aspects for it:
a.

Lack of deep understanding of
religion and religious life

b. Misunderstanding of religious
concepts
c.

Attenuation of religious beliefs
and behavior

d. Weakening
foundations

the

ethical

e.

Discrediting religious values

f.

Losing faith in religion and
religious affairs

g. Infidelity
h. Not caring for religious rules
i.

Escaping from each religious
topic

Sometimes, religious pathology and
religiosity equals lack of deep
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understanding of religion and obsessing
yourself with superficial issues; if
religion is not understood deeply, will
comes up with shortcomings and it loses
its true identity. And sometimes
distorting religious concepts and
incorrect perception of them change the
religion and religiosity from its normal
and inborn state into fake identity. And
sometimes noticing the causes of
weakness of beliefs and religious
behaviors, and appearance of weakness
in ethical foundations or ignorance of
religious values will result in each of
these harms which is a pest in thought,
cognition, faith and religious faith and
also religious thought, behavior and life
style.
The necessity of pathology
Religion and religiosity

human beings’ lack of identity. In the
great words of ‘Ali, we read,
15

".ﺍﻟﻤﺼﻴﺒﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺃَﻋﻈﻢ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﻴﺒﺎﺕ

“The greatest and the most significant
harms is the harm to religion.”
Because of harming religion and
religiosity, personal privacies and social
borders will shake and evils will come
into life, as ‘Ali (a.s) said,
16

"." ﺍﻟﺨﻴﺎﻧﺔ ﺩﻟﻴﻞ ﻋﻠﯽ ﻗﻠﺔ ﺍﻟﻮﺭﻉ ﻭ ﻋﺪﻡ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﺎﻧﺔ

“Betrayal is the cause of less piety and
lack of faith.”
Lack of religiosity is a factor which
causes appearance of betrayal in
different affairs. As imam ‘Ali said, it is
a fortress sheltering human beings:

of

Dealing with pathology of Religion
and religiosity is in fact taking care of
religious health and religiosity. This
issue is not less important than health of
body and soul, but as religion and
religiosity are dealing with the truth of
humanity and his various aspects of life
and has a determining role in it, the
crisis of religion and religiosity harms
can be devastating and can result in
social and political crisis, breaking the
boarders of personal privacy and finally

ﺍِﺟﻌﻞ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﮐﻬﻔﮏ
“Know religion as your safeguard.”
If religion is sound, it can protect us in
the best way, guide us to the right path,
and save us. In the words of ‘Ali we
read,
17

ﺳﺒﺐ ﺍﻟﻮﺭﻉ ﺻﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ

“The cause of fear is sound of
religiosity.”
ﺍﻟﻮﻓﺎء ﻋﻨﻮﺍﻥ ﻭﻓﻮﺭ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ
“To be loyal is the sign of profound
religiosity.”
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The more soundness of religion, the
more human being’s health and power,
as Ali (a.) has pointed out to it and said,
18

.ﺻﻴﺎﻧﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺮء ﻋﻠﯽ ﻗﺪﺭ ﺩﻳﺎﻧﺘﻪ

“Abstinence of a human being from sins
is equal to his religiosity.”
By breaching religious privacies, all
things of human beings will be subject
to harms, as imam ‘Ali said in a sermon
where he is expressing his wonder of
harms penetrating in muslims’ religion
and its outcomes, he said,19

ﻓﻴﺎ ﻋﺠﺒﺎ! ﻭ ﻣﺎﻟﯽ ﻻ ﺍﻋﺠﺐ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻄﺎ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﻕ
ﻋﻠﯽ ﺍﺧﺘﻼﻑ ﺣﺠﺠﻬﺎ ﻓﯽ ﺩﻳﻨﺎ ﻻ ﻳﻘﺘﺼﻮﻥ ﺍﺛﺮ ﻧﺒﯽ ﻭ
ﻻ ﻳﻘﺘﺪﻭﻥ ﺑﻌﻤﻞ ﻭﺻﯽ ﻭ ﻻ ﻳﻮﻣﻨﻮﻥ ﺑﻐﻴﺐ ﻭ ﻻ
 ﻳﻌﻤﻠﻮﻥ ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﺸﺒﻬﺎﺕ ﻭﻳﺴﻴﺮﻭﻥ،ﻳﻌﻔﻮﻥ ﻋﻦ ﻋﻴﺐ
 ﺍﻟﻤﻌﺮﻭﻑ ﻓﻴﻬﻢ ﻣﺎ ﻋﺮﻓﻮﺍ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﮑﺮ،ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﺸﻬﻮﺍﺕ
ﻋﻨﺪﻫﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺍﻧﮑﺮﻭﺍ ﻣﻔﺰﻋﻬﻢ ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻀﻼﺕ ﺍﻟﯽ
ﺍﻧﻔﺴﻬﻢ ﻭ ﺗﻌﻮﻳﻠﻬﻢ ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﻤﻬﻤﺎﺕ ﻋﻠﯽ ﺁﺭﺍﺋﻬﻢ ﮐﺎﻥ ﮐﻞ
 ﻗﺪ ﺃﺧﺬ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻳﺮی،ﺍﻣﺮی ء ﻣﻨﻬﻢ ﺍﻣﺎﻡ ﻧﻔﺴﻪ
20
. ﻭ ﺃﺳﺒﺎﺏ ﻣﺤﮑﻤﺎﺕ،ﺑﻌﺮی ﺛﻘﺎﺕ
“How surprising! And why I should not
be surprised from the mistakes of sects
with their claims in religion! They do
not obey any prophet, and they do not
follow any successor of the prophet.
They do not believe in unseen nor leave
evils. They tread on the way of doubts,
follow lusts, good deeds are what they
know good and bad are what they
themselves judge as bad. In problems
they take refugee in their own thoughts
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and while facing doubts, they rely on
their own ideas. It seems each one of
them is an imam for himself and
assumes themselves as the strongest
ropes and the most stable tools.”
Health in Religion and Religiosity in
the Opinion of Imam ‘Ali
In the thought and life style of imam
‘Ali, religious health and religiosity is of
the greatest affair in life and the most
basic aspect of the human being life, as
we see in a teaching of imam ‘Ali,
َﻲ ٍء ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﺩ ْﻧﻴَﺎ ُﻛ ْﻢ ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ
ْ ﺃَ َﻻ َﻭ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪُ َﻻ ﻳَﻀُﺮﱡ ُﻛ ْﻢ ﺗَﻀْ ﻴِﻴ ُﻊ ﺷ
ﻴﻊ
ِ ِﺣ ْﻔ ِﻈ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻗَﺎ ِﺋ َﻤﺔَ ِﺩﻳ ِﻨ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺃَ َﻻ َﻭ ﺇِﻧﱠﻪُ َﻻ ﻳَ ْﻨﻔَ ُﻌ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ ﺗَﻀْ ِﻴ
ْ َِﺩﻳﻨِ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺷ َْﻲ ٌء َﺣﺎﻓ
.21ﻈﺘُ ْﻢ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺃَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ُﺩ ْﻧﻴَﺎ ُﻛ ْﻢ
“Be aware that you are not harmed if
you lose a thing from the world of you,
in case you keep safe the foundation of
your religion. Be aware that there is no
benefit in whatever you save up in if you
lose your religion.”
In his opinion, tolerating hardship was
easy in the light of soundness of religion
and he knew sound religion prior to
anything. ‘Ali and the holy Prophet are
the proof of this. Sheikh Saduq narrated
from ‘Ali (a.s.) on his authority that the
holy Prophet of Islam was delivering a
lecture for us at the end of Sha’ban and
said,
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 ﺍِﻧﻪ ﻗﺪ ﺃﻗﺒﻞ ﺇﻟﻴﮑﻢ ﺷﻬﺮ ﷲ ﺑﺎﻟﺒﺮﮐﺔ ﻭ،ﺍَﻳﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ
... ﺍﻟﺮﺣﻤﺔ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻤﻐﻔﺮﺓ
“Truly, the month of God’s Mercy is
approaching you with its blessings,
bounty and forgiving.”

After the sermon of the holy Prophet
regarding the merits of Ramadan Month,
‘Ali said, I stood up and told the holy
Prophet what are the best practices in
this month? The holy Prophet said, “Oh,
Abul-Hasan! The best actions in this
month is to have fear of (disobeying of)
whatever God has set.” ‘Ali reported
that after this remark, the holy Prophet
cried. I asked what makes you cry? He
said, “I remember what they will do to
you in this month. It is as if in that time
I am with you and I can see you; you are
in the pray and the one who is the worst
of people, worst of ancestors and of
descendants, and is similar to the killer
of the camel of Saleh trib, will touch
your head by his sword and your bears
will be colored by the blood of your
head.” ‘Ali said,
" ﻭ ﺫﻟﮏ ﻓﯽ ﺳﻼﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺩﻳﻨﯽ؟،" ﻗﻠﺖ ﻳﺎ ﺭﺳﻮﻝ ﷲ
I said, “oh the holy Prophet of God! In
that time is my religion safe?” He
answered,
.ﻓﯽ ﺳﻼﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺩﻳﻨﮏ
“In that time your religion is sound.”22

It is apparent that the most important
concerns of imam ‘Ali in life was
soundness of religion. In the changes
after the Prophet also the most important
issue that imam ‘Ali noticed was the
soundness of religion. He wrote in his
letter to Egyptian sent by Malik Ashtar
(when he was appointed as their
governor):
ﺍ ّﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻓﺎﻥ ﷲ ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﻌﺚ ﻣﺤﻤﺪﺍً )ﺻﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻭ
 ﻓﻠ ّﻤﺎ،ﺁﻟﻪ( ﻧﺬﻳﺮﺍً ﻟﻠﻌﺎﻟﻤﻴﻦ ﻭ ﻣﻬﻴﻤﻨﺎ ً ﻋﻠﯽ ﺍﻟﻤﺮﺳﻠﻴﻦ
ﻣﻀﯽ ﺻﻠّﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻭ ﺁﻟﻪ ﺗﻨﺎﺯﻉ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﻮﻥ ﺍﻻﻣﺮ ﻣﻦ
ﺑﻌﺪﻩ ﻓﻮ ﷲ ﻣﺎ ﮐﺎﻥ ﻳُﻠﻘﯽ ﻓﯽ ﺭُﻭﻋﯽ ﻭ ﻻ ﻳﺨﻄﺮ ﺑﺒﺎﻟﯽ
ّ
ﺍﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﺏ ﺗُﺰﻋﺞ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻻﻣﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﺪﻩ ـ ﺻﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ
 ﻭ ﻻ ﺍﻧّﻬﻢ ُﻣﻨﱠﺤﻮﻩ ﻋﻨّﯽ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﺪﻩ؟،ﻭ ﺁﻟﻪ ـ ﻋﻦ ﺍﻫﻞ ﺑﻴﺘﻪ
ﻓﻤﺎ ﺭﺍﻋﻨﯽ ﺍﻻّ ﺍﻧﺜﻴﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻋﻠﯽ ﻓﻼﻥ ﻳﺒﺎﻳﻌﻮﻧﻪ
ُ
ﻓﺎﻣﺴﮑﺖ ﻳﺪی ﺣﺘﯽ ﺭﺃﻳﺖ ﺭﺍﺟﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻗﺪ ﺭﺟﻌﺖ ﻋﻦ
ﻖ ﺩﻳﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ـﺼﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻭ
ٍ ﺍﻻﺳﻼﻡ ﻳﺪﻋﻮﻥ ﺍﻟﯽ ﻣﺤ
ﺁﻟﻪ ـ ﻓﺨﺸﻴﺖ ﺍﻥ ﻟﻢ ﺍﻧﺼﺮ ﺍﻻﺳﻼﻡ ﻭ ﺍﻫﻠﻪ ﺍﻥ ﺍﺭی ﻓﻴﻪ
ﺛَ ْﻠﻤﺎ ً ﺍﻭ ﻫﺪﻣﺎ ً ﺗﮑﻮﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﻴﺒﺔ ﺑﻪ ﻋﻠ ّﯽ ﺍﻋﻈﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻮﺕ
ﺍﻳﺎﻡ ﻗﻼﺋﻞ ﻳﺰﻭﻝ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﺎ
ِ ﻭﻻﻳﺘﮑﻢ ﺍﻟﺘﯽ ﺍﻧﻤﺎ ﻫﯽ ﻣﺘﺎﻉ
، ﺍﻭ ﮐﻤﺎ ﻳﺘﻘ ّﺸﻊ ﺍﻟﺴﺤﺎﺏ،ﮐﺎﻥ ﮐﻤﺎ ﻳﺰﻭﻝ ﺍﻟﺴﺮﺍﺏ
،ﻓﻨﻬﻀﺖ ﻓﯽ ﺗﻠﮏ ﺍﻻﺣﺪﺍﺙ ﺣﺘﯽ ﺯﺍﺡ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﻁﻞ ﻭ ﺯﻫﻖ
ّ
.23ﺍﻁﻤﺄﻥ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻭ ﺗَ ْﻨﻬﻨَﻪ
ﻭ
And then truly God Almighty appointed
Muhammad to warn people by Him not
to disobey Him and he is the proof of his
previous prophets. When he left the
world to meet his God (after his
demise), Muslims came in discord about
rulership and started fighting. I swear
by God I did not think and it didn’t past
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my mind that Arabs, after the demise of
the holy Prophet, would seize caliphate
from my family or stopped me of
caliphate after the Prophet. Nothing
made me worried or surprised me unless
people’s hurriedness to that person and
swore allegiance with him. So I stepped
away and I saw a group did not stay in
his religion and turned their back to
Islam and invited people to destroy the
religion of Muhammad. Then I scared if
I do not help Islam and Muslims, a
division or destruction might strike it,
that one would be more severe to me
than deprivation of rulership. … then I
stood up amongst all storm and stress to
scatter wrong communities, they were
destroyed and religion became stable
and calmed down”.
‘Ali (a.), following the transitions after
the Prophet and changes in the path of
rulership, stepped away but when the
soul of Islam was triggered, he stood up.
He gave priority to the health of religion
over rulership. Nothing was considered
as important as the soundness of religion
in his opinion. Saqifa event happened,
then one of the sons of Abu Lahab ibn
Abdul-Mutalib composed some poetries
to defend ‘Ali complaining of Saqifa. It
included some threats in his poetries.
When ‘Ali heard them, sent someone to
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him and ordered not to read them again.
Then ‘Ali said,
24

ﺳﻼﻣﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺃﺣﺐ ﺇﻟﻴﻨﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻏﻴﺮﻩ

“The health of religion in our opinion is
the most beloved things.”
Religious Pathology and Religiosity in
the Sermons and Writings of Imam
‘Ali
According to the importance of
soundness of religion and religiosity in
the opinion of Imam ‘Ali, it is natural
that his attitude towards this subject be
very serious. And basically taking the
path of God that He wants for us is not
feasible without recognizing the thieves
on the way. ‘Ali (a.s.) is the son of
Quran trained by Prophet. As long as
religious pathology and religiosity are
mentioned in the holy book of God and
teachings of prophets, therefore it
becomes manifested in the words of Ali
(a.s.) which is the interpretation of holy
Quran and extension of teachings of
Prophet. In addition, the transition after
the holy Prophet and harms in religion
and religiosity caused imam ‘Ali talked
in this regard and issued solutions and
did his best in this way.
In his words, Imam ‘Ali used various
words to refer to this topic. Words like
“”ﺁﻓﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ25, “”ﻓﺴﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ, “26  ﻟﻠﺪﻳﻦ27”ﻣﻨﻘﺼﺔ,
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“”ﻣﻨﻬﮑﺔ ﻟﻠﺪﻳﻦ28, “ ”ﺍﻻﺩﻏﺎﻝ ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ29, and
more.

It will come a time when people do not

In addition to these words, sometimes
Imam ‘Ali talked about alteration of
these words and said in a sermon:

and from Islam a name. In that time,

 ﺳﻴﺄﺗﯽ ﻋﻠﻴﮑﻢ ﺯﻣﺎﻥ ﻳﮑﻔﺄ ﻓﻴﻪ ﺍﻹﺳﻼﻡ ﮐﻤﺎ،”ﺃﻳﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ
“30.ﻳﮑﻔﺄ ﺍﻹﻧﺎء ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﻴﻪ

those mosques are the worst people of

know anything of Quran but its name
people will renovate their mosques but
destroy its spirituality and the maker of
the earth; seditions are traced back to
them and errors find security in their

“Oh people! Soon it will be a time when
Islam will be similar to a container
which is holding upside down and
whatever in it is poured out.”

custody.
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Virtue of Hasan (a.s.)
Imam Hasan in the Mirror of Benevolence
Seyyed Husein Huseini
Islamic Researcher
Sept. 2018
Abstract: We select some sayings of imam Hasan from “Tuhaf al-‘Uqul an Ale
al-Rasul” by ibn Shube’ Harrani and explain them. These wisdom words are
taken from one of the Shia resources (i.e. Tuhaf al-‘Uqul an Ale al-Rasul) which
is of the most organized and beautiful works written during Shia history and is
regarded of great research-based innovation.
his book first he mentioned an important

Introduction:

sermon from one of the infallibles and
then collected short sayings of them.

The author of the book “Tuhaf al-‘Uqul

Another

feature

which

is

very

an Ale al-Rasul” is “Abu-Muhammad
Hasan ibn ‘Ali ibn Husayn ibn Shube’
Harrani” lived in the fourth century. In

interesting is the point that author did
not mention the chain of narrators and
just sufficed to say “from the holy
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Prophet” ﻋﻦ ﺭﺳﻮﻝ ﷲ, “God said”… ﻗﺎﻝ ﷲ

to shout, hesitates and does not do

. The content of traditions are mostly

anything. Second “  ”ﻣﻠﮏ ﺍﻟﻨﻔﺲwhen his

ethical, religious and preaching. The

animal soul starts outbursting and

name of the book is “ ﺗﺤﻒ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﻮﻝ ﻋﻦ ﺁﻝ

eruption and is excited, he can control it.

( ”ﺍﻟﺮﺳﻮﻝTuhaf al-‘Uqul an Ale al-

Sometimes those who are angry would

Rasul): which means “ the gifts of
wisdom from the family of Prophet”.
This book is famous among religious
scholars, although the documents of
traditions are not mentioned, they
pointed out to them. Now we bring a
summary of the first tradition from
imam Hasan Mujtaba cited in the
chapter related to him here.

say, if I get angry, I would not know

 " ﺍﻟﺮﻏﺒﺔ ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﻮی ﻭ ﺍﻟﺰﻫﺎﺩﺓ: ﻣﺎ ﺍﻟﺰﻫﺪ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ ﻟﻪ

that one of them said: I got angry, then I

even my father! I can’t understand
anything, nothing can stop me, I even do
not know myself!... they think that this
is good. While it is the definite
weakness!

The

meaning

of

these

sentences is when I get angry I lose my
logic. I become crazy. Between people
who argue especially spouses it happens

".ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎ

did this. We say, we you got angry,

Imam Hasan was asked, “What is

were naked? He said, no, I never do this.

acetic?” he answered, “interest in piety

We say, so you are not a crazy person!

and inattention to the world.”

Still you have your mind. Losing mind

Inattention to the world is a matter felt

while you are crazy is not what is proper

in heart. A pious person in his heart is

in religious ethics. We have not heard

reluctant to the world.

from a person who could succeed

". " ﮐﻈﻢ ﺍﻟﻐﻠﻴﻆ ﻭ ﻣﻠﮏ ﺍﻟﻨﻔﺲ: ﻓﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﺤﻠﻢ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ

suppressing his anger that he regrets and

He was asked, “What is forbearance

not got angry; vice versa, those who got

 ”?ﺣﻠﻢhe said, “suppressing anger and be

angry will regret. How frequent are the

owner of your soul.”

cases when we feel regretful but regret

Forbearance has two parts: first ﮐﻈﻢ ﺍﻟﻐﻴﻆ

can not solve anything.

which means a person should suppress

 " ﺍﺻﻄﻨﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻴﺮﺓ ﻭ ﺣﻤﻞ: ﻓﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻑ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ

his anger. When he gets angry and wants

".ﺍﻟﺠﺮﻳﺮﺓ
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could you came out of home while you

say, I am regretful why in that day I do

Virtue of Hasan (a.s.)

It was asked, “What is nobility?” imam

Imam Hasan was told, “What is

said,

brevity?” he answered, “Defending

“kindness

to

relatives

and

compensating their mistakes.”

neighbors and patience at different

Our traditions include exact ethical
points

but

unfortunately

it

seems

necessary to cover these important
points in colorful academic terms,
otherwise we do not show interest in
them. In the religion of Islam and Shia, a

situations.”
 ﻧﺠﺪﺓmeans helping out and brevity both.
I came up with a tradition about right of
neighbor in which imam said, “The right
of family is you do not annoy him;
tolerate his annoyance and do not react.”

lot of points regarding social issues has
not

Defending a neighbor means if a

these

neighbor is gossiping another neighbor,

extensive advice is in this tradition.

you defend the ansent neighbor and save

Human should be nice and help his

his face. Another part of brevity is to be

immediate

family

patient in the special sensitive situations.

members, … financially, spiritually and

 " ﺣﻔﻆ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻭ ﺇﻋﺰﺍﺯ ﺍﻟﻨﻔﺲ ﻭ: ﻓﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﻤﺮﻭﺓ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ

tries to compensate their mistakes. If

".ﻟﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﮑﻨﻒ

been

mentioned

informed

of

that

them.

relatives,

we
One

are
of

tribe,

they made a mistake and got into
trouble, for example had an accident
with someone and got hurt and was in
hospital, others should take care of
them. And do not say, it is his fault. It’s

Again

he

asked,

magnanimity?”

he

“What

said,

is

“Keeping

religion, honoring ….. and be goodtempered with people.”

not my business. Nobility is when

Therefore first, human should save his

human is nice to his tribe and family,

religion and then do not humiliate

tries to compensate for his mistake to

himself,

some extent, and whenever needed gives

guarding and paying attention to himself

warning to them.

respect himself.” ﮐﻨﻒmeans to support

 " ﺍﻟﺬﺏ ﻋﻦ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺭ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺼﺒﺮ ﻓﯽ: ﻓﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﻨﺠﺪﺓ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ
".ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺍﻁﻦ

it

means

by

controlling,

and guard. Is a person is wealthier, the
impact of this magnanimity which is
being

kind

is

more.

(It

means

magnanimity is a kind of wealth.)
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Wealth is not just money; money is one

people’s problems, God will give them

type of the wealth. If a person is more

bounty and will solve people’s problem

Knowledgeable, if his social credit is

by them. God will give them honor and

more, his words influence more, his

will solve their problems fast. Therefore,

actions have more impact, this person

before anyone’s request, you start

should be more humble; he should have

donation and listen to the problems of

a kind of personality that if anyone has a

your friends and relatives.

pain can tell him or if has a problem can
talk about it or when in need can ask
him and people can keep in touch with
him easily. This is the meaning of ﻟﻴﻦ
ﺍﻟﮑﻨﻒ.

Some people even are stingy for their
own family. For example, their family
wanted to go to a party and do not have
proper clothes; they should say again
and again to get money for new clothes!

 " ﺍﻻﺑﺘﺪﺍء ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻄﻴﺔ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺎﻟﺔ ﻭ: ﻓﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﮑﺮﻡ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ

And some people also get used to

".ﺇﻁﻌﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻄﻌﺎﻡ ﻓﯽ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻞ

nagging non-stop. Their usual habit is to
hide their wealth and hoard. A stingy

They asked, “What is munificence?
“Imam answered, “Donating before
request and feeding at the time of

person will wake up when he is said,
 ﺇﺫﺍ ﺃﺗﺎک.... ﺍﺳﻤﻊ ﺍﻓﻬﻢ ﻳﺎ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ ﻭ ﺍﺑﻦ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ
!...ﺍﻟﻤﻠﮑﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻘﺮﺑﺎﻥ

hardship (famine).”
There was a knowledgeable person who

The munificent is answering someone’s

passed away some years ago. About 30

need before their request. Some get used

years ago, one day, he called me and

to behaving the needy ones even their

said, if you have financial need, tell me

family in a way that they shoulbeg for

first. I said, ok. During this 30 years

everything. Therefore, we need to train

after his words I did not have any

ourselves that if we are going to do a

problem that I had to tell him; but his

good deed, for example help a mosque

words were always like a strong

or religious ceremony, help before we

mountain behind me. It is very valuable

are asked for.

if human according to the sayings of

It is very important that a person shows

imam before someone’s request can

his magnanimity by helping before any

answer his need. Those who act to solve

request.
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The second part is to feed people who

A menial person is the one besides

have problems and shortages. We all

stinginess is a bad-mouthed and no one

know

is safe from the razor of his tongue.

some

who

have

financial

problems. We should think of them. If
they are relatives, we should help them

Teaching points from ethical codes of
imam Hasan

by different excuses and respectfully.
Young people should practice this. They

When a religious school of thought or

should show these magnanimity to see

training program or a political idea is

the blessings after that. Against a

introduced, wise people at first hesitate

magnanimous person we have  ﻟﺌﻴﻢand

accepting it; first they want to see how

ﺑﺨﻴﻞ

In

the trained ones by this school of

traditions, friendship with these people

thought, or program or idea behave. This

and trading with them are forbidden.

point is very important. Regarding the

mean

and

parsimonious.

" " ﻗﻠﺔ ﺍﻟﻨﺪی ﻭ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻄﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﺨﻨﺎء: ﻓﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﻠﻮﻡ؟ ﻗﺎﻝ:ﻗﻴﻞ

training school of the holy Prophet, this
question can be raised that: whom are

He was asked, what is menial? He

they trained? Who are the role models

answered, “Donate a little and have

prepared by them? Because one of the

impolite vituperative tongue.”

aspects of human instinct is to train

 ﻧﺪیin word means palm of a hand. A

human beings, he needs a role model.

menial person has a small palm. It
means does not donate. His fists are
closed. In this tradition, " "ﻧﺪیreferred to
donation; it means no one could benefit
from a menial person as a menial person
is so tight-fisted.

He desires to see first the model of what
is presented to him first. Shia believe
that – and could prove by Quran, logical
reasoning, and traditions - the holy
Prophet has trained thirteen individuals,
from them four are directly trained by
him: ‘Ali, Zahra, imam Hasan and Imam

As much as we close our hands, God

Husayn. Besides imam Hasan and Imam

will close His Hands as well. The

Husayn we see Omme-Kulthum and

amount of wealth is not important what

Zeinab. We are to introduce role models

is important is how this wealth is used.

known as infallibles. The holy Prophet
has trained four perfect role models in
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his life time. One of them is imam

walked the path barefoot. Whenever he

Hasan.

remembered death he cried and when he

From the brief and useful books
concerning the life of imams we could
refer to a two volume book named
“”ﺃﺫﻣﺘﻨﺎ. Useful information from Shia
source books are gathered in these
books. Its author is ‘Ali Muhammad
‘Ali Dukhayil, who is Shia and lives in
Lebanon. Whatever we mention about

remembered resurrection, drops of tears
fell out of his eyes and when he
remembered passing through the Sirat
Bridge, he cried, when he remembered
being present at the court of God, he
cried until he fainted and when he stood
up for pray- feeling standing in front of
God- his back started shaking. When he

Imam Hasan is from his books:
: ﺣﺪﺛﻨﯽ ﺃﺑﯽ ﻋﻦ ﺃﺑﻴﻪ:ﻗﺎﻝ ﺍﻻﻣﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺼﺎﺩﻕ

remembered grave he cried. When he

remembered heaven and hell he twisted
.1

ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﺑﻦ ﻋﻠﯽ ﺑﻦ ﺃﺑﯽ ﻁﺎﻟﺐ ﮐﺎﻥ ﺃﻋﺒﺪ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻓﯽ
 ﺣﺞ ﻣﺎﺷﻴﺎ،ﺯﻣﺎﻧﻪ ﻭ ﺃﺯﻫﺪﻫﻢ ﻭ ﺃﻓﻀﻠﻬﻢ ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺣﺞ
ﻭ ﺭﺑﻤﺎ ﻣﺸﯽ ﺣﺎﻓﻴﺎ ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ ﺃﺫﺍ ﺫﮐﺮ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺕ ﺑﮑﯽ ﻭ ﺃﺫﺍ
ﺫﮐﺮ ﺍﻟﻘﺒﺮ ﺑﮑﯽ ﻭ ﺃﺫﺍ ﺫﮐﺮ ﺍﻟﺒﻌﺚ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻨﺸﻮﺭ ﺑﮑﯽ ﻭ ﺃﺫﺍ
ﺫﮐﺮ ﺍﻟﻤﻤﺮ ﻋﻠﯽ ﺍﻟﺼﺮﺍﻁ ﺑﮑﯽ ﻭ ﺃﺫﺍ ﺫﮐﺮ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﺽ
ﻋﻠﯽ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﺫﮐﺮﻩ ﺷﻬﻖ ﺷﻬﻘﺔ ﻳﻐﺸﯽ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻭ
ﮐﺎﻥ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻗﺎﻡ ﻓﯽ ﺻﻼﺗﻪ ﺗﺮﺗﻌﺪ ﻓﺮﺍﺋﺼﻪ ﺑﻴﻦ ﻳﺪی ﺭﺑﻪ
ﻋﺰﻭﺟﻞ ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺫﮐﺮ ﺍﻟﺠﻨﺔ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺭ ﺍﺿﻄﺮﺏ
ﺍﺿﻄﺮﺍﺏ ﺍﻟﺴﻠﻴﻢ ﻭ ﻳﺴﺎﻝ ﷲ ﺍﻟﺠﻨﺔ ﻭ ﻳﻌﻮﺫ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺭ
ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ ﻻ ﻳﻘﺮﺍ ﻣﻦ ﮐﺘﺎﺏ ﷲ ﻋﺰﻭﺟﻞ " ﻳﺎ ﺍﻳﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﺬﻳﻦ
 ﻟﺒﻴﮏ ﺍﻟﻠﻬﻢ ﻟﺒﻴﮏ ﻭ ﻟﻢ ﻳﺮ ﻓﯽ ﺷﯽ ٍء ﻣﻦ:ﺁﻣﻨﻮﺍ" ﺇﻻ ﻗﺎﻝ

ًﺃﺣﻮﺍﻟﻪ ﺇﻻ ﺫﺍﮐﺮ ﷲ ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪ ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ ﺃﺻﺪﻕ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻟﻬﺠﺔ
.ًﻭ ﺃﻓﺼﺤﻬﻢ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺎ
Imam Sadiq said, “My father narrated
from his father that imam Hasan was the

like a snake. He asked God for heaven
and took shelter with Him from the Fire
of hell. He did not recite any verse of
Quran which started by “Oh, you
believers!” unless he said, “Oh God! I
am

at

your

service”

he

was

remembering God in all time. He was
the most honest, the most eloquent
person of his time.”
2.

ﺣﺞ ﺧﻤﺴﺎ ﻭ ﻋﺸﺮﻳﻦ ﺣﺠﺔ ﻣﺎﺷﻴﺎ ﻭ ﺇﻥ

ﺍﻟﻨﺠﺎﻳﺐ ﻟﺘﻘﺎﺩ ﻣﻌﻪ
“He walked to Hajj from Medina 25
times and camels and horses were
walking besides him.” (But no one got
on them.)

most God worshipper of his time, the

 ﻭ ﺍﺻﻔﺮ ﻟﻮﻧﻪ ﻓﻘﻴﻞ،ﮐﺎﻥ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺗﻮﺿﺎ ﺍﺭﺗﻌﺪﺕ ﻣﻔﺎﺻﻠﻪ

most pious one, the most virtuous one.

 " ﺣﻖ ﻋﻠﯽ ﮐﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻭﻗﻒ ﺑﻴﻦ ﻳﺪی:ﻟﻪ ﻓﯽ ﺫﻟﮏ ﻓﻘﺎﻝ

He walked to Hajj and sometimes he

ﺭﺏ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﺵ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺼﻔﺮ ﻟﻮﻧﻪ ﻭ ﺗﺮﺗﻌﺪ ﻣﻔﺎﺻﻠﻪ ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ
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 ﺇﻟﻬﯽ ﺿﻴﻔﮏ:ﺇﺫﺍ ﺑﻠﻎ ﺑﺎﺏ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪ ﻳﺮﻓﻊ ﺭﺃﺳﻪ ﻭ ﻳﻘﻮﻝ

But we have no fear. Why? Because we

ﺑﺒﺎﺑﮏ ﻳﺎ ﻣﺤﺴﻦ ﻗﺪ ﺃﺗﺎک ﺍﻟﻤﺴﯽء ﻓﺘﺠﺎﻭﺯ ﻋﻦ ﻗﺒﻴﺢ ﻣﺎ

do not have that knowledge, faith and

.ﻋﻨﺪی ﺑﺠﻤﻴﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻋﻨﺪک ﻳﺎ ﮐﺮﻳﻢ

belief that he had.

When he took ablution for pray, his

Imam Hasan cried so hard that he

body shivered and turned pale. Someone

fainted. When he stood up for pray – by

asked him about this. He said, it is on

feeling standing in front of God- his

each one who stands in front of his God

back started to shake.

to turn pale and his body shook. “

A meaning of  ﺳﻠﻴﻢis someone who is

When he got to the entrance of a

stung by snake. In the holy verses of

mosque, he looked up at skies and said,

Quran when he read about heaven and

“oh my Lord! Your guest is standing by

hell, he twisted himself and said, “oh

your door, oh my benefactor! This bad

God! Hell or heaven? Heaven or Fire?”

servant of you is coming to your home.

Imam

Forgive my ugliness by your beauties.

Shafa‘at (meddling) and he himself is

Oh the Great Merciful Generous God!”

one of the meddlers. He knew about

In this tradition, it is imam Sajjad who is
introducing imam Hasan. The topic of
discussion is life style and moral code of
imam Hasan which its result will be our
revolution. Imam Hasan was the most
pious and knowledgeable ones of his
time. He walked from Medina to Mecca
which was about 460 k.m in that hot
weather of that time. He did this to show

Hasan

was

informed

about

Shifa’ah of holy Prophet of him. But out
of fear of God, heaven and hell, noticing
details of behavior caused him to react
like that. It may come to one’s mind that
these words are exaggeration but see
from whom I am quoting: imam Sadiq.
His words are words of God. He is not a
journalist or newsman to say something
to catch eyes.

his obedience to God. He walked a long

Whenever that grandchild of Prophet

distance barefoot. When he remembered

recited Quran and reached this part: oh

death, he could not stop crying. When

who you believe! Answered, I am at

he remembered graves cried.

your service.
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He was told you are the son of the holy

The

Prophet. You have a special position in

behavior is this: I am the servant of God.

front of God. Why are you like that?

foundation

of

imam

Hasan’s

In this tradition, the word mosque is

He said, “There is no wonder if a person

mentioned, mosque is the place of

who is standing in front of the Lord of

prostrating and prostrating means put

all universe becomes pale and starts

your forehead on the soil which is the

shaking.”

symbol of humbleness. In our face,

I should say something here. There are
some characteristics that make us apart
from God. They are common between
men and women, open-minded or not
open-minded, literate and illiterate, old
and young, poor and rich. One of them
is this: we all forget we are servant of

forehead is the top part. It means we
should put our most important member
of our body on the less valuable things
in the world which is soil. It means we
should

be

humble.

This

religious

practice is the highest point in servitude.
Mosque for imam Hasan is a place
where he could go up to ‘Arsh by

God.

putting his foot in the stairs of servitude.
From the life style of holy Prophet and
imam Hasan and other infallibles we can
conclude that they put signs on the way
of their life like a traveler. This is to

The stairs going up to the ‘Arsh are
through falling on the soil and breaking
the sense of pride inside ourself.

remind them they are servants of God.

The spirit of being pride in young

Now, if we all always remember that we

people is dominant. The perfect role

are servants of God and do not forget

model of young of heaven (Imam

this, our behavior would be different

Hasan) put his step in the stairways of

from

now.

manner.

ﺗﺬﮐﺮ

Generally

changes
people

people’s

servitude and said,

do

 ﻳﺎ ﻣﺤﺴﻦ ﻗﺪ ﺃﺗﺎک ﺍﻟﻤﺴﯽء ﻓﺘﺠﺎﻭﺯ ﻋﻦ.ﺿﻴﻔﮏ ﺑﺒﺎک

not

remember God. Our way of thinking is
different from imam Hasan’s thinking.

.ﻗﺒﻴﺢ ﻣﺎ ﻋﻨﺪی ﺑﺠﻤﻴﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻋﻨﺪک ﻳﺎ ﮐﺮﻳﻢ

For this reason, the practical method of

If we consider this tradition as a logical

muslims is different from infallibles’.

principle, the result would be the gist of
following hadith:
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 ﻓﻠﻤﺎ،ﺇﻥ ﺷﺎﻣﻴﺎ ﺭﺁﻩ ﺭﺍﮐﺒﺎ ﻓﺠﻌﻞ ﻳﻠﻌﻨﻪ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﻻ ﻳﺮﺩ
 " ﺃﻳﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﺦ: ﺃﻗﺒﻞ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻭ ﺿﺤﮏ ﻭ ﻗﺎﻝ،ﻓﺮﻉ

 ﻓﻠﻮ ﺍﺳﺘﻌﺘﺒﺘﻨﺎ ﺃﻋﺘﺒﻨﺎک،ﺃﻅﻨﮏ ﻏﺮﻳﺒﺎ ﻭ ﻟﻌﻠﮏ ﺷﺒﻬﺖ
ﻭ ﻟﻮ ﺳﺄﻟﺘﻨﺎ ﺃﻋﻄﻴﻨﺎک ﻭ ﻟﻮ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺷﺪﺗﻨﺎ ﺃﺭﺷﺪﻧﺎک ﻭ ﻟﻮ
ﺍﺳﺘﺤﻤﻠﺘﻨﺎ ﺣﻤﻠﻨﺎک ﻭ ﺇﻥ ﮐﻨﺖ ﻣﺤﺘﺎﺟﺎ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﻨﺎک ﻭ ﺇﻥ
ﮐﻨﺖ ﻁﺮﻳﺪﺍ ﺁﻭﻳﻨﺎک ﻭ ﺇﻥ ﮐﺎﻧﺖ ﻟﮏ ﺣﺎﺟﺔ ﻗﻀﻴﻨﺎﻫﺎ
 ﻓﻠﻮ ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ﺭﺣﻠﮏ ﺇﻟﻴﻨﺎ ﻭ ﮐﻨﺖ ﺿﻴﻔﻨﺎ ﺇﻟﯽ ﻭﻗﺖ، ﻟﮏ
 ﻭ، ﻷﻥ ﻟﻨﺎ ﻣﻮﺿﻌﺎ ﺭﺣﺒﺎ، ﮐﺎﻥ ﺃﻋﻮﺩ ﻋﻠﻴﮏ،ﺍﺭﺗﺤﺎﻟﮏ
.ﺟﺎﻫﺎ ﻋﺮﻳﻀﺎ ﻭ ﻣﺎﻻ ﮐﺒﻴﺮﺍ
 ﺃﺷﻬﺪ ﺃﻧﮏ: ﺛﻢ ﻗﺎﻝ.ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺍﻟﺮﺟﻞ ﮐﻼﻣﻪ ﺑﮑﯽ
 ﺃہﻠﻟ ﺃﻋﻠﻢ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻳﺠﻌﻞ ﺭﺳﺎﻟﺘﻪ ﻭ،ﻴﻔﺔ ﷲ ﻓﯽ ﺃﺭﺿﻪ
ﮐﻨﺖ ﺃﻧﺖ ﻭ ﺃﺑﻮک ﺃﺑﻐﺾ ﺧﻠﻖ ﷲ ﺇﻟﯽ ﻭ ﺍﻻﻥ ﺃﻧﺖ
ﺃﺣﺐ ﺧﻠﻖ ﷲ ﺇﻟﯽ ﻭ ﺣﻮﻝ ﺭﺣﻠﻪ ﺇﻟﻴﻪ ﻭ ﮐﺎﻥ ﺿﻴﻔﻪ ﺇﻟﯽ
.ﺃﻥ ﺍﺭﺗﺤﻞ ﻭ ﺻﺎﺭ ﻣﻌﺘﻘﺪﺍ ﻟﻤﺤﺒﺘﻬﻢ
A man from Shaam saw imam Hasan
while imam Hasan was riding on a
camel. He started cursing, but imam did
not answer him. When he became quite,
imam turned to him and said kindly, I
guess you are stranger and you have
mistaken me with another one. If you
ask me anything, I will give you and if
you are looking for a guide, I will show
you the way, if you need to get on a
camel, I let you; if you are in need of
something, I meet your need. If you
don’t have a shelter, I give you. If you
come to my house and stay there before
you leave this city, it is better for you.
We have a big guest room and we can
afford taking care of you. When this
man heard him, cried and said, I testify

that you are the caliph of God on earth.
God knows better where to put His
mission. You and your father were the
most hated ones in my eyes, but now
you are the most beloved ones. Then he
went to imam’s home and was there
until his departure from that city. The
citizens of Shaam took grudge against
‘Ali and imam Hasan. Because Shaam
was the home of Mu‘awiyah and he as
much as he could propagated against
them. The rumors of Mu‘awiyah’s
agents against him were spread there
first, then they reached other cities.
Therefore, shaam was against him. In
our daily life, we say to those who have
problems with others, forgive him/her.
But they say, no, I can’t. This person
bothers me and harms me a lot. If he did
not harm, you want to forgive what?
After all, chivalry finds its meaning
when some one’s right is oppressed.
Some people could not forgive. What is
the root of enmity? arrogance and
forgetting God. All financial, personal,
emotional disputes start from this. Imam
Hasan smiled at that old man. Imam
Hasan is a clear example of some one
who is trained in the school of someone
about whom God has sent:
ﺍﻧﮏ ﻟﻌﻠﯽ ﺧﻠﻖ ﻋﻈﻴﻢ
The man from Shaam cursed imam
Hasan and his father. But he heard good
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things in return. This is the true morality
of a person who is the leader of Shia.
This is the manner and the life style of a
person raised by holy Prophet.
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Abstract: The life of Imam ‘Ali ibn Musa al- Rida - since his birth till his
martyrdom – includes very valuable and informative points. The relatively long
period of imamate of the Imam from one hand, and the formation of deviated
groups and trends and also political events of the time from the other hand, has
made his life attention-worthy. In the following, we are studying his attempts to
record traditions.
Keywords: Ahlul-Bayt, circles of Hadith
1. Emphasis on the spreading
Hadiths of Ahlul-Bayt:
Considering the expansion of “the
public Hadith-centered congregations”

and

the

distorted

“Kilami-oriented

groups” during this period, Imam Rida
(AS) recommended Shiite to be wise in
receiving the hadith, lest they would not
repeat what dishonest narrators ﻗﺼﺎﺹ
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 ﻣﺨﺎﻟﻔﻴﻨﺎor Mutikallims who are strangers

reports indicating people were referring

with the school of Ahlul-Bayt have been

to imam greatly. These reports indicate

saying, as in fact these narrators are not

that people in Mecca, Medina, Kufa,

wise.[1]

Mena and Khorasan eagerly attended

Imam

told

his

student-

companion, Abasalt Hirawi, that ﺭﺣﻢ ﷲ

Imam's meetings.[4]

( ﻋﺒﺪﺍ ﺍﺣﻴﺎ ﺍﻣﺮﻧﺎwhich means may God

Imam Rida held meetings in Medina in

have

mercy

on

the

servant

who

revitalizes our traditions.). And Abasalt
Hirawi, who is interested in keeping
Willayat alive, asked how to do this
significant issue and heard:

[2].ﻣﺤﺎﺳﻦ ﮐﻼﻣﻨﺎ ﻻ ﺗﺒﻌﻮﻧﺎ
In the following, Imam said to Abasalt
that knowledge must be obtained from
‘Ulama and in the definition of the

result of these meetings was the book of
“Sahifah al-Rida”, narrated by Ahmad
David

Bin

Suleiman

Ghazi,

also

participated in these meetings and
collected the book of “Musnad alRida”. In some traditions, even the
place of the meetings of the Imam has
been mentioned, as an example the

‘Ulama he said:
ﻫﻢ ﻋﻠﻤﺎء ﺍﻝ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺍﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﻓﺮﺽ ﷲ ﻁﺎﻋﺘﻬﻢ ﻭ ﺍﻭﺟﺐ
[3].ﻣﻮﺫﺗﻬﻢ

Imam in the mosque of Dar Mu‘awiyah
[5] in Medina. It is noteworthy that
several circles in Hejaz have been
formed by the presence of the imam and

2. Circles of Hadith
establishment

traditions from the holy prophet. The

ibn ‘Amir Tayyi. Another narrator,

ﻳﺘﻌﻠﻢ ﻋﻠﻮﻣﻨﺎ ﻭ ﻳﻌﻠﻤﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻓﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻟﻮ ﻋﻠﻤﻮﺍ

The

194 A.H., in which he narrated the

of

numerous

a large number of people.[6]

“hadithic circles” (gatherance to talk

The widespread presence of people in

about hadith) by Shiite scholars, and at

Medina and in Khorasan has been

the head of them, Imam ‘Ali ibn Musa

reported

al-Rida (AS) is a feature of this era. In

Muhammad ibn Abi Nasr Bazanti,

spite of the moves of distorted group of

describing Imam's meeting about Ghadir

Waghifiyan and their harm to identity

hold in Madinah like this: " ﮐﻨﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺍﻟﺮﺿﺎ ﻭ

and solidarity of Shiite, there are various

ﺍﻟﻤﺠﻠﺲ ﻏﺎﺹ ﺑﺎﻫﻠﻪ ﻓﺘﺬﺍﮐﺮﻭﺍ ﻳﻮﻡ ﺍﻟﻐﺪﻳﺮ ﻓﺎﻧﮑﺮﻩ
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Ahmad

ibn
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...  ﺑﻌﺾ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ... This report shows the

38th of imam’s debate in Ihtijaj. Among

enthusiastic presence of people of all

the debates of the Imam, the meeting

walks of life and even opponents in the

with Ma’mun about the prophets and

meeting. Then Imam expressed one

their infallibility is very beautiful. This

Hadith that the narrator said Bazanti had

meeting begins with the following

narrated this narration for more than

statement by the caliph: " ﻳﺎ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺭﺳﻮﻝ ﷲ! ﺍ

fifty times in various meetings.[7]

 "?ﻟﻴﺲ ﻣﻦ ﻗﻮﻟﮏ ﺍﻥ ﺍﻻﻧﺒﻴﺎء ﻣﻌﺼﻮﻣﻮﻥ؟And

In Khorasan, this population increased
even more. In the meetings of Ma’mun,
where the Imam was present, this term ﻭ

when he receives positive response of
the Imam, he asks: " ﻓﻤﺎ ﻣﻌﻨﯽ ﻗﻮﻝ ﷲ ﻋﺰ ﻭ
"?ﺟﻞ ﻭ ﻋﺼﯽ ﺁﺩﻡ ﺭﻳﻪ ﻓﻐﻮی؟

 ﺍﻟﻤﺠﻠﺲ ﻏﺎﺹ ﺑﺎﻫﻠﻪwas used precisely the

The beauty of this meeting is that Imam

[ ﺍﻟﻤﺠﻠﺲ ﻏﺎﺹ ﺑﺎﻫﻠﻪ8], and even in some

responds him by only referring to

cases the number of audience was also

Quranic verses. This discussion is

reported: " ﮐﺎﻥ ﻋﻠﯽ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻮﺳﯽ ﺍﻟﺮﺿﺎ ﺑﻤﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﻣﺮﻭ

explicit, bilateral, and long, and at the

ﻭ ﻣﻌﻪ ﺛﻼﺙ ﻣﺎﻧﺔ ﻭ ﺳﺘﻮﻥ ﺭﺟﻼ ﻣﻦ ﺷﻴﻌﺘﻪ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻼﺩ

end Ma’mun can not hide his wonders.

[”ﺷﺘﯽ9]

Therefore, he says:

3. Debate sessions:

ﻳﺎ ﺃﺑﺎ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﻭ ﷲ ﻣﺎ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻢ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﻴﺢ ﺇﻻ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺍﻫﻞ

Many reasonings have been reported

ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﺒﻴﺖ ﻭ ﺇﻟﻴﮏ ﺍﻧﺘﻬﻲ ﻋﻠﻮﻡ ﺁﺑﺎﺋﮏ ﻓﺠﺰﺍک ﷲ ﻋﻦ

from the eighth Imam, most of them on

[17] .ﺍﻹﺳﻼﻡ ﻭ ﺃﻫﻠﻪ ﺧﻴﺮﺍ

the issue of monotheism and then

And during the meeting, Ma’mun

Imamate. The debate between the Imam

repeatedly says:

and Zanadiqeh [10], debating people

[18]ﺍﺷﻬﺪ ﺃﻧﻚ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺭﺳﻮﻝ ﷲ ﺣﻘﺎ

like Suleiman Marwazi [11], Muslim
controversial

Ma’mun, known as a knowledgeable

discussions with the followers of the

Caliphs, has repeatedly defeated by the

Mu'tazilites [13], the Murji’ah [14], the

knowledge of Imam, and at the end of

Sunni

one of these meetings, he told Imam:

scholars

[12],

the

commentators

[15],

or

the

Thanawiyah [16] and other cases has
been reported. Only Tabarsi has reported
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ﻻ ﺃﺑﻘﺎﻧﻲ ﷲ ﺑﻌﺪﻙ ﻳﺎ ﺃﺑﺎ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﺃﺷﻬﺪ ﺃﻧﻚ ﻭﺍﺭﺙ ﻋﻠﻢ

spelled them to his students. Sometimes

[19] ﺭﺳﻮﻝ ﷲ

they were written for the requesters in

4. Hadith presentation and teaching
how to review Hadith

their

presence,

and

sometimes

in

correspondence. Abdul Rahman ibn Abi
Nijran said that Imam Rida wrote a

Of the features of this era was that the

hadith from Imam Sajjad to me and then

forging hadith was being penetrated into

read it:

the Shi'a under the titles of affection and
eulogy or theological issues like Jabr,

[ 23] ﮐﺘﺐ ﺍﺑﻮ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺿﺎ ﺭﺳﺎﻟﻪ ﻭ ﺍﻗﺮﺍﻧﻴﻬﺎ

Tafid and Tashbih. Imam said in this

The Shi'ites also learned to quote

regard:

Imam's writings for each other. [24]

ﺇﻧﻤﺎ ﻭﺿﻊ ﺍﻷﺧﺒﺎﺭ ﻋﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺠﺒﺮ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺒﻴﻪ ﺍﻟﻐﻼﺓ

Husein ibn Sa'id was one of those who

[20] .ﺍﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﺻﻐﺮﻭﺍ ﻋﻈﻤﺔ ﷲ

received letters sent by Imam to

Ghaliyans ﻏﺎﻟﯽwho belittled the divine

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim, and recite it to
his students. [25] Even preparing copies

Majesty fabricated narrations in the area

of imam’s words and answers to

of Jabr and Tashbih claiming those are

questions were common. In a narration,

said by us.

Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Nasr

Presenting Hadith led to the elimination

Bazanti said,

of many untrue thoughts about Tawhid

[26]ﻧﺴﺨﺖ ﻣﻦ ﮐﺘﺎﺏ ﺑﺨﻂ ﺍﺑﯽ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﻦ

[21], such as Jabr, Tashbih [22], etc.,
and also the stories of the prophets, and
the like, were refined by the Imam and
erased from Shi'a hadith.

From Imam Rida, about one hundred
and eighty-eight hundred letters have
been left, most of them are in the subject
of Islamic jurisprudence (about one

5. Writing and dictating hadith

hundred and twelve). Some of the most

There are various reports that Imam

important writings ascribed to him are:

Rida had written the words of the

the book of jurisprudence [27], the

Prophet or his words and prayers down

book of causes [28], the text of the

for his companions and sometimes they

prayers of Sajdah [29], the writing of
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numerous prayers [30], and the

•

Risalah Al-Dhahabiyah.

narratives.

The late Ayatullah Ahmadi Miyaneji,

•

who gathered the collection of writings
of

imams

in

Interpretative narrations: 204

Makatib

al-A’imah,

traditions about narrators and
elites: 212

7. Training students:

categorized Imam's writings as follows:
Many
Tawhid: 8, Imamate and Miracles: 29,
Jurisprudence:

111,

Medicine:

1

(Risalah Al-Dhahabiyah) [31], Prayer:
13, sermons: 10, Letters to Waghifiyan:
7, Politics: 4, Various Issues: 4.

narrators

were

among

the

companions of Imam. Barghi named 62
people [33] and Sheikh Tusi [34]
identified 318 narrators. One of the
contemporary researchers has named
312 narrators with his narrations. [35]

6. Number of hadiths

This number of narrators is only taken

Based on the latest research on the
collection of the hadiths of the eighth

from

the

texts,

which

recorded

documented narratives.

Imam, the number of his narrations in all

Imam's students also knew well to

hadith books is about 2427 traditions.

record everything that were going to

[32] The various topics of these

learn. They carefully monitored and

narratives are:

reported Imam's reactions even in

•

Islamic

jurisprudence:

1038

speaking and their worship. Narrators
have narrated his way of praying, their

narrations.

Tawaf in Hajj [36], how to farewell with

•

Beliefs: 794 narrations.

Kaba [37], how to pray [38], as well as

•

Ethical narrations and sermons:

his pilgrimage to Najaf Ashraf [39].

61 narratives.

Some of the most famous narrators of

•

Traditions

of

Prayer

debates: 118 narrations.

and

Imam Rida, who have reported the most
narratives in the books of the Arbia and
Wasa‘l al-Shia are the following in order
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of the most tradition-narrator to the

Qazaz [41], Hasan ibn Juhm bin Bukayr

least:

bin A‘yun [42], Hasan bin ‘Ali al-

Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Nasr
Bazanati, Muhammad bin Sinan, Fadl
ibn Shadhan, Muhammad bin Isma’il
bin Bazi‘, Hasan bin ‘Ali al-Washa’,
Hasan ibn ‘Ali bin Fadal Taymi, Safwan
bin Yahya, Yunes bin ‘Abdul Rahman,
Suleiman bin Ja'far bin Ibrahim Jafari,
Ahmad Bin ‘Amir Ta’yi, Muhammad
bin Fudayl Seyrafi and Mu‘ammir bin

Washa’[43],

Khalaf

ibn

Hammad

Asadi[44], Musa bin Sayyar, Riyan Bin
Salt Ash‘ari Qumi [45], Abdul Rahman
bin Yahya, Di‘bil Khuza'i, Muhammad
bin Yahya bin ‘Umar bin ‘Ali ibn Abi
Talib

[46],Yazid

ibn

‘Umayr

bin

Mu‘awiyah Shami [47], Mu‘ammar [48]
Bin Khilad, Muhammad bin Sinan [49]
and...

Khilad. These narrators have reported
more than forty percent of the narrations
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What Problems Did Contemporary
Cultural Challenges Create for Islamic
Thought?
A question and answer
Answered by: Late scholar Abdul-Hadi Fazli

Abdul Hadi Fazli (1314-1392 AH) was a Shiite cleric and influential figure in
the 14th century in the Eastern region of Saudi Arabia. He had a comprehensive
education in seminary and university science. Fazli has many publications in
various fields of Islamic sciences.
In the following, a part of his answers to some questions about Islam and
contemporary challenges in front of it are mentioned.
Key words: cultural challenges, Scientific achievements, Islam

We must first define the meaning of the

concept to group concept and social to

challenge.

political.

We

have

specifically

expanded this word from individual
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Today’s

competition

is

between the west and other countries.

What Problems did contemporary cultural challenges…

The west seeks to dominate the Muslims

with great effort. We must concentrate

through it, we call this competition,

our facilities and energy on it.

politically and

socially,

a cultural
cultural

Sectarianism is one of the most

challenges. These names give a special

complex problems in Islamic society.

sensibility and importance to Islamic

How do you look at this problem? What

thought. Because cultural challenges put

is your Islamic view of the notion of

Islamic countries and thoughts in the

citizenship in Islamic society?

challenge

or

contemporary

stream of cultural invasion, in case of
not overcoming these cultural invasion,

Sectarianism is moving in two lines in

Islamic thoughts will be destroyed.

Muslim societies: 1. The line of thought
2. The line of affection

But what is significant is Muslims, who
from the first moments of western

In the line of thought, there are

cultural

differences in the religious, theological

instruments

invasion
in

with

various

various
fields

of

and jurisprudential dimension.

education and advertising, declared their
stance. Their attitude and way of

In the line of affection, it is fanaticism

thinking became apparent by passing

that is interpreted as religious and

time. Of its results was expansion of

sectarian fanaticism. Disagreement in

realm of confrontation to

western

the vote and the point of view on the

countries, therefore after that they

cases and intellectual issues are moving

founded cultural institutions there and

in two lines :1. a realistic and logical

challenges and confrontation became

line

more complex. We are moving fast

Disagreement in the realistic line is

towards the equilibrium point, that we

normal.

are undoubtedly witnessing it in the

method or disagreement in attitude

light of global events. The victory of

returns to scientific disagreement. This

Muslims in this struggle brought about

is the case in all human thoughts and we

bright future and justice. I believe that

can not call that sectarian disagreement.

we must continue the cultural process

Most of these disagreement that move in

2.mental

and

Because

internal

disagreement

line.
in

the inner and mental line naturally are
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being affected by prejudice, we must

Islamic law has goals that has been

treat our fanaticism and selfishness. I

looking for in the field of Tashri and the

have suggestion for closeness and

Muslim jurists examined them and

proximity between religions and Islamic

revealed their meanings. Just like that

sects. 1. A window to comparative

there are general foundations in Islamic

studies should be opened, expanded to

law that are emphasized on and are

all institutions and areas of Islam

taken from view of Islam towards life

2.Enhance the spirit of joining and

and human. Whenever these foundations

following

are

the

Islamic

origins

and

distinguished

from

foreign

Islamic homeland, and also following

civilizations and cultures we are safe

and having good understanding of Islam

from mistakes.We can learn technology

and also understanding of the present

and natural sciences in framework of the

condition, and keeping unity can limit

general Islamic foundation, and we must

sectarianism. Because keeping unity

islamitize the human sciences to be able

requires the Muslims to pay attention to

to use them for Islamic goals.

the principles of peace so we could
finally pay attention to the peace of

In contemporary thought, the subject

Muslims. This does not mean people

of different understandings of religion

should not evaluate their thoughts,

was

because the duty of comparative study is

sacredness and stability of religion

to promote thoughts leading them to the

because of its heavenly credibility is

level of belief.

different from recognizing the religious

raised.

And

they claim

the

variable; They say religious knowledge
What is the position of Islam against

is

what

perceived

by

human

the scientific achievements and the new

understanding and religion does not

technology?

have sacredness. That's why we can

How do you imagine the process of

criticize it. What is your analysis of

using the products of contemporary

this?

civilization in building contemporary
Islamic program?

I think you are referring to seperation
theory ﻧﻈﺮﻳﻪ ﺗﻔﮑﻴﮑﯽ.The meaning of that
separation is in the domain of Islamic
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What Problems did contemporary cultural challenges…

thought in terms of the divine root. The
Holy Quran is definitely sent from God
and as God says: “The Prophet does not
speak without thinking or cravings, it is
a revelation that is sent by God.” Both
divine

knowledge

are

sacred.

But the intellectual product of Muslim
scholars, which has been laid down for
studying

the

Holy

Qur'an

and

all other things similar to that, is
connected to revelation. This product is
of a type of human knowledge and it is
not

in

Quran

and

sunnah

and can be the subject of criticism.
Because the results of the Islamic
scholars' discussions have been made
through

usual

academic

researches

carried out in in Islamic centers. Some
critisized others in their method and
others even by knowing the academic
requisites of criticism can avoid entering
this realm. Islam is strong and does not
fear from criticism. This review can
sometimes bring something new and
useful and sometimes is deteriorated and
lose its correctness and in either case,
the result will be useful.
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Abstract: The present article is dealing with the issues related to necessity of

presence of Imams. After talking about this necessity, Imams are introduced and in
the following issues related to obeying imams, Tawasul and Tamasuk, their
knowledge about unseen, Willayah and rulership, kindness towards them and
ziyarah have been mentioned.
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Necessity of Presence of Imams
He was a young adult but Imam Sadiq
respected him more than his other
companions. He sat him next to himself
and said, tell me what did you say to
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that elite who was denying imamat… “ I
told him”, Hisham said, “ do you have
hands, feet, eyes, ears and nose? He
said, yes. I asked, what about heart? He
said, yes. Then I asked, what does your

Imamat

heart do for your body members? I said,

is able to answer all needs and questions

all members of our body can do their

no matter when or where they are

responsibilities by the help of heart. I

brought up.

said, what if our heart stops working?
The other members of our body continue
working? He said, “No”. He continued,
“God in your body does not leave your
organs without a guide, how come He
may leave the world without a leader?
Imam is the heart of creation. Without
him creation is sustained…” he could
not answer, and surrendered to this
reason. Imam admitted his method in

Imamat is so important that when in
Ghadir khum imam was announced by
Prophet to a group of one hundred and
twenty thousand pilgrims returning from
Haj, this verse has been revealed that
God stated, “ today, I make your
religion perfect and I complete my
blessing to you.” ﺃﻟﻴﻮﻡ ﺃﻛﻤﻠﺖ ﻟﻜﻢ ﺩﻳﻨﻜﻢ ﻭ
...ﺍﺗﻤﻤﺖ ﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ ﻧﻌﻤﺘﻰ
This public announcement was so

debate.

significant that when the order of God
All responsibilities of a prophet such as
leadership,

rulership,

invitation

religion,

advertising

and

training,

explaining

Quran,

receiving

revelation

delegated

to

of

imams.

to

guiding,
except

God,

are

Prophet

is

appointed by God, similarly imam is
appointed by God. Piety, knowledge,
power, bravery, and other moral virtues,

was received by Prophet to announce
imam, )ﻳﺎ ﺍﻳﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﻮﻝ ﺑﻠّﻎ ﻣﺎ ﺍﻧﺰﻝ ﺍﻟﻴﻚ ﻣﻦ ﺭﺑّﻚ,
the holy Prophet said immediately, the
value of this announcement is equal to
the value of the whole prophethood; and
if this announcement is not done, it is as
if there was no prophethood. ﻭ ﺇﻥ ﻟﻢ ﺗﻔﻌﻞ
ﻓﻤﺎ ﺑﻠّﻐﺖ ﺭﺳﺎﻟﺘﻪ

are manifested in him. As far as this

This key principle is also cited by the

religion is the last religion and the

holy Prophet about the necessity of

prophet of Islam is the last Prophet sent

knowing imam for the people of all

by God, the duty of leading people is

times, “if any one dies while he ddoes

given to imams; this mission of them is

not know imam of his time, perished as

lasted till the last day of the world.

a person of ignorance time.” ﻣﻦ ﻣﺎﺕ ﻭ ﻟﻢ

Imamat is the cause of saving religion

ﻣﺎﺕ ﻣﻴﺘﺔ ﺟﺎﻫﻠﻴﺔ، ( ﻳﻌﺮﻑ ﺍﻣﺎﻡ ﺯﻣﺎﻧﻪi.e. anyone

from distortion and its freshness which

who does not know imam of his time is
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not a muslim.” Who is this imam whose

higher than what people can understand

familiarity is equal to being a muslim?

by their minds or can comprehend it by

Who is this imam whose acquaintance

their own idea or choose an imam

has such a great importance? It is

willingly? Imamat is a position that

obvious that he is someone equal to

Abraham was given after becoming a

Prophet whose familiarity and friendship

Prophet. It means in the first step

guarantee being a true holder of Islam

Abraham became a Prophet, in second

religion. Otherwise, that person is lost

step he was honored to be the friend of

but he does not know. This person

God ( )ﺧﻠﺖand in the third step God

should be innocent if it is supposed

appointed him as an imam. God says,

following him stands next to following

“truly 'I have appointed you as a leader

God and Prophet ﺍﻁﻴﻌﻮﺍ ﷲ ﻭ ﺍﻁﻴﻌﻮﺍﺍﻟﺮﺳﻮﻝ ﻭ

for the nation..” Abraham happily said,

ﺍﻭﻟﻰ ﺍﻻﻣﺮ ﻣﻨﻜﻢ. The reference of “ ﺍﻭﻟﯽ

“Will this leadership also continue

 ”ﺍﻻﻣﺮin this holy verse is only imam

through my descendants?” God said,

because following him is similar to

“the harmdoers shall not receive it.”

following God and the holy Prophet and

This verse shows that no tyrant will be

no human being can reach this level of

appointed as Imam until the Day of

magnanimity unless innocent imam.

Doom.

Characteristics and virtues of imams

Imam continued, “imamat is having the

I went to Imam Ali ibn Musa al-Rida in
Marw and I gave a report of what people
believe in terms of imamat. He gave a
comprehensive sermon about imamat by
referring to the holy verses of Quran and
then added, “Do this people who assume
can choose an innocent imam for
themselves recognize the position and
grandeur of imamat and imam position’s
among nation to be qualified to choose
imam? Truly, imamat has a vast domain,
elevated position, a profound depth
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rein of religion, muslim life and dignity
at your hands; imamat is the pure
foundation of islam and its fruitful
branch. Through imamat prayer, zakat,
Haj and Jahad are exercised correctly;
ahkam and laws are obeyed, borders will
be secured, imam announces Hallals and
harams set by God, carries out what
God’s orders, he defends the religion of
God, he invites people to the path of
God by advice and reasoning; imam
rises like a sun in the world, he is there

Imamat

in the horizon like sun where people can

scholar is as knowledgeable as him, he

not reach him, imam is like a luminous

has no similar, nor equal, he is given

moon, a bright lamp, a shining light and

this level by God…

a shining star in the darkness of nights,
deserted deserts, and seas whirlpool,
imam is refreshing water for thirsts and
a leader of rightness and a savior from
destruction.

And to choose imam, he said, “ who is
the one who can acquire complete
recognition of Imam and then choose
him? Impossible, impossible!” wisdom
and memories are puzzled about it and

Imam Rida continued enthusiastically,

eyes short sighted; great people are

“imam is like fire on a hill for the ones

unable,

struck by hypothermia and a rope in

astonished, patients impatient, wise ones

darkness anyone lets it go will perish.

puzzled, poets dumb, and men of

Imam is a rainy clouds, a heavy rain, a

eloquence are speechless, they are

shining sunlight, and a sky over heads

unable to explain a virtues of him or

and

a

define part of his position, all are

overflowing well, and a garden, imam is

confessing their inabilities. How could

a helpful trustee, a kind father and a

they picture his reality and understand

compassionate brother, a shelter for the

his truth? How could anyone stand in his

servants of God at the time of fear and

stance and meet the needs he does? No,

misfortunes, imam is trustee of God

how? From where? He is like a star

among His creations and a proof of Him

shining, far reaching by finders and

for His servants, and His caliph in His

beyond description of describers? How

world, a caller to God and defender of

could a human have such a choice?...1

a

land

spread

under

us,

rights of God.

and impeccably faultless, he enjoys
knowledge,

of

knowledge

are

Introducing imams

Imam is the one who is pure of any sins
special

men

patience

and

wisdom, he is foundation of religion,
dignity of muslims, cause of hypocrites
rage, and destruction; imam is unique in

According

to

Quran,

when

God

appointed Abraham as an imam and told
him I appoint you as an imam for people
ً ﺇﻧّﻰ ﺟﺎﻋﻠﻚ ﻟﻠﻨﺎﺱ ﺍﻣﺎﻣﺎ, he asked God this
imamat was given to his descendants.
God accepted this but by a condition.

his time, no one is equal to him, no
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And it was this imamat is not given to

Prophet. One of these documents is louh

tyrants. According to imam Rida in that

of Fatemah.

famous tradition, “ imamat was in the
descendant of Abraham until it reached
Prophet Muhammad, and he announced
giving it to imam Ali in various
occations like Ghadir Khum, and then to
his offspring. Imamat is the position of
infallibles and inheritance of them;
imamat is caliphat on behalf of God, the
holy Prophet, and imam Ali and the
inheritance of Hasan and Husayn and his
children till twelve imam, Imam Mahdi
(a.s.)

Imam Sadiq said, once my father asked
jabber ibn Abdullah Ansari ( the famous
companion) to say talk about the Louh
he has seen in the hands of Zahra and
what was written in that louh. Jabir said,
one day when the holy Prophet was
alive I visited your mother Fatemah to
expressed my congradulations for the
birth of Husayn. I saw a green Louh in
her hands that I think was emerald, in
that Louh it was white shining written
letters. I told her, may my mother and

The position of imamat is the position of

father be sacrifice for you! [it is an

holy guidance and being a channel to

expression to show deep love?] What is

receive blessings of God for people and

this louh? Fatemah said, this is what

leading nation. Caliphat as a being a

God has given as a gift to His prophet.

ruler is just a part of that which if does

In this Louh names of my father, my

not fulfill, their spiritual position of

husband, my children and imams from

being imam which is eternal is not

my children are all cited.

doubted.

Knowing

this

imam

is

obligatory and according to the saying
of the holy Prophet anyone who does
not know imam of his time, is going to
die as an ignorant person living in the
era

of

ignorance.

Name

and

characteristics of these twelve imams
have been set since the beginning on
behalf of God and announced by

My father gave it away to me, then
whenever I take a look at it, I feel
happy.” Your mother gave it to me to
see it. I read what was written in it and I
copied it. Jabir brought a sheet made
from thin skin, opened it and let my
father see it. My father told Jaber, oh
Jaber! Look at what is with you and I
read it by my heart. Jabber looked at it
and my father read it all from his heart. I
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swear by God! There was not even a

and peace be on them! They are truly

letter different from what was what he

guided ones.”

said and what was written. when he

Obeying imams

finished, Jabir said, I take God as my
witness that you read whatever I had

He said, why do you say it is a must to

seen in sahifah kept by Fatemah.

accept all orders of the holy Prophet and
infallible imams? I answered, be fair!

The text of this louh and the hadith are
included in authentic books such as kafi
and Kamaluddin and is of the most
beautiful and strongest texts about
imamat. The names of the twelve stars
of imamat with their characteristics are
written in this eternal charter who are:
‘Ali, Hasan, Husayn, ‘Ali ibn alHusayn, Muhammad ibn ‘Ali, Jafar ibn
Muhammad, Musa ibn Jafar, Ali ibn
Musa, Muhammad ibn Ali, Ali ibn
Muhammad, Hasan ibn Ali, Muhammad
ibn al-Hasan. Regarding the twelves
imam we read this in this tradition,

Isn’t it nonsense to claim we accept the
one sent by God but don’t want to listen
to him? Don’t you regard the order of
Prophet to be equal to the order of God?
Shouldn’t we regard the words and
judgments of this messenger of God as a
must-to-obey? Yes, God in Quran points
out to this and counts a complete
obedience as a condition for truth of
belief: “ ﻙ ِﻓﻴ َﻤﺎ
َ ﻚ ﻻَ ﻳ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥَ َﺣﺘﱠﻰٰ ﻳُ َﺤ ﱢﻜ ُﻤﻮ
َ ﻓَﻼَ َﻭ َﺭﺑﱢ
ْ َﺷ َﺠ َﺮ ﺑَ ْﻴﻨَﻬُ ْﻢ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﻻَ ﻳَ ِﺠﺪ
َﻀﻴْﺖ
َ َُﻭﺍ ﻓِ ۤﻲ ﺃَ ْﻧﻔُ ِﺴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﺣ َﺮﺟﺎ ً ﱢﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ﻗ

ْ  ” َﻭﻳُ َﺴﻠﱢ ُﻤI swear by your God that
ً ﻮﺍ ﺗَ ْﺴ ِﻠﻴﻤﺎ
these are not counted as faithfuls unless
they choose you as a judge at the time of

“Then (after him, i.e. Hasan ibn Ali) I

arguments and disputes and do not

will complete my proof by his son who

complain to whatever you judge. They

is the blessing for world dwellers. You

should be surrendered to you from the

see might and perfection of Moses,

depth of their heart.

Light and majesty of Jesus, and patience
of Jacob all in him… they are truly my
proof on the earth. By them I dispel any
blind dark seduction or earthquake. By
them hidden and subtle movements of
enemies are revealed, chains of captivity
are taken away by them. God’s blessings

He said, does obeying imam is as
obligatory

as

obeying

Prophet?

I

answered, yes. Obeying imam is equal
to obeying God and Prophet. Our proof
ّ ﺃَﻳﱡﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ ﺃَﻁﻴﻌُﻮﺍ
is this verse: ﷲَ َﻭﺃَﻁﻴﻌُﻮﺍ
َﯽ ٍء
ﺍﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮﻝ َﻭﺃُﻭﻟﯽ
ْ ﺍﻷﻣﺮ ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓَﺈِ ْﻥ ﺗَﻨﺎ َﺯ ْﻋﺘُ ْﻢ ﻓِﯽ ﺷ
ِ
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ﺮُﺩﱡﻭﻩُ ﺇِﻟَﻰ ﷲﱠِ ﻭَ ﺍﻟﺮﱠﺳُﻮﻝِ ﺇِﻥْ ﮐُﻨْﺘُﻢْ ﺗُﺆْﻣِﻨُﻮﻥَ ﺑِﺎہﻠﻟ َﻭ ْﺍﻟﻴَﻮْ ِﻡ
ِﱠ
 ْﺍﻵ ِﺧ ِﺮwhich means oh faithfuls! Obey
God and obey Prophet and Ulul-amr
(who are imams. Because it is only
Imam who enjoys infallibility level ﻣﻘﺎﻡ
 ﻋﺼﻤﺖand following him is like
following God and Prophet otherwise it
is obvious that human beings who are

be our role model in movement or
peace.
Therefore, various approaches of imams
should not confuse muslims and these
differences are resulted from differences
at their time and different duties God
assigned them in various time. The duty
of us is to follow imam’s orders.

not immune from sins and mistakes and
tyrants shouldn’t be followed. And if

He said, what is our duty in this specific

you

get

period of Imam’s hidden life? I said, we

consultation from God and Prophet if

are living at the time of imamat of imam

you believe in God and resurrection day.

Mahdi (a.s.). at this time which is the

It is clear that is you get consultation

time of tyrants, when faithfuls are faced

from the book of God and the Prophet,

with difficulties, hardship and multitude

disagree

on

something,

they will tell you you should obey ulul-

enemies like their imam )ﻛﺜﺮﺓ ﻋﺪﻭﻧﺎ ﻭ ﻗﻠﺔ

amr who are innocent. Jabir when asked

( ﻋﺪﺩﻧﺎ ﻭ ﺗﻈﺎﻫﺮ ﺍﻟﺰﻣﺎﻥ ﻋﻠﻴﻨﺎwe should follow

Prophet about ulul-amr received this

imam’s special orders mentioned in

answer, the meaning of ulul-amr are

traditions suitable to our time to be able

‘Ali, Hasan, Husayn, ‘Ali ibn al-

to save our faith… in this time of

Husayn,…. to Mahdi (a.s.)…

hardship.

He said, sometimes imams took various

Recourse and resort

approaches and we do not know which

Moving his hands and legs aimlessly in

way we should take. I replied, you ask

water, no ray of hope left, his power all

an interesting point. Luckily the holy

gone, every where water, he was about

Prophet predicted this and suggested a

to die, to sink… suddenly his eyes, out

solution. He said, what’s that?

I

of sight, saw a rope… grasped it, took

answered, he said, al-Hasan and al-

hold of it fast, pull himself up, got

Husayn are imams. No matter to start a

closed to the surface of water, and again

revolution, or stay at home and don’t do

saw the blue sky above. He was saved

anything. This shows that imam should

miraculously; the rope was thrown to
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water from a lifeboat watching around.

They say, why don’t we revoke God

When he saw the sun again, it was as if

directly? I say, revoke and resort to God

someone inspired his heart that in the

is exactly the same as revoking God.

wild sea of life whenever you are lost in

Because God, Himself, sets this rope to

the waves of events and problems, there

help us promote. God He Himself can

is a save rope you can grasp and rescue.

lead us directly but Prophet and imam

The one whose name is imam. That is

are sent to us, they are like us, from the

the holy rope and lifeboat, that is the

same bone and body, we can connect

rope which is included in this tradition,

them easier. They are ladders to God, a

“" "ﻭﺍﻋﺘﺼﻤﻮﺍ ﺑﺤﺒﻞ ﷲthat is ""ﻋﺮﻭﺓ ﺍﻟﻮﺛﻘﻰ

bridge between God and human beings;

which is the strong rope which we

they are interpreters of God’s message.

should resort. ﻭ ﻣﻦ ﺍﺳﺘﻤﺴﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﺮﻭﺓ ﺍﻟﻮﺛﻘﻰ ﻻ

They are rope of God. They put

)ﺍﻧﻔﺼﺎﻡ ﻟﻬﺎ..

whatever they had in middle to get us to

 ﺍﻋﺘﺼﺎﻡ ﻭ ﺗﻤﺴﻚI’tesam and Tamassok

real prosperity.

(i.e. resort and revoke) are two Quranic

He said, where, how, and when to

words meaning holding, grasping and

resort? I answer, “ wherever, whenever,

connecting. Who deserve that people

by the simplest ways: in your seclusion,

connect them and assist them? this rope

talk to them, in your heart feel them, tell

of God  ﻋﺮﻭﺓ ﺍﻟﻮﺛﻘﻰis the same as ulul-

them your secrets, ask for help from

amr whose obedience is the same as

them, listen to them, follow them, take

obedience

Prophet

their advice, never leave them, imams

obligatory. They are imams joining them

are all rope of God, resorting them is a

is the only way of salvation. To resort

saving tool for us, but imams of each

them, we should refer them in all aspects

time is closer to the people of that time,

in terms of scientific guidance, getting

and more helpful, because people of his

closer to God, and even solving dead-

time are his servants, he is responsible

ends and problems. This rope if it was

for them, he is committed to help and

not useful, God would not set it. It is our

guide them.

of

God

and

need because we are triggered by storms
and whirlpool during our life…
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Aware of Unseen
Being aware of unseen affairs is called

truthfulness to help people realize them
from liars. For this reason, God gives

a subject can be unseen for someone but

His knowledge of Unseen as much as
He wants: َﻳ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻢ َﻣﺎ ﺑَﻴﻦَ ﺃَﻳ ِﺪﻳ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻭ َﻣﺎ ﺧ َْﻠﻔَﻬ ُ ْﻢ َﻭﻻ
.( ﻳﺤﻴﻄُﻮﻥَ ِﺑﺸَﯽ ٍء ﱢﻣ ْﻦ ِﻋ ْﻠ ِﻤ ِﻪ ﺇِﻻﱠ ِﺑ َﻤﺎ ﺷَﺎء
ِ

seen for others. According to Quranic

Quran narrated from Jesus who said, “I

teachings, science of unseen belongs to

inform you of what you eat and save in

God Who surrounds all worlds ﻻ ﻳﻌﻠﻢ
ﺍﻟﻐﻴﺐ ّﺍﻻ ﻫﻮ. He informs any one He likes

your homes, truly in it there is a lesson

to the extent that He likes, like in the

also we read about the Prophet, “these

story of Solomon, Asif Barkhiya, his

are of unseen news we are revealing to

assistance by having a part of this

you. Before this, neither did you know
nor your tribe. ﺐ ﻧُﻮﺣﻴﻬﺎ ﺇِﻟَﻴﮏ
ِ ﺗِ ْﻠﮏ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺃَ ْﻧﺒﺎ ِء ْﺍﻟﻐَﻴ
) ﻣﺎ ﮐ ْﻨﺖَ ﺗَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻬﺎ ﺃَ ْﻧﺖَ َﻭ ﻻ ﻗَﻮْ ُﻣﮏ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَﺒ ِْﻞ ﻫﺬﺍ..

ilm gheib ﻋﻠﻢ ﻏﻴﺐ. And of course unseen
is something proportional. Which means

knowledge could move the seat of
Belgheys at a wink from a far away
land. Prophets and imams due to their
mission enjoy knowledge of unseen.
ْ ﺐ ﻓَ َﻼ ﻳ
According to Quran, ُﻈ ِﻬ ُﺮ
ِ ﻋَﺎ ِﻟ ُﻢ ْﺍﻟ َﻐ ْﻴ
ﻰ ِﻣﻦ ﱠﺭﺳُﻮ ٍﻝ
َ ﻋَﻠ َﻰ َﻏ ْﻴ ِﺒ ِﻪ ﺃَ َﺣﺪًﺍﺇِ ﱠﻻ َﻣ ِﻦ ﺍﺭْ ﺗَﻀ,
therefore Prophet and imams and some

for you if you are faithful.” In Quran

How imams were informed of unseen
knowledge? From various ways: first,
from

Prophet

for

example

the

knowledge which gives to Imam Ali in
the last hours of his life. According to

pious people have the knowledge of

traditions, in that time, he received

unseen. The extent of this knowledge is

knowledge which was equal to a

different in different people and the

thousand of gates of knowledge and to

most significant part is given to Prophet.

each gate a thousand other gates were

Infallible imams whenever necessary

opened. This science included knowing

were informed of the unseen. Imam

about past, future, death, sorrows and

Sadiq said in this regard, whenever an

judgments.

imam wishes to know something, God
teaches him.”

This science rests in the realm of
transferring knowledge, given to next

Knowing about Unseen for infallible

imam by the previous imam. Another

imams is a sign of their honesty and

way is by the book of Jame’e and that is
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the book written by Ali collecting

attack of Mongolians, or for example

whatever Prophet told to him; it was

when imam Mahdi who was a child said

about news and necessary things for

the content of letters written to his father

imam, which was given to imams

and took there by Saad ibn Abdullah

subsequently. Third, through the book of

Qumi and a group of people.

Jefr which according to some traditions

Wilayat and rulership

is the inheritance of infallible imams and
this knowledge is the knowledge of

He said, what is the need of human

infallibles. Fourth from Moshaf Fatemeh

beings, laws or executors? I said, both!

and that includes angels’ talks with her.

Couldn’t we, human beings, decide

In it the news about future till the

about what to do and how to do if we

resurrection day exist. Hazrat Zahra

use

narrated them to Ali and he wrote them

consultation? I said, human beings are

down. In a tradition, from imam Sadiq

not only in the need of law, if they were,

we read that Moshaf by Fatemeh

by receiving laws through prophets, they

includes news of future. The last way is

became needless and the responsibility

through inspiration and traditions. It is

of leaders would have been finished

narrated from Hasan ibn Yahya Madaeni

here. But it is not like this. After

quoting from imam Sadiq who said,

receiving the law the need to an

when imam is asked a question, he

executor of it is felt.; the need of a

answered by which knowledge? He

sovereignty that implements this divine

answered, sometimes it is inspired to

order. Implimentation of the rules are

him, and sometimes he hears from an

faced thousands of challenges. To solve

angel and sometimes both.

them, leadership is needed; a leadership

our

common

sense

and

get

immune from mistakes, corruption and
Examples of this news of unseen can be
found in Nahjul Balagheh, like the news
about destruction of Kufa, the attack of
Abdul malik Marvan to Kufa, bloodshed

deviation to be able to execute true
justice. The name of this leadership is
willayah granted to divine commanders
by God.

caused by Hajjaj ibn Yusef Thaghafi,
the news about future of Basra, rulership

He said: that is, only the divine rulers

of four corrupt rulers from Marvan,

have the right to rule? I said: the best
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and most impeccable sovereignty is the

pray while bowing, then this verse was

sovereignty heading by the Prophet and

revealed.”

Imams, because they are not interested

Interestingly, this verse
begins with the word "  " ﺇِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎthat is, the

in bribes or corruption, not tended to

word wich makes limitations. It means

make mistake or alteration, nor to

exclusively your guardian and their

discriminate, oppress and abuse power.

guardian are these people ...

They also have knowledge. They enjoy
knowledge which shows them the
challenges of law enforcement and by
their vast knowledge, take into account
all the tiniest things to prevent the loss
of rights of even one person. He said:
this is ideal, but possible? I said, "The
point is this. If human beings accept
their willayah, then it is possible, but if
not, it is impossible!" He said: "Has God
explicitly given this guardianship to the
Prophet and Imam?" I said: "Yes, in the
Qur'an," He said:

guide

the word  "?ﻭﻻﻳﺔSome people say it only
means friendship. I said: this is not so,
because friendship is not exclusive to
these three groups and includes all
believers, but it has the meaning of
guardianship

is

only

Allah,

His

Messenger, and the believers; those
who establish the prayer, pay their

and

leadership

and

sovereignty that is unique for God and
the divine leaders (the Prophet and
Imams) who both are innocent and also
have science of Unseen. Here the issue
is

guardianship,

sovereignty,

ﺇِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ َﻭﻟِﻴﱡ ُﻜ ُﻢ ﱠ
َﺳﻮﻟُﻪُ َﻭﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻳُﻘِﻴ ُﻤﻮﻥ
ُ ﷲ ُ َﻭ َﺭ
َﺼ َﻼﺓَ َﻭﻳُﺆْ ﺗُﻮﻥَ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺰ َﻛﺎﺓَ َﻭﻫُ ْﻢ َﺭﺍ ِﻛﻌُﻮﻥ
ﺍﻟ ﱠ
“Your

He said: "What is the exact meaning of

in

leadership
order

to

and

organize

communities. He said that they are not
present at all times. I answered: they are,
and the earth will never be without a
proof of God. They are ulel-Amr whom
we should obey.

worship).”(5:55)

ﻳَﺎ ﺃَﻳﱡﻬَﺎ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ ﺃَ ِﻁﻴﻌُﻮﺍ ﱠ
ﷲَ َﻭﺃَ ِﻁﻴﻌُﻮﺍ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮ َﻝ
...َﻭﺃُﻭ ِﻟﻲ ْﺍﻷَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﻜ ْﻢ

He asked, “Who is the third category in

He said: "What should be done in the

the verse?” I said, “most of the

absence of Imam, like now?" I said: the

commentators have said that it refers to

reason for the imam's absence is that the

Ali (as) who gave his ring to the poor in

wrongdoers are against his rulership.

obligatory charity, and bow down (in
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First of all, it is necessary to do

show us the way? He did and he has

everything that end this period, and to

said: "As a wage and reward, I do not

do so, Imam Mahdi (p.b.u.h.) said that

want anything from you but affection

we should pray and prepare ourself, then
and

and kindness to my close relatives
(which means Ahlul-Bayt)" ﻗُﻞْ َﻻ ﺃَﺳْﺄَﻟُ ُﻜ ْﻢ
( َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ﺃَﺟْ ﺮًﺍ ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ْﺍﻟ َﻤ َﻮ ﱠﺩﺓَ ﻓِﻲ ْﺍﻟﻘُﺮْ ﺑَﻰ42:23) These

improving

the

are the same ones from whom Allah has

condition

the

removed all evil and made clean and
ﺇِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﻳ ُِﺮﻳ ُﺪ ﱠ
pure ( ﺖ
َ ْﺐ َﻋ ْﻨ ُﻜ ُﻢ ﺍﻟﺮﱢﺟ
َ ﷲُ ِﻟﻴ ُْﺬ ِﻫ
ِ ﺲ ﺃَ ْﻫ َﻞ ْﺍﻟﺒَ ْﻴ

the grounding in any way possible
through

repelling

deviations

the

and

atmosphere

and

defects

individually or in groups, and giving up
jurisprudence. He said, “Does willayah

ْ () َﻭﻳُﻄَﻬﱢ َﺮ ُﻛ ْﻢ ﺗ33:33) . These are the
َﻄ ِﻬﻴﺮًﺍ
ones who were in Mubahelah along with

only mean rulership? I answered, No,

the Prophet, those who created that

the rulership is one of the aspects of the

wonder against the Christians of the

willayah, and not all of it. The willayah

Najran, those for whom Hadith Kasa

is the guardianship and leadership of the

was revealed, a divine group that Zahra

people, as well as the Takwini, the

is its center: she and her father and Her

Tashri’i, and the spiritual willayah and

husband and her children from Hasan

also the priority willayah which is

and Husayn to Mahdi (peace be upon

knowing them having more rights to us

him). Love of them is the reward for

rather than we. If the rulership is not

Prophethood; Be nice to them is the joy

realized, the rest of it remains, and

of the Prophet's heart ...

to

the

rule

of

divine

law

and

today, we are under the authority of
imam Mahdi (PBUH), and we must
prove the acceptance of his willayah in
the heart and action ....
Friendship  ﻣﻮﺩﺕand kindness
If we were supposed to thank the holy
Prophet for the great blessings of
guidance given to us through the
Prophet (PBUH), how should we have
thanked? Did not the Prophet himself

Basically, this love is the genuine
religion ( ;)ﻫﻞ ﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺍﻻ ﺍﻟﺤﺐAllah is the
guardian of believers, but the guardian
of disbelievers are tyrants (devils)
(2:257). In the line of God's authority
and

guardianship,

there

are

the

guardianship of Prophet and Imams
which are asserted in the verse five of
surah Ma’idah. The holy Prophet also
(PBUH) said, “Keep my respect by
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respecting my progeny and my family.

Imams are the criterion of religion,

Everyone who does so will be saved by

Friendship with them, and the enmity

God. God's curse to those who hurt me

towards their enemies are the genuine

by annoying them ) ﺍﺣﻔﻈﻮﻧﯽ ﻓﯽ ﻋﺘﺮﺗﯽ ﻭ
 ﺍَﻻ ﻟﻌﻨﺔ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯽ، ﻓﻤﻦ ﺣﻔﻈﻨﯽ ﻓﻴﻬﻢ ﺣﻔﻈﻪ ﷲ،ﺫﺭﻳﺘﯽ

religion. This is  ﺗﻮﻟﯽand  ﺗﺒﺮیwhich are

(. َﻣﻦ ﺁﺫﺍﻧﯽ ﻓﻴﻬﻢImam Hasan, in his speech
after the martyrdom of his father,

is the rational principle that if someone

addressed people and said, “I am from

your enemies and avoid them; not only

the

was

in his heart but also in his action. He is

descended; I am from the family from

not sincere if he does something you

them God has removed all evils, and I

really hate. The same is true regarding

am from the family whom Allah has

Ahl al-Bayt and Imams (as): friendship

made

with their friends and enmity with their

family

to

loving

them

them

Gabriel

obligatory.

He

considered as the pillars of religion. This
claims to be your friend, he must leave

continued, “Say: 'For this I ask of you

enemies.

no wage except the love of the

As we have seen friendship ﻣﻮﺩﺕ,

(Prophet's) relatives. We will add good
to whosoever gains a good deed,”
(42:23) “A good deed” is to be our
friends. Imam Husayn (peace be upon
him) also said: "The affinity which
Allah has mentioned it as something so
great, and obligated all to observe, and
set it as a reward of prophethood is for
us Ahl al-Bayt ..."

Tawalla  ﺗﻮﻟﯽand Tabarra ﺗﺒﺮیhave
Quranic roots, and faith is not realized
without these principles. We adorn our
sayings with two illuminated Hadiths.
Imam Sadiq (as) said: "Whoever obeys
God's obligations and avoids doubtfuls
)ﻣﺤﺮﻣﺎﺕ, respect wilayah of Ahlul-Bayt
of the Prophet (PBUH), and not to join
enemies of God, in the Resurrection day,

If, according to the verse of friendship,

enter Paradise from each of the eight

the friendship with the Ahlul-Bayt (as)

doors of the Paradise that He desires!”

is

the

Imam Kadhim (peace be upon him) also

Prophethood, its opposite, i.e. enmity

said, "Blessed are our Shiites who in the

with them, will be counted as denying

time of the absence of our Mahdi (aj)

and

grasp our strings and remain steadfast in

equal

to

the

ungratefulness

reward

of

towards

the

Prophethood. Therefore, Ahlul Bayt and
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are from us, and we are from them.

ﻳَﺎ ﺃَﻳﱡﻬَﺎ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ ﺍﺗﱠﻘُﻮﺍ ﱠ
َﷲَ َﻭﺍ ْﺑﺘَ ُﻐﻮﺍ ﺇِﻟَ ْﻴ ِﻪ ْﺍﻟ َﻮ ِﺳﻴﻠَﺔ
ََﻭ َﺟﺎ ِﻫﺪُﻭﺍ ﻓِﻲ َﺳﺒِﻴﻠِ ِﻪ ﻟَ َﻌﻠﱠ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺗُ ْﻔﻠِﺤُﻮﻥ

Pilgrimage (Ziyarat) and intercession

“Believers, have fear of Allah and seek

( Shafa’at)

the means by which you come to Him.

loving us and hating our enemies. They

When you are interested in a person, you
love to spend your time with him, visit

Struggle in His Way in order that you
are prosperous.” (5:35)

him, and if he is deceased, you go to his

When we want to do Ziyarah, first we

grave and talk to him and buy him

salute them. This has its root in Quran,

flowers, and remember him. This is the

as we read in the divine verses: "Peace

concept of pilgrimage and is of the most

and salutation to Noah among the

beautiful manifestation of love and

nations!"

affection which is also compatible with

salutation to Abraham!" (37:109);

human nature. When we are obliged to

"Peace and salutation to Moses and

love Ahul Bayt as a reward for the

Aaron!"

mission of the Prophet, their pilgrimage,

salutation to Ale-Yasin” ( 37:130) …

which is the symbol of this friendship,
will also be necessary. Therefore, this
pilgrimage is a kind of worship through
which man approaches God, because he
puts God’s order into practice as God
orders this friendship. The pilgrimage is
a school, constructing our personality,
because you, by getting closer to
infallibles and friends of God stand in
their side and renew your treaty. You
can ask their help for your promotion in
front

of

God.

By

asking

their

intercession and by resorting to them
make yourself closer to God as God
says,

(37:79);

(37:120);

"Peace

"Peace

and

and

After salutation, the fundamentals of
religion and then requests are mentioned
which are another manifestation of their
love and companionship. A pilgrim no
matter paying his pilgrimage from a far
or in close, should put aside materialistic
obssessions and pays attention to God
with all his heart; feel sweetness of this
attention and love and attracts these
infallibles’ attention toward himself.
The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:
"Everyone who comes to pay pilgrimage
to my grave, I am obligated to give him
my intercession. Everyone who come
for Hajj and visits my grave for
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pilgrimage, is like the one who visited

intercession, why should not we be

me during my lifetime.” Imam Rida

hopeful that Imam Mahdi (p.b.u.h.)

said: “My pilgrimage in the court of

intercede for us and enters us among his

God will equal a thousand Hajj if it is

companions…

done

by

knowledge.

Also,

the

pilgrimage of Imam Husayn especially
the pilgrimage of Arba‘in, is considered
as one of the fifth signs of faith.
But the position of intercession, which
means helping and seeking support from
a person who can support, has been
given to the infallibles and even some
faithfuls. The truth of intercession is that
human beings ask the intercessor, Due
to his closeness to God, pray for him
and request God on behalf of him. Some
verses like “Who is he that shall
intercede with Him except by His
permission!” (2:255) ; “who have no
power of intercession, except those who
have taken a covenant with the
Merciful” (19:87); show that first,
intercession is possible, second, God
should let, third, it is a treaty between
God and infallibles…
In fact by Ziyarat, we ask infallibles for
their intercession to put us under their
supporting shelter. When the brothers of
Josef are hopeful that their father will
intercede for them so as God forgives
their sins and Jacob accepted this
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Abstract: In the present article, the meaning of Sahabi and issues concerning it
which is very important in Islam has been mentioned in the form of question and
answer to help their understanding easier.

What is the opinion of Shia towards

explaining this, it is appropriate to

Sahabeh (companions of Prophet)?

define Sahabi in brief.

From Shia’s point of view, those who

There are various definitions regarding

visited the holy Prophet of Islam are

Sahabis. Here we mention some of

classified into several groups. But before

them.
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1. Sa’id ibn Musayib said, “Sahabi was

In history, names of more than 12000

the

individuals

one

who

spended

his

time

has

been

recorded

as

accompanying Prophet for a year or two

companions of Prophet, among them we

and attended one or two battle along

can find different persons. There is no

1

with Prophet.”

doubt that companionship with holy

2. Waqidi said, “scholars believe that
anyone who saw Prophet and converted
to Islam, contemplated on Islam and was
content with it, is regarded as a Sahabi
of Prophet in our opinion even if all this

Prophet was a great honor which was
given to some. Islamic nation always
respects them because they were the
pioneers of Islam whom put up the
honorable flag of dignity for islam for
the first time.

took just an hour of a day.”2
3. Muhammad ibn Isma’il Bukhari said,
“Anyone of muslims who spent his time
with Prophet or just had seen him is
3

counted of his companions.”

4. Ahmad ibn Hanbal said, “Anyone

The holy Quran admired these pioneers
of Islam and said,
ُ ﻟ ِﻣﻴ َﺮ
ﺕ
ِ ﺍﺙ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ َﻭﺍ
ِ ﻣَﺎ ﻟَﻜُﻢْ ﺃَﻻﱠ ﺗُﻨْﻔِﻘُﻮﺍ ﻓِﻲ ﺳَﺒِﻴﻞِ ﷲﱠِ ﻭَہﻠ ِ ﱠ
ﺢ َﻭﻗَﺎﺗَ َﻞ
َ َﺽ َﻻ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘ َِﻮﻱ ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﻜ ْﻢ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺃَ ْﻧﻔ
ِ ﻖ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَ ْﺒ ِﻞ ْﺍﻟﻔَ ْﺘ
ِ َْﻭ ْﺍﻷَﺭ
َ ﻚ ﺃَ ْﻋ
ﻈ ُﻢ َﺩ َﺭ َﺟﺔً ِﻣﻦَ ﺍﻟ ﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺃَ ْﻧﻔَﻘُﻮﺍ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑَ ْﻌ ُﺪ َﻭﻗَﺎﺗَﻠُﻮﺍ
َ ﺃُﻭﻟَ ِﺌ

who spent time with Prophet for a

ﷲُ ْﺍﻟ ُﺤ ْﺴﻨَﻰ َﻭ ﱠ
َﻭ ُﻛ ًّﻼ َﻭ َﻋ َﺪ ﱠ
ﷲُ ِﺑ َﻤﺎ ﺗَ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُﻮﻥَ َﺧ ِﺒﻴ ٌﺮ

month or a day or an hour or just had

And why is it that you do not spend in

seen

the Way of Allah, when the inheritance

him

is

regarded

as

his

4

companion.”

of the heavens and earth belong to

On the other hand, among Sunnite
scholars, “Sahabi Justice” is accepted as
a certain principle, which means anyone
who

perceived

companionship

of

Prophet is Just.”5

Allah alone? Those who spent before
the victory and took part in the fighting
are mightier in rank and are not equal
to

those

who

spent

and

fought

thereafter. Yet, Allah has promised
each a fine reward, and Allah is Aware

Now, in the light of Quranic verses, we

of what you do.

are going to review these definitions and
explained Shia opinion which roots in
vahi (revelation of God).

At the same time, it should be confessed
that companionship of Prophet was a
miracle which could change the identity
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of people at once, guarantee their
guidance and salvation for all their life
time and put them among just people.
To clarify this issue more, it is proper to
refer to Quran before anything else as
Quran is common point of all muslims.
Sahabeh from Quranic point of view
In the opinion of Revelation, those who
were present at the court of holy Prophet
and accompanied him for a while are
classified into two groups

Those who
“under the tree”.

The first group are those whom Quran
admires them and names them as the
stablishers of the palace of Islam dignity
and magnificence. Here we mention
some verses of holy Quran in this topic.
First pioneers

َﺎﺭ َﻭﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ
َ ﺎﺟ ِﺮﻳﻦَ َﻭ ْﺍﻷَ ْﻧ
ِ ََﻭﺍﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺑﻘُﻮﻥَ ْﺍﻷَ ﱠﻭﻟُﻮﻥَ ِﻣﻦَ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﻬ
ِ ﺼ
ﻲ ﱠ
ﷲُ َﻋ ْﻨﻬ ُ ْﻢ َﻭ َﺭﺿُﻮﺍ َﻋ ْﻨﻪُ َﻭﺃَ َﻋ ﱠﺪ
ِ ﺍﺗﱠﺒَﻌُﻮﻫُ ْﻢ ِﺑﺈِﺣْ َﺴﺎ ٍﻥ َﺭ
َ ﺿ
ﻚ
َ ِﺕ ﺗَﺠْ ِﺮﻱ ﺗَﺤْ ﺘَﻬَﺎ ْﺍﻷَ ْﻧﻬَﺎ ُﺭ ﺧَﺎ ِﻟ ِﺪﻳﻦَ ِﻓﻴﻬَﺎ ﺃَﺑَﺪًﺍ َﺫﻟ
ٍ ﻟَﻬُ ْﻢ َﺟﻨﱠﺎ

ْﺍﻟﻔَﻮْ ُﺯ ْﺍﻟ َﻌ ِﻈﻴ ُﻢ

As for the first outstrippers among the
migrants and supporters and those who
followed them in doing good, Allah is
pleased with them and they are pleased
with Him. He has prepared for them
gardens underneath which rivers flow,
where they shall live for ever. That is
the greatest winning.(9:100)

take

alligence

ﻲ ﱠ
ﻚ ﺗَﺤْ ﺖَ ﺍﻟ ﱠ
ﺸ َﺠ َﺮ ِﺓ
َ َﷲ ُ ﻋ َِﻦ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ ْﺆ ِﻣ ِﻨﻴﻦَ ﺇِ ْﺫ ﻳُﺒَﺎ ِﻳﻌُﻮﻧ
ِ ﻟَﻘَ ْﺪ َﺭ
َ ﺿ
َ
َ
ُ
ﻓَ َﻌﻠِ َﻢ َﻣﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﻗُﻠﻮﺑِ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻓَﺄ ْﻧ َﺰ َﻝ ﺍﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﻜﻴﻨَﺔَ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻭﺃﺛَﺎﺑَﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓَ ْﺘﺤًﺎ
ﻗَ ِﺮﻳﺒًﺎ
Allah was pleased with the believers
when they swore allegiance to you
under the tree and He knew what was
in their hearts. Therefore, He sent
down tranquility upon them and
rewarded them with a victory close
by.(48:18)

3.

First group

1.

2.

Migrants

ُ
ﺎﺭ ِﻫ ْﻢ َﻭﺃ َ ْﻣ َﻮﺍ ِﻟ ِﻬ ْﻢ
ِ َِﻟ ْﻠﻔُﻘَ َﺮﺍ ِء ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﻬ
ِ َﺎﺟ ِﺮﻳﻦَ ﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺃ ْﺧ ِﺮﺟُﻮﺍ ِﻣ ْﻦ ِﺩﻳ
ﺼﺮُﻭﻥَ ﷲَﱠ
ﱠ
ُ ﷲ َﻭ ِﺭﺿْ َﻮﺍﻧًﺎ َﻭﻳَ ْﻨ
َﻳَ ْﺒﺘَ ُﻐﻮﻥَ ﻓَﻀْ ًﻼ ِﻣﻦ
ِ
ُ
ﻗ
ﺩ
ﱠﺎ
ﺼ
ﺍﻟ
ﻚ ﻫُ ُﻢ
َِ ﻮﻥ
َ َﻭ َﺭﺳُﻮﻟَﻪُ ﺃُﻭﻟَ ِﺌ
A share of the spoils shall also be
given) to the poor emigrants who were
expelled from their homes and their
possessions, who seek the Favor and
Pleasure of Allah, and help Allah and
His Messenger. These are they that are
truthful.(59: 8)

4.

Companion of Fath

ﺎﺭ ُﺭ َﺣ َﻤﺎ ُء
ِ ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٌﺪ َﺭﺳُﻮ ُﻝ ﱠ
ِ ﷲ َﻭﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ َﻣ َﻌﻪُ ﺃ َ ِﺷﺪﱠﺍ ُء َﻋﻠَﻰ ْﺍﻟ ُﻜﻔﱠ
ﺳ ﱠﺠﺪًﺍ ﻳَ ْﺒﺘَ ُﻐﻮﻥَ ﻓَﻀْ ًﻼ ِﻣﻦَ ﷲِﱠ
ُ ﺑَ ْﻴﻨَﻬُ ْﻢ ﺗَ َﺮﺍﻫُ ْﻢ ُﺭ ﱠﻛﻌًﺎ
َ
َ
َ
ْ
ﻚ
ﻟ
ﺫ
ﺩ
ُﻮ
ﺠ
ﺴ
ﱡ
ﺍﻟ
ﺮ
ﺛ
ﺃ
ﻦ
ﻣ
ﻢ
ﻬ
ﻫ
ُﻮ
ﺟ
ﻭ
َ ِ ِ
ِ ْ ِ ِ ُ َﻭ ِﺭﺿْ َﻮﺍﻧًﺎ ِﺳﻴ َﻤﺎﻫ ُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ
ِ
َ
ﻉ ﺃ ْﺧ َﺮ َﺝ
ِ ﺍﻹ ْﻧ ِﺠ
ِ ْ َﻣﺜَﻠُﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ ﺍﻟﺘﱠﻮْ َﺭﺍ ِﺓ َﻭ َﻣﺜَﻠُﻬُ ْﻢ ﻓِﻲ
ٍ ْﻴﻞ َﻛﺰَﺭ
ْ ﺷ
ُْﺠﺐ
ِ َﻄﺄَﻩُ ﻓَﺂ َﺯ َﺭﻩُ ﻓَﺎ ْﺳﺘَ ْﻐﻠَﻆَ ﻓَﺎ ْﺳﺘَ َﻮﻯ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺳُﻮ ِﻗ ِﻪ ﻳُﻌ
ْ
ﱠ
ﱠ
ُ
ﱡ
ﺍﻟﺰﺭﱠﺍ َﻉ ﻟِﻴَ ِﻐﻴﻆَ ﺑِ ِﻬ ُﻢ ﺍﻟ ُﻜﻔﱠﺎ َﺭ َﻭ َﻋ َﺪ ﷲ ُ ﺍﻟ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﺁ َﻣﻨُﻮﺍ َﻭ َﻋ ِﻤﻠﻮﺍ
َ
ْ
ْ
ً
ْﺟ
َﻈﻴ ًﻤﺎ
ﻋ
ًﺍ
ﺮ
ﺃ
ﻭ
ﺓ
ﺮ
ﻔ
ﻐ
ﻣ
ﻢ
ﻬ
ﻨ
ﻣ
ﺕ
ﺎ
ﺤ
ﻟ
ﱠﺎ
ﺼ
ُ
ِ
َ َ ِ َ ْ ِ ِ َ ِ ﺍﻟ
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.
Those who are with him are harsh
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against the unbelievers but merciful to
one another. You see them bow and
prostrate themselves seeking the bounty
and pleasure of Allah. Their mark is on
their faces from the trace of
prostration. That is their likeness in the
Torah and their likeness in the Gospel,
as the seed which puts forth its shoot
and strengthens it, so that it grows
stout and rises straight upon its stalk,
delighting the sowers, and through
them He enrages the unbelievers. Allah
has promised those of them who believe
and do good deeds, forgiveness and a
great wage.(48:29)
Second group
Another group which experienced
companionship of the Prophet were
hypocrites or in another term sickhearted. Quran revealed their true
Personality and warn Prophet of them.
there are some examples in the
following:

1.
2.

3.

Sick-hearted ones

َﻭﺇِ ْﺫ ﻳَﻘُﻮ ُﻝ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤﻨَﺎ ِﻓﻘُﻮﻥَ َﻭﺍﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦَ ﻓِﻲ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ِﺑ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻣ َﺮﺽٌ َﻣﺎ َﻭ َﻋ َﺪﻧَﺎ
ﱠ
ﷲُ َﻭ َﺭﺳُﻮﻟُﻪُ ﺇِ ﱠﻻ ُﻏﺮُﻭﺭًﺍ
The hypocrites and those in whose
hearts there is a disease said: 'Allah
and His Messenger promised nothing
but delusion. (33:12)

4.

Sinful people

ﺻﺎ ِﻟﺤًﺎ َﻭﺁ َﺧ َﺮ
َ َﻭﺁ َﺧﺮُﻭﻥَ ﺍ ْﻋﺘَ َﺮﻓ ُﻮﺍ ِﺑ ُﺬﻧُﻮ ِﺑ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﺧﻠَﻄُﻮﺍ َﻋ َﻤ ًﻼ
ﻮﺏ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﺇِﻥﱠ ﱠ
َﺳﻴﱢﺌًﺎ َﻋ َﺴﻰ ﱠ
ﷲَ َﻏﻔُﻮ ٌﺭ َﺭ ِﺣﻴ ٌﻢ
َ ُﷲُ ﺃَ ْﻥ ﻳَﺘ
There are others who have confessed
their sins; they intermixed good deeds
with another evil. It may be that Allah
will turn towards them in mercy. Allah
is Forgiving, Merciful. (9:102)
In addition to these holy verses of
Quran, there are various traditions
issued by Prophet in blaming some
Sahabeh; here we include two examples.

Introduced hypocrites
Non-introduced hypocrites

ﺏ ُﻣﻨَﺎﻓِﻘُﻮﻥَ َﻭ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺃَ ْﻫ ِﻞ ْﺍﻟ َﻤ ِﺪﻳﻨَ ِﺔ
ِ َﻭ ِﻣ ﱠﻤ ْﻦ ﺣَﻮْ ﻟَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ِﻣﻦَ ْﺍﻷَ ْﻋ َﺮﺍ
ﺎﻕ َﻻ ﺗَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻬ ُ ْﻢ ﻧَﺤْ ﻦُ ﻧَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻬ ُ ْﻢ َﺳﻨُ َﻌ ﱢﺬﺑُﻬُ ْﻢ
ِ ََﻣ َﺮﺩُﻭﺍ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺍﻟﻨﱢﻔ
َﻈ ٍﻴﻢ
ٍ َﻣ ﱠﺮﺗَﻴ ِْﻦ ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﻳُ َﺮ ﱡﺩﻭﻥَ ﺇِﻟَﻰ َﻋ َﺬﺍ
ِ ﺏﻋ
Some of the Bedouin Arabs around
you are hypocrites, and so are some of
the people of Madinah who are well
versed in hypocrisy. You do not know
them, but We do. Twice We will punish
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them then they shall return to a mighty
punishment. (9:101)

1.

Abu Hazim narrated from Sahl

ibn Sa’ad from Prophet:
“ I sent you to the pool, Anyone who
approaches it will drink of its water and
anyone who drinks will not be thirsty for
good. The groups will approach me that
I know them and they know me as well,
then we will be separated from each
other.” Abu Hazim said while I was
reciting this tradition Numan ibn Abi

In the path of Islamic Unity

Ayash heard it, then he said, is this what
you heard from Sahl? I replied, yes. He
said, I was witness that Abu Saeed
Khudri added to this tradition this from
Prophet who said,
ﺍﻧﻬﻢ ﻣﻨﯽ ﻓﻴﻘﺎﻝ ﺍﻧﮏ ﻻ ﺗﺪﺭی ﻣﺎ ﺃﺣﺪﺛﻮﺍ ﺑﻌﺪک ﻓﺎﻗﻮﻝ
ﺳﺤﻘﺎ ﺳﺤﻘﺎ ﻟﻤﻦ ﺑﺪﻝ ﺑﻌﺪی
“They are from me. It is said you do not
know what they did to me after me. I tell
you be far away from Mercy of God
anyone who changes Ahkam after me.”
From this sentence I know them and
they know me. And “after me, they
change…” it becomes clear that them,
they refer to his companions who were
accompanying him for a while. (This
tradition is also narrated by Bukhari and
Moslem.)

2.

Bukhari and Muslem narrated
from Prophet who said,
ﻳﺮﺩ ﻋﻠﯽ ﻳﻮﻡ ﺍﻟﻘﻴﺎﻣﺔ ﺭﻫﻂ ﻣﻦ ﺍﺻﺤﺎﺑﯽ – ﺍﻭ ﻗﺎﻝ ﻣﻦ
ﺍُﻣﺘﯽ – ﻓﻴﺤﻠﺆﻥ ﻋﻦ ﺍﻟﺤﻮﺽ ﻓﺎﻗﻮﻝ ﻳﺎ ﺭﺏ ﺍﺻﺤﺎﺑﯽ
ﻓﻴﻘﻮﻝ ﺍﻧﻪ ﻻﻋﻠﻢ ﻟﮏ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺃﺣﺪﺛﻮﺍ ﺑﻌﺪک ﺍﻧﻬﻢ ﺍﺭﺗﺪﻭﺍ
.ﻋﻠﯽ ﺃﺩﺑﺎﺭﻫﻢ ﺍﻟﻘﻬﻘﺮی
“On the Resurrection day, a group of my
companions or he said my nation- will
come close to you, then they will go
away from the pool (they are not

allowed to get closer to the pool). Then I
say oh, God! They are my companions.
God said, you are not aware of what
they did after you, you are not aware
they returned to their previous state
(time of ignorance.)
Conclusion
It becomes clear from the verses of
Quran and sunnah of Prophet that the
people who accompanied Prophet are
not in the same level but a group of
them were pious people in the zenith of
humanity which their services to Islam
caused blossom of islam. There were
other group whom from the first were
hypocrites, double-faced, sick-hearted
and sinful.
In this way, the opinion of Shia
regarding Sahabah of Prophet which is
the opinion of holy book of God and
Sunnah becomes clear.
1
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A Review of E.Szanto’s PhD dissertation “
Following Sayida Zaynab: Twelve Shi’ism
in Contemporary Syria (2012)
Zeinab Sadat Mousavi, Maryam Sarbandi Farahani
March.2018
Abstract: The research under review is concerned with the concept of tradition as
accepted and practiced at the shrine-town of Lady Zaynab in Syria through an
ethnographical investigation. It analyzes of the ritual of mourning gathering by
women at the shrine, the annual commemoration of Imam al-Ḥusayn in Muḥarram,
and finally the spiritual healings and miracles associated with it. The study was, to
some extent, based upon Talāl Asad's (1986) notion of ethnography of Islam and
various iterations of Karbala emanating from Fischer’s (1981) framework of the
Karbala paradigm. The present review, seeks to analyze the major issues raised by
the author and propound a critical reading of the text.
Key Words: Lady Zaynab; Syria; Shi’a, Muḥarram; Mourning gathering.
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lessons in Middle Eastern History,

history, traditions, and rituals of the

Western

Comparative

Shi’is who reside at the shrine-town of

Islam.

Sayyida

World

Civilization,
Religions,

and

Her

research area is Islam in the modern
Middle East. Szanto received her PhD in
Religious Studies from University of
Toronto in 2012. She stayed in Syria for
three years as a Fulbrighter and busied
herself with conducting research on
popular

Islamic

practices,

while

simultaneously working for the UN. Her
current project aims to investigate
contemporary Islam in Kurdistan of
Iraq. She has published in the Journal of
Shi'a

Islamic

Studies, Comparative

Studies of South Asia, Africa and the
Middle

East,

and

the International

Zaynab,

to

which

the

dissertation is dedicated.
After devoting one section of the first
chapter to introducing the political,
geographical,
ethnographical

social,

religious

features

and

of

the

inhabitants of Damascus as the city of
Sayyida Zaynab’s holy shrine, Dr. Edith
Szanto scrutinized Shi’i women’s rituals
for mourning gatherings. Afterwards,
she raised the subject of the Karbala
Paradigm which was first coined by
Fischer (1981), drawing an analogy
between Shi’is practices in Muharram
and those of Catholic Penitents’ rituals.

Journal of Middle Eastern Studies.
Chapter two deals with seminaries of
Shi’is in Damascus, their institutional
Introduction
Sayyida Zaynab, the elder sister of
Imam al-Ḥusayn, is highly respected
among the Shi’is all over the world for
her participation in the episode of
Karbala, cursing the Umayyad caliph in
Damascus, and conveying the messages
of Ashura to the world. The researcher,

changes, and their religious elites. Then,
she recounted the institutional landscape
of

Sayyida

Zaynab:

the

historical

background, religious aid organizations,
seminaries, and Ḥusayniyyāhs. After
that,

Szanto

investigated

multiple

notions of learning which are set as
premises in Shi’i seminary education.

as an anthropologist, paid a visit to the

In chapter three, Szanto first deployed

shrine-town of Sayyida Zaynab and

an affective perspective in analyzing the

provided a detailed description of the

mourning practices of Shi’i women,
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using two modes of affect: aththara and

anthropology

thāra. Second, the researcher explored

perception of a chain of discourses

how such mourning gatherings allow for

connecting Shi’is to such fundamental

affective modes of transmission among

texts (e.g. Qur’an) and influential

the pious Shi’is. The third concern of the

individuals (e.g. the Infallible Imams).

chapter goes for the procedure for Shi’is
women

to

become

preachers

of

Islam

requires

a

A Critical Appraisal

or

mullayāt. Finally, the chapter ends in a

Having addressed the main and general

perusal of the pious media and their

issues raised by the dissertation and

influence on the Shi’is.

introducing the whole work to the
readers, it is appropriate to tackle the

Throughout the fourth chapter, Szanto
discussed

the

Muharram

practices

among the Shi’is in detail and paid
attention to the dispute between Shi’i
scholars

over

the

permission

and

appropriateness of some ritual practices
i.e. self-flagellation processions like
tatbīr or zanjīr. However, in the fifth
chapter, Szanto raised the subject of
spiritual healing and the practices
conducted for such a purpose. Then, she
turned to magic, its permissible forms,
and its relationship with religion.

chief subjects and themes of the study. It
seems that the predominant issue with
which the dissertation has dealt with is
the subject of tradition as it makes sense
among Shi’is in Syria. The author holds
that Shi’is primarily resort to the
‘traditional’

interpretation

of

Lady

Zaynab’s life. According to Szanto, the
traditional interpretation of this great
character refers to perception of what
Lady Zaynab went through during and
after the massacre of Karbala with an
emotional emphasis on the grief and

In the final chapter, the researcher

affliction

concludes that the concept of tradition

‘authenticated’

should

even

interpretation deems Sayyida Zaynab

updated in accordance to the concept of

from the aspect of her resistance to

modernity. In addition, she raised an

Yazīd and the ascendancy of her words

idea of tradition not being a necessity to

in her lament.

be

reconsidered

and

become a better and more pious Muslim.
Accordingly, Szanto concluded that an
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she

coped
or

with.

The

‘modern’
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Another key issue brought up by the

To a large extent, the arguments

author is the concept of ‘affective piety’

propounded by the researcher appear to

to observe the pious mourning practices

be supported by a wide range of

for Sayyida Zaynab and the episode of

evidence taken from the words or

Ashura. Szanto found that mourning and

conducts of the Shi’is inhabiting in

grief for Imam al-Ḥusayn turns a

religious environments. However, it

historical

“deeply

seems that Szanto’s apprehension of

affective kind of knowledge which

Shi’is convictions is not as thorough and

makes particular demands upon Shi’is”

profound as it should be, or at least,

(Szanto, 2012: 95). She states that

some descriptions and information about

remembering the sufferings of the Ahl

Shi’is ethnography offered by her seem

al-Bayt, Shi’is tend to disregard their

to be misinterpreted by the reader, and

own calamities and misfortunes in life

the result of such an inadequacy would

and ignore them in comparison to the

be the deficient transfer of information

afflictions that the Ahl al-Bayt went

which are discernable in some sections

through.

of the dissertation. An example of such a

account

into

a

As put forward above, the author
reached the conclusion that tradition has
to be modernized in accordance to
contemporary concepts. It seems that
using the following three justifications,
Szanto has made such a claim: 1. The
concept of tradition has been deployed
rhetorically to claim legitimacy, 2.
Referring to Talal Asad (1986) and
William Graham (1993), she proposed
the inter-subjective or rational aspects of
tradition, and 3. She asserted that not all
of the Islamic traditions culminate in the
cultivation of piety.

phenomenon goes for the author’s
assertion that Shi’is hold and sponsor
mourning gatherings or majālis in order
to bring about such events as marriage,
graduation, and recovery. Although she
has quoted this sentence from a local
Shi’i woman, there exists the possibility
that the local woman has skipped, either
intentionally or unintentionally, the
main and definite motivation for Shi’is
to hold such gatherings which is
primarily to commemorate the episode
of Karbala and the passions of Sayyida
Zaynab and Imam al-Ḥusayn, and at the
second level their (i.e. the mourner’s)
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ordinary and spiritual desires to be

Note: The current piece of work was

fulfilled. Such shortcomings may cause

composed under the request of Safinah

misinterpretation of the readers and lead

Journal of Islamic Studies.

them to the estimation that Shi’is hold
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ﺩﺭ

Secular Messianism
H.E. Archbishop Cyril Salim Bustros, Archbishop of Beirut & Byblos
An interview with Salim Bostrus

Abstract: in the following, we are going to read an interview with H.E.
Archbishop Cyril Salim Bustros, Archbishop of Beirut & Byblos about
commonalities between religions. The questioned asked were more than what
included here; We selected some questions related to Islam which were asked
and mentioned them in this article. To explaine the topic of our interview,
knowing the meaning of Messianism seems necessary. Messianism is the belief in
the advent of a messiah who acts as the savior or liberator of a group of people.
Religions with a messiah concept include Zoroastrianism (Saoshyant), Judaism
(the Mashiach), Buddhism (Maitreya), Hinduism (Kalki), Taoism (Li Hong), and
Bábism (He whom God shall make manifest).
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In your opinion what is the idea of

Therefore, salvation is related to the

Christianity concerning the issue of

behavior of people. But from other hand

salvation of humanity? Especially

we say Jesus is our savior. This thought

about how Jesus returned as a savior?

belonged to the past which said,

We have a sentence from saint Polos
who said, “Truly God punishes everyone
based on his actions.” Salvation and
entering heaven is related to the actions
of human being. Those who do good
deeds will enter heaven and be salvated
and those who commits evil and bad
actions during their lifetime will be
losers. This means that all actions of
human beings are not equal with one

“salvation does not fulfilled unless ….
Exists.” Because in that time, when
human being makes a mistake, this
mistake in fact in done in violation of
God’s right.” So this person deserved to
die. He to compensate his mistakes and
to make up for that should devote
something instead, which is he should
give an animal instead but when Jesus
revealed he gave himself as adevotion

another. Goodness exist in front of evils,

Nowadays Islam has been faced

recognizing and differing these two

unkind reactions or even attacks in

from each other is what which should be

Christian worlds and it is introduced

studied in all religions. According to the

an equivalent for terrorism. Can you,

holy book about the beginning of

as a Christian scholar, accept such a

creation in that time God addressed

picture from a divine religion and its

Adam and Eva and said, “There is a tree

massenger?

there to gnosis and by that good and bad
can be realized. Do not eat from its
fruit.” This means that human being is
not the criteria of what is good and what
is bad. God Almighty decides alone and
independently. He is the One who
determines what is good and what is
bad. Human being should take His
advices about good and bad.

The religion history shows that we have
always been faced a kind of harshness,
violence and terrorism in applying
religion. Once when Jews entered the
land of Canaan, they killed its habitants.
Their

excuse

inhabitants

are

was

this

that

idol-worshipper

the
or

Mushrik, so they are Unclean ﻧﺠﺲ. In
Christian part of the West, magicians,
astronomers and Satanists were killed.
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Inquisition courts were held where

the last Islam and Christian conference,

human beings were sentenced to death.

held in Al-Azhar, it was talked about

Even if we review Islamic history, we

citizenship. It was agreed that we should

find out that Islamic conquers were

not focuse on religions or sects as all

achieved by a kind of harshness towards

people are citizens of a single homeland.

Mushriks and pagans, as we read in

Regarding religions and sects, we are all

Quran, for example surah Tubah ( verse:

free to have our own belief. Religion of

5)

each person is for that person and all

ُ ﻓَﺈِ َﺫﺍ ﺍ ْﻧ َﺴﻠَ َﺦ ْﺍﻷَ ْﺷﻬُ ُﺮ ْﺍﻟ ُﺤ ُﺮ ُﻡ ﻓَﺎ ْﻗﺘُﻠُﻮﺍ ْﺍﻟ ُﻤ ْﺸ ِﺮ ِﻛﻴﻦَ َﺣﻴ
ْﺚ
َﻭ َﺟ ْﺪﺗُ ُﻤﻮﻫ ُ ْﻢ

religions should be respected because all
are equal in terms of principle of
citizenship.

When the sacred months are over, slay
the idolaters wherever you find them.

This is the base of common life.
Nowadays, this idea is being spread and

This is a kind of terrorism against

for this reason, now we have “balanced

Mushriks. It should be noticed that this

Islam” or “moderate Islam” these days.

kind of verses were sent down at the

This balanced Islam is based on Quranic

time of wars and Qazave but today we

principles. This balance-orientation is of

do not have any Qazve. The word today

Islamic principles. We can not say Islam

is about the legal rulership. Nowadays,

is a religion of terror. Some terms or

we have armies and laws. We have

phrases are interpreted terroristically.

constitution and our countries have

But in fact, Islam is the religion of

borders. Now we can not talk of

mercy and kindness. It is highly

attacking other tribes in order to survive.

impossible that God orders people kill

The mentioned verse and likewise have

each other. It is ordered, never commit

been descended in a specific course of

any

history. But now, if one does this kind

comprehensive

of actions, it is truly called terrorism.

disputable. Each murder is religiously

For example ISIS resorted to these

forbidden (Haram) Do not we read in

verses to justify its brutal actions. But

Quran that anyone who kills an innocent

Islam is the religion of balance. It says

person is similar to one who kills all

the time of these actions is expired. In

people? There is such a beautiful

crime.

Period.
order.

This
It

is
is

a
not
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sentence in Quran which also exists in

that after passing a thousand years Jesus

all religions. Murder is forbidden.

will come back. But when a thousand

People must not be killed. There is an

years ended, they said we made a

exception, though, which is Qisas

mistake and he will return after two

(retaliate). Government is allowed to

thousand years. The year 2000 has come

retaliate. The point is if by prisoning and

but Jesus did not come, so it should be

rehabilitation, the wrongdoer can be

said that this claim was based upon

punished and gives up wrong actions,

literal meaning of a verse which says the

this is what should be done. Murder

rulership

should not be taken as a principle. We

thousand year. But here a thousand

can not claim there is a religion which

means a lot, countless. Therefore, we

orders “ to kill.” No, it is not true. We

can not interprete it literally. Some

do not have any terrorist religion.

Christians made other alterations and

Terroristic

mistakes. But wordly Christianity and

actions

result

from

misunderstanding a religion.

Catholic Church disagree these claims.

At the present time, in Christianity
especialy among American protestans
called

“Millenarian”

or

Zionist

Christianity, there is an attitude
which strongly believed in return of
Jesus. They take radical political
approaches and most of the political
actions they take is in order to govern
the present world where is in the
treshhold of reappearance of Jesus.
How do you evaluate these beliefs of
returning Jesus backed by political
supports?
Notice that Millenarian is something and
Zionist Christianity is another thing.
Millenarian Christianity at first believed
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of churches are only a

No one knows when Jesus will return. In
gospel, we read the students of Jesus
asked him about his return. He told
them, “no one knows when it will
happen.” Nor human being nor any
angel, just God is aware of its time.

